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Through the pages of this journal we hope to tell our
readers about Powell River and its products.

The Cover Picture
An unusual snow picture taken

by our staff photographer, Oswald
Stevenson. This is partly cleared
land on the outskirts of Powell
River. The snow on the tree stumps
gives 2 unique effect. We hasten
to add that, generally, it is impos-
sible to obtain such snow scenes
in Powell River.



QN April 7, 1914, a 26-year-old lad, broad of shoulders,
slim of hip, and exuding ruddy Yorkshire aggressiveness,

stepped off a west-bound boat at Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Two weeks dater, on April 20, he arrived in Powell River.
Four days later, April 24 of that year, he started work on
the wharf at Powell River. Today, 36 years later, he is
still on the dock, holding the important key post of Head
Checker, and is responsible for the correct checking of
the thousands of rolls of newsprint and bales of pulp
shipped from our docks.

And that is the beginning of the Arthur Dunn saga in
Powell River—a story of a vigorous, active and useful life
spent in the service of the Company and the community.
Canada to Arthur Dunn is Powell River, and his entire
working lifetime in the Dominion has been spent in the
community which he loves above all others, and which he
considers is second to none anywhere in the world. In
those days, Powell River at the end of a hectic construction
period, had just decided to settle down to normal living—
with athletic, social and fraternal life in its infancy. Into
this activity this robust bit of Yorkshire relish plunged
with lusty gusto. He was among the group that organized
soccer football in the area, and played half-back in the
first game ever seen within the district limits on July 1,
1914. For the next ten years his rugged tackling and
robust kicking were features of local soccer fields. He
helped organize the first cricket club, also in 1914.

Throughout the years he has been closely affiliated with
his first love, soccer, but is a keen follower of every branch
of sport. He is prominent in fraternal life, and is a past
Post Chapter Commander of the Knights of Pythias.

Arthur is famous in Powell River for his phenomenal
memory of past events and early days in Powell River.
He can tell off-hand the day the first automobile appeared
on our streets, the day the first plane landed near the docks
—what happened at the famous fire of July 1, 1914.
There is scarcely a ship that has touched the Powell River
wharf in thirty-six years that he can’t recall in detail—
tonnage, the captain's name—and where and when she
was built. He is the last word, the final court of appeal
for all facts, dates and statistics of the early days.

The entire Dunn family have been and still are leaders
in the social, fraternal and athletic life in the community.
Mrs. Dunn is one of the district's leading needle experts,
and some of her intricately designed bedspreads and table
covers adorn scores of homes in the district. Arthur's
oldest daughter Alice (Mrs. James Robertson) is a prom-
inent community and lodge worker—and formerly was a
leading Powell River sprinter. Another daughter Nellie
(Mrs. Lake) resides in Trail, B. C.—and was formerly
active in athletic and fraternal work. A. younger son,
Alf, is one of the local high school’s leading athletes,
starring in basketball and track and field.

Arthur Dunn was born in Shefheld, England, in 1888—
and prior to arrival in Canada was a classy wrestler in the
welter division. He is out of that class now’! Today he
is among the first five of our senior service employees—
and as far as vigor and enthusiasm are concerned, he hasn't
changed in thirty-six years.

It is a privilege to introduce Chief Checker Arthur Dunn
to our readers—and to wish him and his family continued
health, happiness and prosperity.
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woos By DR. RALPH F. PATTERSON, Director of Research

OOD is probably the most versatile and most abundantraw material at mankind's disposal. Food, clothing,
fuel and shelter—all can be made from wood. There are
eight billion acres of forest lands to supply the world’s
requirements, and the supply is inexhaustible if we take
care to manage our forests in such a way that cut and
growth are balanced. The forest must be handled as a
crop—not as a mine.

In British Columbia we hold one-third of the softwood
resources of the British Empire. It is up to us to make the
fullest possible use of these vast holdings, and the way to
do so is to decrease our wood wastage by increased pro-
duction of by-products and increased efhciency of wood
processing. It is difhcult to believe, but nevertheless true,
that 80 per cent of each tree cut is waste, which never
reaches the ultimate consumer. In this article we will
discuss the by-products made from pulp and paper mill
wastes. The production of these materials is a step in the
right direction, but, unfortunately, the total tonnages pro-
duced are still statistically invisible compared with over-all
wood waste.

Until recently all the bark removed from the logs at
pulp mills was burned, but there are now a few exceptions
to this rule. Considerable research has been done on bark
utilization, as a result of which there is now being manu-
factured on a commercial scale a variety. ef ground bark
products. Douglas fir bark is ground’and screened in such
a way that cork, fibre and bark dust fractions are obtained.
These are marketed for a variety of uses, including soil
conditioner or top dressing for lawns, an extender for
plywood glues, linoleum manufacture, bufhng compounds,
insecticide ingredient, foundry parting material, plastics
filler, etc.

Small amounts of waste bark are also being used in the
production of building boards. The tonnage moving in
this direction may be expected to increase greatly as the
market for low cost hard board is expanding rapidly.

Investigations have been made of Western Hemlock
bark as a source of tanning, and have shown that satis-
factory extracts may be prepared from this source.

At the present time pulp mill sawdust and other whole
wood wastes are largely used for fuel, but various possi-
bilities for the production of by-products exist.

A start has been made on the manufacture of hard-

board from waste wood, and the products are quite attrac-
tive and appear to be serviceable. Wood waste may also
be converted into wood flour by simple mechanical dis-
integration in hammer mills. A large percentage of many
plastic articles is wood flour, and there is a truly tremen-
dous market for 100 to 300-mesh flour. This material is
also used as an insecticide carrier, as a diluent in explosives
manufacture, for fur cleaning, and so on.

A more chemical use for waste wood consists of its
hydrolysis by means of mineral acids. The carbohydrate
polymers are converted to simple sugars which may then
be reclaimed as such or fermented for the production of
yeast or alcohols. A ton of dry wood is capable of yielding
about 1100 pounds of sugar, from which 55 to 65 gallons
of ethyl alcohol may be obtained.

Besides ethyl alcohol, it is also technically possible to
direct fermentation of sugars obtained from wood to the
production of methyl or butyl alcohol, to butylene glycol,
lactic acid or butyric acid.

These, then, are a few of the by-products available from
the whole wood arising as a waste at pulp and paper mills.

Several by-products of the sulphate pulp industry are
being produced on a commercial scale. In the Southern
United States sulphate pulps are made from pine which
contains turpentine and rosin. Cooking acts as a steam
distillation of the wood chips and the gases removed from
the digester are rich in these materials. The crude material
which is recovered by simple condensation contains from
50 to 90 per cent of ordinary wood turpentine, the
remainder consisting of pine oil, methanol, acetone,
dimethyl! sulfide, methyl marcaptan, etc. The turpentine is
recovered by fractional distillation, but must be further
purified where necessary to remove the odor of the sulphur
compounds. At least 15 million gallons of this “sulphate
wood turpentine” are available annually, but actually pro-
duction does not exceed 20 per cent of this tonnage.

In the process of recovering caustic the sulphate pulp
industry burns roughly two million tons of lignin annually.
A large fraction of this is capable of recovery by acidifi-
cation just as is done with soda black liquors. The great
problem is to find uses for this lignin or means of convert-
ing it economically to usable products.

The remaining important method of manufacturing
paper pulp is the sulphite process in which the wood chips
are cooked with aqueous calcium bisulfite solution. From
the sulphite digester a 45 to 50 per cent yield of pulp is
obtained, the remainder of the wood substance going into
solution in the cooking liquor. This acid solution of wood
components, which is drained and washed from the pulp
and discarded into a-river or the ocean, constitutes the
greatest single industrial waste in the world today, amount-
ing to over ten million tons each year.

The degraded celluloses and hemicelluloses in the waste
liquor are present as sugars and sugar acids, having been
hydrolyzed by the cooking liquor. The utilization of these
sugars is the basis of two well established commercial pro-

In one of these common bakers yeast is produced

by allowing it to grow on the sugars in the waste liquor.
In the second process the wood sugars are fermented to
produce ethyl alcohol. At least three mills on this con-
tinent, two of them in Eastern Canada, are currently pro-
ducing pure grain alcohol from waste sulphite liquor. It
has been estimated that about 30 million gallons of alcohol
could be manufactured annually in Canada from this

Other proposals for waste sulphite liquor utilization
include its use as a tanning agent, as a fertilizer and soil
conditioner, as an ingredient of soaps and lubricants, for
water conditioning, and for many other purposes. A
process developed by the Marathon Paper Company in
Wisconsin for the removal of lignin from waste sulphite
liquor by precipitation with powdered lime is in large scale
commercial production in one mill and the lignin products
are said to find markets in these fields.

Evaporation of the waste sulphite liquor to a solid or
semi-solid state yields products which are used to some
extent as tanning agents, adhesives, paint ingredients, road
surfacing. None of these is using lignin in large tonnages
and they cannot be considered as much more than methods
of lignin disposal, with possible exception of recent
improvements in leather tanning with lignin or its
derivatives.

Now that we have considered the by-products which
pulp and paper mills are producing at present or are likely
to produce in the immediate future, it might be of interest
to expand our subject to include some other possible
products of wood and to see what could be done with this
raw material. No effort will be made to include all the
uses to which wood might be put as that would take far
too much time.

We already know how lignin yields vanillin, tanning
agents, rubber extenders, soil conditioners and _ plastics.
With the exception of vanillin, none of these products can
be properly termed chemical uses. The phenyl propane
unit, which is the basis of lignin structure, should be
capable of conversion to many chemical products. Experi-
mental hydrogenation of lignin has been shown capable of
yielding many pure substances, including phenol, cresol,
acetone, methanol, cyclohexyl compounds. There seems
no reason to doubt that it is at least technically feasible to
produce a hydrocarbon mixture from lignin which could
be used in place of gasoline. The process would be similar
to that used for the production of motor fuel from coal
or coal tar. It has been estimated that the eight billion
acres of forests in the world are capable of producing 400
billion gallons of motor fuel annually, or roughly five times
the pre-war production of crude oil. This is based on tree
growth, and could therefore be sustained for as long as
trees can be made to grow on these vast areas. At the
same time these forests would be yielding pulp, lumber and
other wood products of which the world has need.

It is interesting to note that trees can produce more
alcohol per acre than can either sugar cane or sugar beets,
and at lower harvesting and tending costs. It is rather

sSOUrce.

surprising to find that an acre of well-managed forest can
yield about five times as much cellulose as does an acre
of cotton.

Perhaps these facts and fancies are enough to show you
the great potentialities of wood. To quote from Mr.
Glesinger’s book: “If modern technology replaced out-
dated methods now in use, if all forest wastes were
processed, if forests were no longer mined but grown, the
world would witness a startling industrial phenomenon.
Whereas the steel industry started from a production level
of a few thousand tons of coal and iron ore, and oil pro-
duction when it got under way in 1860 was not quite
100,000 tons per year, the revolution in wood would take
off from a production level running already around one
thousand million tons. Multiplying this forest output by
ten and more—which is perfectly conceivable—we could
produce in one generation consequences for which history
offers no comparable precedent. If we assume a conserva-
tive annual output of one ton an acre, the forests in the
future could provide a total of 8000 million tons of mate-
rial—more than twice the tonnage of food, coal, oil,
minerals and fibres consumed yearly by mankind. Divide
this total by the population of the world and you can
furnish every human being with four tons of wood.
Allocate it as you please—it can triple the supply of every-
thing, from houses, picture magazines, and airplanes, to
women’s stockings, food and liquid fuel. The wood
standard of living means that every person on earth can
have the basic things of life — clothing, housing, food,
literacy, sanitation.”

What Mr. Glesinger says is not impossible, even if it
is improbable for many years to come. Fven in view of
the great gulf between practical and possible which will
undoubtedly make us fall far short of this ultimate goal,
the important thing to notice is that there is no other raw
material with which we could even begin to accomplish
so much.
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The Laboratory Building.

OOD is probably the most versatile and most abundantraw material at mankind's disposal. Food, clothing,
fuel and shelter—all can be made from wood. There are
eight billion acres of forest lands to supply the world’s
requirements, and the supply is inexhaustible if we take
care to manage our forests in such a way that cut and
growth are balanced. The forest must be handled as a
crop—not as a mine.

In British Columbia we hold one-third of the softwood
resources of the British Empire. It is up to us to make the
fullest possible use of these vast holdings, and the way to
do so is to decrease our wood wastage by increased pro-
duction of by-products and increased efhciency of wood
processing. It is difhcult to believe, but nevertheless true,
that 80 per cent of each tree cut is waste, which never
reaches the ultimate consumer. In this article we will
discuss the by-products made from pulp and paper mill
wastes. The production of these materials is a step in the
right direction, but, unfortunately, the total tonnages pro-
duced are still statistically invisible compared with over-all
wood waste.

Until recently all the bark removed from the logs at
pulp mills was burned, but there are now a few exceptions
to this rule. Considerable research has been done on bark
utilization, as a result of which there is now being manu-
factured on a commercial scale a variety. ef ground bark
products. Douglas fir bark is ground’and screened in such
a way that cork, fibre and bark dust fractions are obtained.
These are marketed for a variety of uses, including soil
conditioner or top dressing for lawns, an extender for
plywood glues, linoleum manufacture, bufhng compounds,
insecticide ingredient, foundry parting material, plastics
filler, etc.

Small amounts of waste bark are also being used in the
production of building boards. The tonnage moving in
this direction may be expected to increase greatly as the
market for low cost hard board is expanding rapidly.

Investigations have been made of Western Hemlock
bark as a source of tanning, and have shown that satis-
factory extracts may be prepared from this source.

At the present time pulp mill sawdust and other whole
wood wastes are largely used for fuel, but various possi-
bilities for the production of by-products exist.

A start has been made on the manufacture of hard-

board from waste wood, and the products are quite attrac-
tive and appear to be serviceable. Wood waste may also
be converted into wood flour by simple mechanical dis-
integration in hammer mills. A large percentage of many
plastic articles is wood flour, and there is a truly tremen-
dous market for 100 to 300-mesh flour. This material is
also used as an insecticide carrier, as a diluent in explosives
manufacture, for fur cleaning, and so on.

A more chemical use for waste wood consists of its
hydrolysis by means of mineral acids. The carbohydrate
polymers are converted to simple sugars which may then
be reclaimed as such or fermented for the production of
yeast or alcohols. A ton of dry wood is capable of yielding
about 1100 pounds of sugar, from which 55 to 65 gallons
of ethyl alcohol may be obtained.

Besides ethyl alcohol, it is also technically possible to
direct fermentation of sugars obtained from wood to the
production of methyl or butyl alcohol, to butylene glycol,
lactic acid or butyric acid.

These, then, are a few of the by-products available from
the whole wood arising as a waste at pulp and paper mills.

Several by-products of the sulphate pulp industry are
being produced on a commercial scale. In the Southern
United States sulphate pulps are made from pine which
contains turpentine and rosin. Cooking acts as a steam
distillation of the wood chips and the gases removed from
the digester are rich in these materials. The crude material
which is recovered by simple condensation contains from
50 to 90 per cent of ordinary wood turpentine, the
remainder consisting of pine oil, methanol, acetone,
dimethyl! sulfide, methyl marcaptan, etc. The turpentine is
recovered by fractional distillation, but must be further
purified where necessary to remove the odor of the sulphur
compounds. At least 15 million gallons of this “sulphate
wood turpentine” are available annually, but actually pro-
duction does not exceed 20 per cent of this tonnage.

In the process of recovering caustic the sulphate pulp
industry burns roughly two million tons of lignin annually.
A large fraction of this is capable of recovery by acidifi-
cation just as is done with soda black liquors. The great
problem is to find uses for this lignin or means of convert-
ing it economically to usable products.

The remaining important method of manufacturing
paper pulp is the sulphite process in which the wood chips
are cooked with aqueous calcium bisulfite solution. From
the sulphite digester a 45 to 50 per cent yield of pulp is
obtained, the remainder of the wood substance going into
solution in the cooking liquor. This acid solution of wood
components, which is drained and washed from the pulp
and discarded into a-river or the ocean, constitutes the
greatest single industrial waste in the world today, amount-
ing to over ten million tons each year.

The degraded celluloses and hemicelluloses in the waste
liquor are present as sugars and sugar acids, having been
hydrolyzed by the cooking liquor. The utilization of these
sugars is the basis of two well established commercial pro-

In one of these common bakers yeast is produced
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By DR. RALPH F. PATTERSON, Director of Research

by allowing it to grow on the sugars in the waste liquor.
In the second process the wood sugars are fermented to
produce ethyl alcohol. At least three mills on this con-
tinent, two of them in Eastern Canada, are currently pro-
ducing pure grain alcohol from waste sulphite liquor. It
has been estimated that about 30 million gallons of alcohol
could be manufactured annually in Canada from this

Other proposals for waste sulphite liquor utilization
include its use as a tanning agent, as a fertilizer and soil
conditioner, as an ingredient of soaps and lubricants, for
water conditioning, and for many other purposes. A
process developed by the Marathon Paper Company in
Wisconsin for the removal of lignin from waste sulphite
liquor by precipitation with powdered lime is in large scale
commercial production in one mill and the lignin products
are said to find markets in these fields.

Evaporation of the waste sulphite liquor to a solid or
semi-solid state yields products which are used to some
extent as tanning agents, adhesives, paint ingredients, road
surfacing. None of these is using lignin in large tonnages
and they cannot be considered as much more than methods
of lignin disposal, with possible exception of recent
improvements in leather tanning with lignin or its
derivatives.

Now that we have considered the by-products which
pulp and paper mills are producing at present or are likely
to produce in the immediate future, it might be of interest
to expand our subject to include some other possible
products of wood and to see what could be done with this
raw material. No effort will be made to include all the
uses to which wood might be put as that would take far
too much time.

We already know how lignin yields vanillin, tanning
agents, rubber extenders, soil conditioners and _ plastics.
With the exception of vanillin, none of these products can
be properly termed chemical uses. The phenyl propane
unit, which is the basis of lignin structure, should be
capable of conversion to many chemical products. Experi-
mental hydrogenation of lignin has been shown capable of
yielding many pure substances, including phenol, cresol,
acetone, methanol, cyclohexyl compounds. There seems
no reason to doubt that it is at least technically feasible to
produce a hydrocarbon mixture from lignin which could
be used in place of gasoline. The process would be similar
to that used for the production of motor fuel from coal
or coal tar. It has been estimated that the eight billion
acres of forests in the world are capable of producing 400
billion gallons of motor fuel annually, or roughly five times
the pre-war production of crude oil. This is based on tree
growth, and could therefore be sustained for as long as
trees can be made to grow on these vast areas. At the
same time these forests would be yielding pulp, lumber and
other wood products of which the world has need.

It is interesting to note that trees can produce more
alcohol per acre than can either sugar cane or sugar beets,
and at lower harvesting and tending costs. It is rather
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surprising to find that an acre of well-managed forest can
yield about five times as much cellulose as does an acre
of cotton.

Perhaps these facts and fancies are enough to show you
the great potentialities of wood. To quote from Mr.
Glesinger’s book: “If modern technology replaced out-
dated methods now in use, if all forest wastes were
processed, if forests were no longer mined but grown, the
world would witness a startling industrial phenomenon.
Whereas the steel industry started from a production level
of a few thousand tons of coal and iron ore, and oil pro-
duction when it got under way in 1860 was not quite
100,000 tons per year, the revolution in wood would take
off from a production level running already around one
thousand million tons. Multiplying this forest output by
ten and more—which is perfectly conceivable—we could
produce in one generation consequences for which history
offers no comparable precedent. If we assume a conserva-
tive annual output of one ton an acre, the forests in the
future could provide a total of 8000 million tons of mate-
rial—more than twice the tonnage of food, coal, oil,
minerals and fibres consumed yearly by mankind. Divide
this total by the population of the world and you can
furnish every human being with four tons of wood.
Allocate it as you please—it can triple the supply of every-
thing, from houses, picture magazines, and airplanes, to
women’s stockings, food and liquid fuel. The wood
standard of living means that every person on earth can
have the basic things of life — clothing, housing, food,
literacy, sanitation.”

What Mr. Glesinger says is not impossible, even if it
is improbable for many years to come. Fven in view of
the great gulf between practical and possible which will
undoubtedly make us fall far short of this ultimate goal,
the important thing to notice is that there is no other raw
material with which we could even begin to accomplish
so much.
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The Lois River power house, showing penstocks and 318-foot surge tank.

FLECTRICITY—PULSE OF THE MILL
By E. G. CRAIGEN, Electrical Superintendent

g N any modern industrial plant, electricity is an important
and often a vital factor governing operations and con-

tinuity of employment. This is particularly true of the
Pulp and Paper Industry, one of the largest users of elec-
tric power in the world. Almost every pulp and paper
plant on this continent is located close to a water power
supply, for without water—and its generation to electrical
energy—the pulp and paper industry could not exist.

This is as true of Powell River, in particular, as it is of
the industry in general. Today, with an output in excess
of 1000 tons of pulp and paper products daily, storage and
generator capacity for nearly 100,000 horsepower is pro-
vided. Power in our plant is derived from two sources,
Powell Lake, jutting into the heart of the town, and Lois
River, thirteen miles southward.

There are three main factors in the electrical operation
of a modern paper mill — Generation, Distribution and
Maintenance.

At Lois River there are two Hydro-Electric Generating
Units capable of developing 36,000 kws (48,000 h.p.).
This power is transmitted to Powell River over a
pole line some 13!/2 miles long, at an electrical pressure of
66,000 volts. At the Powell River receiving station the
pressure is reduced to 6600 volts, and the power is linked
up with the output of four hydro-electric generating units
in the Powell River plants, capable of producing some
23,000 horsepower.

To control these units and their auxiliaries a staff on

continuous duty is employed in the Powell River and
Lois River power houses. Sundays, holidays, feast days,
there are always operators in attendance. Besides the
machines the operating staff has control of 22 outgoing
power feeder circuits which radiate from two distributing
centres in Powell River. Observation of loading and main-
taining records of power output is a portion of their
important work. Modern switchboards are at their dis-
posal for this job, and these are equipped with various
meters, protective devices and alarms, along with facilities
for opening and closing the large, oil-immersed switches.

These are the men who assure the district of a supply of
power and light the clock around, each day of the year,
ready to contend with sudden demands for power or to
control the plant when large blocks of power may be
disconnected.

The accuracy of operation may be understood when one
considers that, in order to give correct time on our electric
clocks each and every day the generators must make a
precise number of revolutions at all times. At Lois River,
for instance, each generator must revolve just 333.3 revo-
lutions each minute, or a total of 479,952 times in each
24-hour period. This degree of accuracy is also necessary
to drive paper machines and their machinery at constant
speeds.

Distribution of these large amounts of power generated
requires a multiplicity of large and small copper cables
supported on H frames and poles. These cables terminate
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in localitiés adjacent to various departmental buildings
throughout the mill yard also supply electrical
service to Powell River town. An experienced line crew
is responsible for all of this distribution work. These crews
are constantly on call to fix and regulate lines connected
with street lighting, mill “phone autocalls, and even radio
aerials in Powell River.

Within the mill buildings are mazes of power and light-
ing conduits. Big pipes and little ones — some carrying
power at medium or high voltage to large or small machines.
Other smaller pipes carry light circuits—or vital control
circuits which facilitate the convenient, and often remote
and interlocked, control of large or small power using
motors, and other equipment. Our Electrical Maintenance
crew have their headaches in this phase of operating.
Upwards of 1500 motors, totalling over 70,000 horsepower,
ranging from %4 h.p. to 4500 h.p. each, and in voltages
from 110 to 6600, are required to operate the mill. The
multiplicity of switches, control buttons and other devices,
meters, indicating lamps, alarms, are legion. Unknown
miles of conduits, wires and cables, large and small, run
hither and yon on ceilings, in the floor slabs, under the
floors, on the walls and other places too numerous to men-
tion. It is the duty of our electrical maintenance crews
to keep these in condition and to have a thorough knowl-
edge of their characteristics and locations. If and when
troubles occur these devices must be isolated quickly to
immediately facilitate repairs or replacements. To meet
any troubles which may arise, there are many protective
measures which not only safeguard workmen, but also
automatically disconnect or control the various equipment

Above, transformers, where power is ‘stepped down for use in
various departments. Below, typical panel board in Powell River Plant.

to which they may be attached. Some of these include the
well-known fuses, of which we have thousands in the mill.
Others are relays, actuated, some by simple, some by
elaborate methods or “gadgets”. Others include caution-
ary alarms or signals for action to prevent trouble or
safeguard against possible danger. By. and large, we have
an extensive electrical plant motivating our Powell River
operations. Skilled staffs are ever on the job, and hundreds
of extra motors and switches, thousands of spare parts are
always maintained in stock to assist in quick and reliable
servicing.

We have in our ranks several apprentices—local young
men—who are in training under government supervision.
There is a large, diversified field here for their talents, and
combined with their practical work they are committed
to a selected course of study. Several top-notch men have
graduated from the ranks of the Electrical Department, and

others “undoubtedly will, in the future, maintain this goodrecord.
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SUPERVISOR - MANAGEMEN

&é E Pacific Coast is aglow from one end to another.
A great future awaits us if we are to measure up to

_ our opportunities.”
The speaker was Mr. Paul Smith of the San Francisco

Chronicle. The occasion was a monthly meeting of the
Powell River plant supervisors at Powell River.

The idea of a regular monthly gathering of plant super-
visors was initiated by President Harold Foley, nearly four
years ago. The meeting was to take the form of a monthly
dinner—and was exclusive of all regular supervisory con-
ferences held as normal part of plant operating routine.
The purpose was three-fold:

(1) To discuss fully and frankly various operating and
personnel problems.

(2) To provide superintendents and key men with
accurate information on the Company policy and
intentions; and thus have the information imparted
directly and clearly to employees.

(3) To assist the group in an enlarged appreciation of
national and world problems by importing out-
standing guest speakers at regular intervals.

Undoubtedly these gatherings have done much to im-
prove operating efficiency in the plant, have stimulated
and improved management-employee relations—and have
brought new light and understanding on many and varied
phases of the over-all world and national picture.

Many guest speakers have appeared at these gatherings
during a four-year period. On two occasions Mr. R. M.
Fowler, President of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso-
ciation, has spoken at these dinners, and provided the
group with many of the problems confronting the industry,
and something of its place in the national picture.

The group on numerous occasions has had the privilege
of listening to visiting newspaper publishers—and obtain-
ing first hand the particular problems of the newspapers.
These talks, in particular, have served to bring a far closer
appreciation of mutual problems than would otherwise
have been possible.

Almost every variety of subject has been covered from
time to time. Nationally known construction and consult-
ing engineers have attended the meetings; scores of repre-
sentatives of pulp and paper mills from all corners of the
globe — United States, Eastern Canada, Scandinavia.
United Kingdom, etc., have given and received informa-
tion that has been of value to themselves and to the
industry.

Public Relations officers from corporations throughout
the continent have exchanged experiences; leading indus-
trialists have reviewed the business and industrial outlook:
financial experts have outlined market problems and possi-
bilities. Workmen's Compensation Board officials have
given freely of their experiences and knowledge of indus-
trial and public safety.

This is one part of the picture—and one from which
every member has benefited. It has changed the approach
of many superintendents to their duties and provided an
extended background of general knowledge and education.

Another feature of these meetings embodies regular

talks by various foremen and superintendents. The Powell
River Company has always made a practice of sending its
key men to visit other pulp and paper plants both on this
continent and abroad. Each of these men report their
trip at the next supervisors’ meeting, tell of the similarities
and differences in other plants—and discuss the feasibility
of this or that idea in their own plant. These talks invar-
iably provoke a wide degree of argument and discussion
which often result in improvement and economy of
operation.

On different occasions, our chief technicians and
engineers have visited Scandinavia, and on return have
delivered addresses that have run the gamut of every
phase of life in those countries. They have told of the
relation of government to industry; of forest control and
conservation; of personnel and welfare programs; of the
political complexity; post-war problems vexing these
countries. Other technicians and executives have gone
“down under” to Australia and New ‘Zealand —and
their considered observations of life and industry in the
Antipodes have been reviewed at the monthly super-
visors dinners.

A number of other supervisors have returned from
visits to Eastern Canada and the United States, after an
exhaustive study of production, technical and adminis-
trative policies of other organizations. As a result, Powell
River supervisory groups are well grounded on what is
happening in the industry and how their plant fits in—
and how other mills are tackling and overcoming particular
difhculties, common to all.

The local picture is kept constantly in the limelight. At
each meeting a superintendent or department head pre-
pares a talk on the operation of his own department or on
some phase of personnel safety, or technical operation
within the plant.

One month it may be “Our Accident Experience”,
another will review various angles of the Company's
welfare program. In the course of a year practically every
problem or program dealing with plant operation has been
threshed out in spirited and frank discussions.

One or more of the executive heads of the Company
trom Vancouver is always present at each meeting—and
it is here that coming policies, and programs, are first
released. The management has adopted the principle that
all pertinent information relating to operations should be
first transferred to supervisors—and transferred directly,
without possibility of error or misunderstanding. In this
way the prestige of the supervisory group is maintained.
No foreman will learn of a major change in Company
policy or intention through one of his employees or from
someone not connected with his plant or department. The
policy of making supervisors recipients of the first news
release has been greatly appreciated.

The meetings provide a unique opportunity for manage- |
ment to take supervisors into their confidence, when special
or unexpected problems arise. At the meetings, the entire
plant operating costs have been broken déwn and explained,
and the importance of departmental efficiency reviewed in

(Continued on Page 20)
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FRATERNAL LIFE. IN POWELL RIVER

a E of the greatest pleasures which we look forward
to each year,” a member of a visiting fraternal order

recently remarked, “is our visit to Powell River. Your
hospitality to visiting lodges, and the way your fraternal
societies dovetail into the life of your community are recog-
nized in fraternal circles throughout British Columbia.”

Unquestionably fraternal life occupies a prominent spot
in the leisure hours of the men and women of Powell River.
There is not an evening of the week that one or other of
the various lodges do not occupy the well appointed lodge
room of Dwight Hall. At present there are nine fraternal
societies represented in the district. Five of these are men's
lodges, four women’s. Men’s orders include Elks, Knights
of Pythias, Freemasons, Moose, Oddfellows. In _ the
women’s division are Order of Eastern Star, Ladies of
Royal Purple, Pythian Sisters and Rebekahs. Membership
in these societies approximate 1000—roughly one-ninth of
the entire population.

Knights of Pythias Lodge hold the honor of being first
in the fraternal field in Powell River. A month before the
first newsprint came off the paper machines in April, 1912,
the Knights held their first meeting. The Freemasons
were second in line, with Triune Lodge opening its doors
in June, 1915. In succession followed the Pythian Sisters,
October 1, 1916; Order of Eastern Star, 1921; B. P. O. E.,
January 23, 1923; Loyal Order of Moose, 1926; I. O. O. F.,
July 13, 1929; Rebekahs, August, 1930; Ladies of Royal
Purple, June 16, 1928; Westview Lodge (Freemasons),
1948.

In a closely knit community like Powell River, the
fraternal orders have in addition to their regular responsi-
bilities for “‘the good of the order”, been closely identified
with the community life of the district. In fact, many of
the major impulses, which have affected the welfare, happ1-
ness and progress of the community, have been initiated
by these organizations.

The Knights of Pythias, as the oldest organization, have
an enviable record of community service. They sponsor
the Annual Music Festival, which has done so much to
encourage cultural activities in the district. They nom-
inate each year a “Good Citizen” and give a suitable award
in recognition of outstanding community service by indi-
viduals in the district. In addition this lodge supports a
soccer team in the local league. On Christmas Day every
patient in the Powell River Hospital and every member of
the staff is remembered with a suitable gift.

The Elks have been noted throughout the continent for
their community and welfare work; and in Powell River
the local lodge has maintained the best traditions of the
parent lodge. The Elks have.been to the forefront in
almost every branch of community activity in the past
twenty-five years. In recent years they have sponsored the
drive to provide X-ray equipment for the Powell River
hospital—and to date have raised over $12,000 for this
PUI POSc. The néed for modern resuscitating equipment
was brought home forcibly to local residents last year—
and the Elks promptly went into action. They organized

a “Resuscitator Fund”—and have supplied both Powell
River and Westview Fire Halls with Resuscitators. Fach
year the Lodge holds their famous Sulphur Gulch Carnival,
one of the most popular social events of the year. All
funds from this are directed to various public charities,
Red Cross, Cancer Fund, Crippled Children, etc. In addi-
tion, the Order has adopted three refugee children over-
seas, to whom substantial annual contributions are made.

In greater or less degree, dependent on lodge charters
and the aims and purposes of each order, the community
has profited by the existence of these fraternities. The
Moose Lodge organized the successful “March of Dimes”
campaign—and the other lodges have contributed in many
and widely spread ways to numerous local and provincial
welfare projects. The Oddfellows, for example, are spon-
soring six University and six Vocational Bursaries
annually; and the Powell River lodge maintain their quota
subscription to this fund. In addition, this lodge sponsors
a senior basketball team in the Powell River League.

To a degree, perhaps unknown and impossible in the
more impersonal atmosphere of a metropolis, the Powell
River fraternal societies are community bodies. No worthy
community appeal ever goes unheeded—and in the larger
field, Cancer funds, Red Cross, Crippled and Under-
privileged Children, etc., all come within their scope and
activity. Over the years, most of the lodges sponsor public
dances, concerts, masquerades and scores of other com-
munity projects, over and above the assistance always
accorded to members of their own orders.

The Women’s lodges have done magnificent work
throughout the community, much of it unheralded and
unknown. During the war years, the united contribution
of these societies in preparing comforts for the troops, in
sending clothing and comforts to bombed-out areas, was
tremendous—and the good work is still being carried on.

The fraternal societies of Powell River have and still
are doing a first-class job of community work.

Powell River lodges have played a leading role in the
fraternal life of British Columbia; and its representatives
have occupied highest posts in provincial Grand Lodge
circles. Electrical Superintendent Ewart C. Craigen, who
has contributed an article to this issue, headed, as an
Oddfellow, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia last year.
The late Dr. Andrew Henderson was a provincial Grand
Master of British Columbia, and a thirty-third degree
Mason. William Alton two years ago was elected Grand
Exalted Ruler of the Elks; and William Johnston, of Powell
River, is a past Grand Chancellor of the Knights of
Pythias.

Twice in the past twenty years, the Masonic Order has
held its Grand Lodge Convention in Powell River.
and Knights of Pythias have both held Grand Lodge
sessions in Powell River. Throughout the year inter-
fraternal visits are staged regularly; and visiting groups of
every order consider their trips to Powell River as one of
the year’s highlights.
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Westview Lodge, Freemasons Knights of Pythias
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HOPE.

HIGHWAY

Take your choice—Hope.

Q)N November 2, the famous old mining towns of Hope
and Princeton, east and slightly north of Vancouver,

were tense with excitement. At Allison Pass, between
the two towns, hundreds of spectators were clustered before
a barrier behind which stretched miles of new, shiny, virgin
highway. In the forefront of the crowd were leading
figures of the Provincial Government, Premier Byron
Johnson, Finance Minister Herbert Anscomb, and Minister
of Public Works E. C. Carson. In the background from
each direction, straining at the leash was an endless stream
of motor vehicles awaiting the removal of the barrier.

Premier Johnson stepped forward, shears in hand,
expertly snipped the ribbon that crossed the highway—
and in a clear voice uttered these historic words:

“I declare the Hope-Princeton Highway officially
opened.”

The completion of the road opened up a new phase in
the development of British Columbia—and brought to

Car line-up opening day, Mile 23.

fruition a dream which has obsessed most British Colum-
bians for nearly a century. The new road, a model of the
builders’ art, strikes like a Roman road through country,
defying mountain, canyon, rivers and hills. It eliminates
over 100 miles of circulatory road, and brings the great
fruit lands of the Okanagan and the rich mines of the
Kootenays many hours closer to Vancouver. It brings to
the tourist a vista of scenery and natural beauty unequalled
on this continent.

“The Hope-Princeton Highway,” government spokesmen
declare, “will throw open and make a familiar playground
of all the spectacular country to which Hope is the gateway
and which until now, has been as remote to the city
dwellers as the Alaska Highway. Manning Park, one of.
the most scenic of all our provincial parks, will reveal itself
in all its impressive splendor to the thousands upon thou-
sands of residents and visitors who will use the highway.”

For many years there has been a widespread tendency
to disparage road making and road building in British
Columbia. This tendency has not been confined to tourists
or outside critics. It has been heard all too frequently by
British Columbians, who compare the roads of Oregon
and Washington and California to what they term the
primitive paths of our province.

There are few communities where road building is more
difhcult or more expensive than British Columbia. It is
sometimes forgotten that our province contains 356,000
square miles, most of which is threaded by long, high moun-
tain ranges; that our boundaries extend from the 49th
parallel at the international boundary and extend north to
the 60th degree; and that finally this vast land mass is popu-
lated only by one million people, over half of whom dwell
in the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island. Twenty-five
years ago population had just topped the half million
mark; and it is only since that time that increased popula-
tion, expanded industries and new mineral discoveries
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have made something approaching a real road program
possible. Vast unpopulated areas must be traversed;
successive and formidable mountain barriers must be cory
quered. - Money must be found, somehow, somewhere.

The idea of a road linking up Hope and Princeton was
conceived as early as 1858 when gold was discovered in
the Boundary country and the little known Kootenays.
The idea of a short-cut to the rich areas, which would link
up these two cities, was talked of then, and has been talked
of ever since. Today it is a reality.

With the official opening of this magnificent all-weather
83-mile paved highway to vehicular trafic another link
has been forged in the present network of fine highways
which stretch across the broad expanse of this great
province of British Columbia.

Grandly scenic, splendidly constructed, a broad, smooth
ribbon laid down for the trafic not of today or tomorrow
but for the vastly greater volume of years to come, it
shortens the distance from the teeming cities of the coast
to the Okanagan Valley by one hundred miles and the
time by many hours.

The largest project ever undertaken by the provincial
government in construction of a modern-type road, it is a
credit to the progressive spirit of British Columbia, a
valuable asset to the people of the province, a remarkable
achievement on the part of the engineers, and of those
who had a hand in its construction; and a monument to
those hardy pioneers, who, under incredible difficulties,
blazed the crude trails from which were developed our
highways of today.

With its history dating back nearly one hundred years,
when the first survey was made, the new road is of
tremendous importance to the traveller. It will bring new
border crossings into full prominence; increase inter-
provincial travel; pave the way for great “circle” tours in
which the southern Trans-Provincial Highway will be
linked to the Okanagan and Windermere Highways; and
provide the final link in a great southern trans-provincial
highway reaching from the Alberta boundary to the
Pacific Coast.

The route covered on the highway is one of unrivalled
scenic beauty as it winds through the verdant mountain
scenery of the Cascade range, up the valleys of the Sumallo
and Skagit Rivers, through Allison Pass, and follows the
headwaters of the Similkameen River until it emerges on
the benches toward Princeton.

Although considered for almost a century, it was not
until cessation of hostilities in the Second World War that
surveys were completed for a highway of modern design.
Work was further delayed when heavy equipment—or-
dered in 1945—was not delivered to the Public Works
Department until the spring of 1948, but since that time
contractors have worked double shifts in order to realize
their ambitious program of completing the highway on
schedule.

It is perhaps fortunate that the road was never com-’
pleted under the various undertakings in the earlier days
as it would have been built to a much lower standard than
would be required for automobile traffic in this modern
age, as motor trafhc had not developed to any degree in
those times when surveys and estimates were based on a

road having a maximum width of twenty feet and with
gradients and curvature not suitable for present-day motor
trafic. All estimates of cost quoted in those days were
based on this information. a

In comparison, the new highway has a minimum width,
exclusive of drainage ditches, of thirty feet. The cuts in
earth have a width of approximately forty-two feet, and
in solid rock thirty-eight feet. The roadbed is black top
surfaced throughout, overlying a base of select crushed
material from six inches to 12 inches in depth, which pro-
vides a base for pavement twenty-four feet in width. All
bridge structures are of a permanent type and are con-
structed of steel and concrete, and all drainage culverts
and structures are also built of permanent materials.

Due to the rugged terrain through which this highway
passes, many problems had to be faced from an engineering
standpoint, but with diligence and integrity these obstacles

As a result, today British Columbia is
proud to present another link in its progressive road-build-
ing program with the opening of the Hope-Princeton
Highway.

Officially opened November 2, 1949, the Hope-Princeton
Highway is a pledge of things to come, a promise that in a
very few years British Columbia will have a highway
system equal to the best on this whole Pacific Coast.
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ARE BUILDING
HOMES

By FRED PARSONS, Chairman,
Union Safety Committee i“ weid ta
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Retired homes just completed under the new “Safe Days Build Homes” plea.

SQA oaks from little acorns grow.” Most of the
world’s greatest accomplishments evolved or were

developed from small beginnings. The Directors, Manage-
ment and Personnel of the Powell River Company are
shaping up what may well develop into one of the greatest
humanitarian accomplishments in the industrial relations
sphere in this North American continent—their Retired
Employees’ Housing Project. It may not be the first experi-
ment, but I doubt if there is another on the whole con-
tinent carried out in as profitable and painless a manner;
and I mean profitable in terms of human values, not money.

There are three parties to this project, and they all can
and will draw dividends (over the years) in pleasure, good-
will and security that will repay their investment many
times over. There are no losers in this plan which actually
originated five years ago. At that time the two union
locals received a request from our then resident manager,
Mr. D. A. Evans, asking them if they would take a more
intimate and aggressive attitude towards accident preven-tion in the mill.

The plant was well guarded. Safety was an active issue,
but our accident record was still short of what we were
striving for. The unions readily agreed to appoint com-
mittees, and asked that they be given the right to visit,
inspect and make recommendations. This was agreed to
by management. The men appointed were’ enthusiastic
safety workers, and in the following years their efforts,
combined with fullest co-operation of plant safety men,
have reduced accidents to one-third of their previous figure.

At one of the committee get-togethers, it was suggested
that possibly the Company would entertain a proposal to
put up prizes for departmental accident-free records, but
it was pointed out that it was hardly reasonable to pay
men prizes for keeping their fingers out of gears, and that
one man in a department could nullify the good work of
all the others. The idea might even create ill feeling.

We held monthly drives against accidents, slogan
contests, etc., with varying success. The month of our
intensive drive would be excellent, but in the following
months there was a tendency to slip back. It occurred to
one committee man that the Company might be persuaded
to put up awards for a third party not directly involved in
the safety problem. This idea was “kicked around”, and
finally a meeting was arranged with President Harold S.
Foley. Here a proposal was made to the Directors that
they put up a small sum per day for every employee in
the plant, for every day the mill ran without an accident.

The money would be placed in a fund, and used to build
housing accommodation for men who had retired or were
about to retire from the service of the Company.

it was pointed out that the retirement pensions did not
solve the biggest problem some of our retired workers had
to face, that of housing security. The Safety Committees
were extremely gratified when Mr. Foley told them imme-
diately that he thought they had a great idea. And that's
how the present Retired Employees’ Housing plan started
in business.

Within three days of this meeting we received word
that the Company would put up five cents per day, for
every employee working, for every day that we ran through
without a lost-time accident. Deductions were made for
days on which an accident occurred. So far the plan is
working well. We have not eliminated all accidents, but
the attitude of the personnel toward safety first has vastly
improved. The Directors gave us to understand they
would like the project to come from and be carried out by
the employees—something of our own creation, in which
we could all take pride and in whose benefits we could
ultimately share.

The Company has done its full share in making the
project a success. They have deeded ten acres of land,
of the committee's choosing; and had it surveyed into
twenty-four lots with some small park area. They have,
as a result of the plan, placed $15,000 in the fund for the
first year. They have also helped in many other ways.

The Powell River Employees’ Sick Benefit Society
Executive Board has taken over without cost the owner-
ship and administration of the project. To date twelve
lots have been cleared and graded. Four houses have been
actually built and were ready for occupancy in the middle
of January. The building committee is already preparingfor the next four. J

The houses are small but extremely well built, insylated,
fully electric and modern. They are designed for two
persons, being primarily for a retired couple. The rent

~ will be based on cost of upkeep only. There will be no
proft—and no loans to repay. Our retired folks can
carry on in secure tenancy as if they owned the place.
They will have no need to move away from the district.
With their children and grandchildren here, and their
club and fraternal order connections, they can carry on
to a good old age, safe and secure in their retirement.

If that isn’t an-everybody-wins proposition, I never
heard of one.
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WINDING NEWSPRINT ROLLS
UST what are the functions of the “Winder’. The name itself is a bit of a
misnomer—and it might be more accurately called a Re-Winder. In broad

outline, when a roll is wound up on the paper machine, it is transferred to the
“Winder”, where it is rewound and cut into required roll sizes. That is the
function of the Winder, and its successful accomplishment is the business of the
**Winder’s” master, the “Winderman”.

From the time the reel leaves the newsprint machine, it becomes the property
of the Winderman. From this point on it is his responsibility to guarantee that
nothing buf Grade A paper is wrapped up for the user. If he considers the paper
is not up to standard, that a particular roll is not “just right”, he must immediately
mark it out and send it back for re-pulping.

The Winderman has no time to gaze dreamily at the ceiling or think about other
things. His mind and attention have to be on the sheet for every second while
it is running through. He must look out for possible slime holes which occasionally
creep in, must watch for cuts or abrasions that may have been caused by an
undetected flaw in the operating machinery. If there has been a break in the
paper, he must judge how much defective paper should be torn off before the
“break” is spliced. He must take every precaution to see that the splice is
properly made—otherwise the pressman will soon let him know about it.

He and his crew must take samples of every reel for examination and tests by
laboratory testers. He must see that his roll-cutting knives or are set
with hair-line accuracy, for best results on the newspaper press.

When the roll leaves the Winder, it is ready for the user. He is the final
arbiter, and when the Winderman puts his “O.K.” on the roll, the worries of
the pressman at the other end should be over. If they are not, the Winderman
will soon hear about it.

On the modern high-speed newsprint machine, the job of running a Winder
is a very exacting one. With machines running at 1500-1600 feet a minute, the
Winder is speeded up to 3500 feet. Provided everything is normal—that no
breaks have occurred, and no splices necessary—this allows him just sufhcient
time between reels to rewind and cut the reel to roll sizes, remove them, and
check the initial body wrapping, all of which is done by his crew. If breaks
occur, if splices are necessary, if for one reason or another his running speed is
reduced, he will be fighting against time for the next hour. There is no time for
daisy picking by the Winderman and his hard-working crew.

It takes at least from seven to ten years to train a winderman for his duties.
No man can step into the job and learn it in a few months. He has to start in
at the bottom and work his way through the successive stages along the route.
As a handyman or “broke hustler”, on the machines he first learned the necessity
of cleanliness—clean floors, clean equipment—clean paper. Cleanliness, he
learned at the very beginning is next to Godliness in paper making.

Later he was promoted to a regular place on the winder crew. In his next job,
“fifth hand”, he was taught the importance of well-wrapped rolls, care in handling
them, the correct way to iron splices, etc.

Through his next promotion to “fousth man” on the machines, he was
responsible for more direct control of winder operations. He learned that constant
vigilance is necessary if perfett rolls are to be turned out; that different rolls had
their own peculiar characteristics and required different treatment by the Winder-
maf. He learned to set his cutting knives—how to set pulley belts to ensure a
compact, tightly wound roll that would give maximum satisfaction to the pressman.
And here he began to “get the feel" of the Winder by steady practice.

Through a period of many years he learned all this—all the extensive back-
ground and hardly acquired skill, training and practice necessary before he
could finally say:

‘I am now a Winderman and a qualified Paper Maker.”
1. The winderman transfers newsprint to the windér for cutting and rewinding.
2. Threading the sheet into the rewinder.
3. The sheet is pulled through to the back side. Note cutting knives in position.
4. Sheet being cut and wound on core.
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BIG GAMEIN BRITISH COLUMBIA
By }. G. CUNNINGHAM, British Columbia Game Commission. Photos courtesy G. L. Pop

~ BRITISH COLUMBIA has more game within its borders
—and more variety of game—than the first explorers,

Alexander Mackenzie, Simon Fraser or David Thompson
found when they waded our streams and climbed our
mountains on their way to the Western Seas. Their
writings are proof enough. Dried fish, and not pemmican,
was the stuff they travelled jon.

The first prospectors, who sought gold in this land about
the middle of the last century, had little to say about wild
meat. They never had a chance to become familiar with it.
Bacon and beans were their staffs of life in the bush.

There was game in B. C., of course, but it was not
plentiful, nor easy to obtain. Today, Moose are numerous
in the Cariboo, Lillooet and Kamloops areas, and spreading
steadily southward toward the B. C.-Washington Stateborder. The Indians in these districts never heard of these
animals in their youth. In fact, the Indians admit that
maybe there may be something in the White Man’s laws
after all. No longer do the Kootenais have to cross the
border into Montana to get venison. There is plenty
right at home next door to their reservations. Le

About sixty years ago a noted English sportsman
pioneered a bit in the East and West Kootenays. He was -
a hunter of note and a prolific author. Fis writings at
this date are an object lesson. rie managed to bag a couple
of Black Bears in ten or eleven years of hunting. He neversaw an Elk. He saw one Moose, a few Deer and some
Goats. Fie had a poor opinion of the Kootenays from a
sportsman's standpoint.

About sixty years later, in that same district, we find
the Black Bears harassing the farmer and his fruit trees:
the Grizzlies in many areas a menace to domestic sheep

and cattle; and Moose, Elk, Bighorn Sheep, Goats, Mule
and White-tail Deer being responsible for a large influx
of visiting sportsmen from south of the border who are
most welcome.

Indeed, British Columbia today stands out as a land of
matchless game, and no country can offer such keen thrills
or rich rewards to the Big Game hunter whose marksman-
ship, eyes, lungs and legs are equal to the test the sport
1 DOSES.

The Bighorn, Stone and Fannin Sheep; Wapiti (Elk),
Caribou (two species); the Moose, tall and rangy; the
giant Grizzly, the Black or Brown Bear; Goat, Mule,
White-tail and Coast Deer; Wolves and Cougar, provide
a sufhcient range for any hunter, no matter how daringor how ambitious.

One cannot expect to obtain all the species mentioned in
any one district. The province, consisting of some 356,000
square miles, with its varying topography and climatic
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conditions, naturally is broken up into different game
regions.

The Cassiar and Peace River districts are both rich
from the standpoint of Big Game. These areas are known
to Big Game sportsmen the world over for their magnificent
Moose, Caribou, Stone and Fannin Sheep, Goat and Bear.
A trip into those districts, while more costly in dollars and
cents than similar hunting in other areas of the province,
is one never to be forgotten from a hunting and scenic
standpoint. Owing to the remoteness and consequent
higher costs for such a trip, naturally these areas are
patronized mostly by. visiting sportsmen who can afford
both the time and money for such a hunt.

The Kootenays, mentioned previously in this article,
being situated in the south-eastern part of the province
just north of the B. C.-U. S. border and within four or five
hours of the large city of Spokane, has been heavily hunted
in recent years by sportsmen from all the western states,

as well as being one of the principal hunting grounds of
our own ever-increasing number of resident Big Game
hunters.

Many areas along the Prince Rupert to Jasper line of
the Canadian National Railway afford excellent Big Game
hunting. The Cariboo, Lillooet and Kamloops Districts,
in spite of being situated in the more accessible parts of
the province and just a few hours from Vancouver, are
today producing an abundance of Big Game such as Moose,
Deer and Bear, along with Mountain Sheep from the
Chilcotin area.

Moose were practically unknown in the Cariboo Dis-
trict until forty years ago, or about the time the Grand
Trunk Railway was being built towards Prince Rupert.
Since that time they have spread southerly and westerly
throughout the Cariboo, Lillooet and Kamloops Districts,
and are even becoming quite plentiful in the Merritt-
Penask Lake region, with a few animals farther south
towards Princeton.

The value of British Columbia's Big Game resources is
immense, not only from the standpoint of recreation for
our own hunting population and providing food for our
natives and settlers in the remote parts of the province,
but as a tourist attraction.

Prior to the early twenties the fame of British Colum-
bia’s Big Game resources was starting to spread, and had
travelled across Europe, resulting in a world-renowned
Big Game hunter in the person of G. L. Pop visiting the |
province and deciding that this was the place to obtain the
class of Big Game hunting that he desired.

An idea of the class and calibre of trophies that can be
obtained in this province may be gained from some of the
measurements of the trophies gathered by Mr. Pop. The
Moose had a spread of 65 inches, while his prize Caribou
had an outside curve of 554 inches and a spread of 45}
inches; an Elk with an outside curve of 56 inches and out-
side spread of 47!/2 inches; Mule Deer with a spread of
43 inches and 12 points on one side and 16 points on the
other; a Bighorn Sheep with a curve of 40 inches; a White
Sheep with a curve of 403% inches; a Fannin Sheep with a
curve of 40), inches; a Stonei Sheep with a curve of 38!
inches; a Mountain Goat with a horn of 1214 inches.

The majority of this collection may be seen at Mr.
Pop's place of business in Vancouver today.
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~ BRITISH COLUMBIA has more game within its borders
—and more variety of game—than the first explorers,

Alexander Mackenzie, Simon Fraser or David Thompson
found when they waded our streams and climbed our
mountains on their way to the Western Seas. Their
writings are proof enough. Dried fish, and not pemmican,
was the stuff they travelled jon.

The first prospectors, who sought gold in this land about
the middle of the last century, had little to say about wild
meat. They never had a chance to become familiar with it.
Bacon and beans were their staffs of life in the bush.

There was game in B. C., of course, but it was not
plentiful, nor easy to obtain. Today, Moose are numerous
in the Cariboo, Lillooet and Kamloops areas, and spreading
steadily southward toward the B. C.-Washington State
border. The Indians in these districts never heard of these
animals in their youth. In fact, the Indians admit that
maybe there may be something in the White Man’s laws
after all. No longer do the Kootenais have to cross the
border into Montana to get venison. There is plenty
right at home next door to their reservations. Le

About sixty years ago a noted English sportsman
pioneered a bit in the East and West Kootenays. He was -
a hunter of note and a prolific author. Fis writings at
this date are an object lesson. rie managed to bag a couple
of Black Bears in ten or eleven years of hunting. He never
saw an Elk. He saw one Moose, a few Deer and some
Goats. Fie had a poor opinion of the Kootenays from a
sportsman's standpoint.

About sixty years later, in that same district, we find
the Black Bears harassing the farmer and his fruit trees:
the Grizzlies in many areas a menace to domestic sheep

and cattle; and Moose, Elk, Bighorn Sheep, Goats, Mule
and White-tail Deer being responsible for a large influx
of visiting sportsmen from south of the border who are
most welcome.

Indeed, British Columbia today stands out as a land of
matchless game, and no country can offer such keen thrills
or rich rewards to the Big Game hunter whose marksman-
ship, eyes, lungs and legs are equal to the test the sport
Im poses.

The Bighorn, Stone and Fannin Sheep; Wapiti (Elk),
Caribou (two species); the Moose, tall and rangy; the
giant Grizzly, the Black or Brown Bear; Goat, Mule,
White-tail and Coast Deer; Wolves and Cougar, provide
a sufhcient range for any hunter, no matter how daring
or how ambitious.

One cannot expect to obtain all the species mentioned in
any one district. The province, consisting of some 356,000
square miles, with its varying topography and climatic
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IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
By }. G. CUNNINGHAM, British Columbia Game Commission. Photos courtesy G. L. Pop

conditions, naturally is broken up into different game
regions.

The Cassiar and Peace River districts are both rich
from the standpoint of Big Game. These areas are known
to Big Game sportsmen the world over for their magnificent
Moose, Caribou, Stone and Fannin Sheep, Goat and Bear.
A trip into those districts, while more costly in dollars and
cents than similar hunting in other areas of the province,
is one never to be forgotten from a hunting and scenic
standpoint. Owing to the remoteness and consequent
higher costs for such a trip, naturally these areas are
patronized mostly by. visiting sportsmen who can afford
both the time and money for such a hunt.

The Kootenays, mentioned previously in this article,
being situated in the south-eastern part of the province
just north of the B. C.-U. S. border and within four or five
hours of the large city of Spokane, has been heavily hunted
in recent years by sportsmen from all the western states,

as well as being one of the principal hunting grounds of
our own ever-increasing number of resident Big Game
hunters.

Many areas along the Prince Rupert to Jasper line of
the Canadian National Railway afford excellent Big Game
hunting. The Cariboo, Lillooet and Kamloops Districts,
in spite of being situated in the more accessible parts of
the province and just a few hours from Vancouver, are
today producing an abundance of Big Game such as Moose,
Deer and Bear, along with Mountain Sheep from the
Chilcotin area.

Moose were practically unknown in the Cariboo Dis-
trict until forty years ago, or about the time the Grand
Trunk Railway was being built towards Prince Rupert.
Since that time they have spread southerly and westerly
throughout the Cariboo, Lillooet and Kamloops Districts,
and are even becoming quite plentiful in the Merritt-
Penask Lake region, with a few animals farther south
towards Princeton.

The value of British Columbia's Big Game resources is
immense, not only from the standpoint of recreation for
our own hunting population and providing food for our
natives and settlers in the remote parts of the province,
but as a tourist attraction.

Prior to the early twenties the fame of British Colum-
bia’s Big Game resources was starting to spread, and had
travelled across Europe, resulting in a world-renowned
Big Game hunter in the person of G. L. Pop visiting the |
province and deciding that this was the place to obtain the
class of Big Game hunting that he desired.

An idea of the class and calibre of trophies that can be
obtained in this province may be gained from some of the
measurements of the trophies gathered by Mr. Pop. The
Moose had a spread of 65 inches, while his prize Caribou
had an outside curve of 554 inches and a spread of 45}
inches; an Elk with an outside curve of 56 inches and out-
side spread of 47!/2 inches; Mule Deer with a spread of
43 inches and 12 points on one side and 16 points on the
other; a Bighorn Sheep with a curve of 40 inches; a White
Sheep with a curve of 403% inches; a Fannin Sheep with a
curve of 40), inches; a Stonei Sheep with a curve of 38!
inches; a Mountain Goat with a horn of 12! inches.

The majority of this collection may be seen at Mr.
Pop's place of business in Vancouver today.
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BASKETBALL IN PACK THEM IN
By TOM HOBSON, Vice-President, Powell River and District Basketball Association

Coach Chuck Couvelier of instrument staff instructs group of Midgets.

ALMOST twenty years have slipped by since one of the
finest teams ever assembled in Powel] River headed

out onto provincial play-off trails, rang up victory after
victory, and arrived home newly crowned B. C. Senior
champions.

The wave of enthusiasm which swept through basket-
ball circles following the annexation of a provincial title
for Powell River stems from the achievements of this great
team—a wave that has reached near-tidal proportions, so
that today the number of persons directly associated with
the hard-court game goes well into three figures. That
“dream team” which included the names of: Warren
Gayton, Johnny Keith, Archie McPhee, Jack Mathieson,
Chuck Couvelier, Jack Gebbie, Bill Tyler and Charlie
Young, will always be remembered in the annals of Powell
River sport.

Their contribution to basketball's ever-growing popu-
larity has resulted in the formation of two separate aseo-
ciations, major and minor, representing six distinct leagues
and a grand total of twenty-four teams. Executive mem-
bers, managers, coaches and players now present a well-
knit organization banded together for the promotion of
basketball in this community. That the work accomplished
has paid off handsomely there remains little doubt. No
less than three times within the past decade paper-town
teams have carried off Lower Mainland honors embracing
competition throughout the Fraser Valley, New West-
minster and Vancouver.

the senior leagues, and under the capable direction of such
sportsmen as Jack Frame, Benny Birt, Bruce Paterson and
Martin Naylor, are developing into valuable material which
will one day bring further basketball laurels to Powell
River.

Naturally, every sport requires diversified competition
periodically to keep interest rampant among spectators
and players alike. Here, too, basketball has taken the lead
in presenting prominent out-of-town teams to its many
followers. Outstanding in this regard have been the visits
of the famous Harlem Globe Trotters and House of David
quintets, who staged rollicking hoop entertainment before
packed gyms. Proximity to Vancouver enables the execu-

These successes create immediate satisfaction for all
who are lending their combined support to the game, but
even greater satisfaction is derived from the realization
that practically all of our winning combinations spring
from basketball's juvenile leagues.

At a time when so much discussion centres around
delinquency within the ranks of the younger set and
youth leaders across the country are devising ways and
means of hurdling their difficulties, Powell River can
point with pride to its juvenile sports organization where
untold benefits are being provided for the youngsters of
this district. In basketball, upwards of one hundred and
eighty young people comprise this “operation juvenile”.
Here they are taught the fundamentals of basketball and
sportsmanship and clean living, so necessary to any grow-
ing boy or girl. The Minor Association embodies players
from all age groups—midgets, juveniles and juniors. These
future basketball stars step progressively through the
various divisions supplying a continual flow of talent into

The girts provide plenty of thrills for the fans.

i Benny Birt of the office staff
pend one of his Midget teams. Tense scene beneath the basket. practice.

The Midgets line up for shooting |

tive to arrange games with top-flight city aggregations, and
negotiations are now underway to promote “home and
home” series with several Vancouver Island squads who
have heard of the wonderful hospitality meted out to
visiting teams in Powell River.

Still another phase of the popular indoor game is
District School basketball, which functions in close har-
mony with community leagues and sponsors Inter-High
competitions against school teams from various coast
centres. The spirit involved in these colorful games, com-
plete with student cheering sections and with the school
band in attendance, is catching the fancy of spectators
whenever the teams appear in action. The climax of this
alma mater competition is the annual Department of
Education basketball tournament in which schools from a]
parts of the province take part. Although Powell River
has yet to register its first “tournament” win, the “blue

and gold” teams have always been held in high esteem for
their calibre of play. The growing extent of school basket-
ball activities is readily viewed in the construction of two
new gymnasiums within our community which will finally
place Powell River facilities on a comparable basis with
any town of its size in British Columbia.

Yes, the future of basketball here is a bright one. At
this moment our senior teams are preparing once again
for provincial play-offs, and in a few short weeks will set
out in quest of B. C. titles.
With an unending stream of
youthful talent on the way
up, greater facilities in the
ofing, added spectator inter-
est—all a contributing factor
—Powell River hoopsters are
ready to establish a name for
themselves on maple courts
throughout the province—a
deserving reward for all con-
cerned.

Page Seventeen

Bild Craigen, Powell River ace, —
snares a tip-off.



Coach Chuck Couvelier of instrument staff instructs group of Midgets.

ALMOST twenty years have slipped by since one of the
finest teams ever assembled in Powel] River headed

out onto provincial play-off trails, rang up victory after
victory, and arrived home newly crowned B. C. Senior
champions.

The wave of enthusiasm which swept through basket-
ball circles following the annexation of a provincial title
for Powell River stems from the achievements of this great
team—a wave that has reached near-tidal proportions, so
that today the number of persons directly associated with
the hard-court game goes well into three figures. That
“dream team” which included the names of: Warren
Gayton, Johnny Keith, Archie McPhee, Jack Mathieson,
Chuck Couvelier, Jack Gebbie, Bill Tyler and Charlie
Young, will always be remembered in the annals of Powell
River sport.

Their contribution to basketball's ever-growing popu-
larity has resulted in the formation of two separate aseo-
ciations, major and minor, representing six distinct leagues
and a grand total of twenty-four teams. Executive mem-
bers, managers, coaches and players now present a well-
knit organization banded together for the promotion of
basketball in this community. That the work accomplished
has paid off handsomely there remains little doubt. No
less than three times within the past decade paper-town
teams have carried off Lower Mainland honors embracing
competition throughout the Fraser Valley, New West-
minster and Vancouver.

BASKETBALL IN POWELE

Large crowd watches basketball game.

These successes create immediate satisfaction for all
who are lending their combined support to the game, but
even greater satisfaction is derived from the realization
that practically all of our winning combinations spring
from basketball's juvenile leagues.

At a time when so much discussion centres around
delinquency within the ranks of the younger set and
youth leaders across the country are devising ways and
means of hurdling their difficulties, Powell River can
point with pride to its juvenile sports organization where
untold benefits are being provided for the youngsters of
this district. In basketball, upwards of one hundred and
eighty young people comprise this “operation juvenile”.
Here they are taught the fundamentals of basketball and
sportsmanship and clean living, so necessary to any grow-
ing boy or girl. The Minor Association embodies players
from all age groups—midgets, juveniles and juniors. These
future basketball stars step progressively through the
various divisions supplying a continual flow of talent into

i Benny Birt of the office staff
,and one of his Midget teams. Youngsters in action on the floof.

The Midgets line up for shooting |
practice.
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RIVER—THEY PAGK THEM IN

the senior leagues, and under the capable direction of such
sportsmen as Jack Frame, Benny Birt, Bruce Paterson and
Martin Naylor, are developing into valuable material which
will one day bring further basketball laurels to Powell
River.

Naturally, every sport requires diversified competition
periodically to keep interest rampant among spectators
and players alike. Here, too, basketball has taken the lead
in presenting prominent out-of-town teams to its many
followers. Outstanding in this regard have been the visits
of the famous Harlem Globe Trotters and House of David
quintets, who staged rollicking hoop entertainment before
packed gyms. Proximity to Vancouver enables the execu-

By TOM HOBSON, Vice-President, Powell River and District Basketball Association
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The girts provide plenty of thrills for the fans.

tive to arrange games with top-flight city aggregations, and
negotiations are now underway to promote “home and
home” series with several Vancouver Island squads who
have heard of the wonderful hospitality meted out to
visiting teams in Powell River.

Still another phase of the popular indoor game is
District School basketball, which functions in close har-
mony with community leagues and sponsors Inter-High
competitions against school teams from various coast
centres. The spirit involved in these colorful games, com-
plete with student cheering sections and with the school
band in attendance, is catching the fancy of spectators
whenever the teams appear in action. The climax of this
alma mater competition is the annual Department of
Education basketball tournament in which schools from a]
parts of the province take part. Although Powell River
has yet to register its first “tournament” win, the “blue

and gold” teams have always been held in high esteem for
their calibre of play. The growing extent of school basket-
ball activities is readily viewed in the construction of two
new gymnasiums within our community which will finally
place Powell River facilities on a comparable basis with
any town of its size in British Columbia.

Yes, the future of basketball here is a bright one. At
this moment our senior teams are preparing once again
for provincial play-offs, and in a few short weeks will set

a

out in quest of B. C. titles.
4

With an unending stream of
youthful talent on the way
up, greater facilities in the
offing, added spectator inter-
est—all a contributing factor
—Powell River hoopsters are
ready to establish a name for

themselves on maple courts
throughout the province—a
deserving reward for all con-
cerned.
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JOHN BURNS APPOINTED ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER

QN January Ist of this year, Powell ‘River Company engaged Mr.
John Burns as Assistant Comptroller. Mr. Burns comes to us

from the Sorg Pulp Company, where he was employed from 1946-1949
as lreasurer.

The new Assistant Comptroller was born in Londonderry, Ireland,
in 1913, and came to Vancouver when only a few months old.
Graduating from King Edward High School in 1929, he served two
years with the Canadian Bank of Commerce, where he decided to
make a career of finance and accounting. He joined the well-known
firm of chartered accountants, H. J. Paisley & Company, graduating
as a chartered accountant in 1938. For the next two years he was
employed as Corporation Income Tax Auditor in the Department of
Finance of the British Columbia Government. Shortly after the
outbreak of war, he joined the Boeing Aircraft Company of Canada.
He was appointed Treasurer, and remained with them for five years
until 1945. From here he went to the Sorg Pulp Company.

Mr. Burns is married. They have two children, one boy of 5, and
a girl of 1% years. A few years ago he purchased a summer home
at West Vancouver, and improvements and additions to his home
have taken up most of his spare time. a a

HE'S DOING ALL RIGHT!

INCE John Mclntyre’s “official” re-
tirement from-the Company last year,

many friends from all parts of the con-
tinent have been asking:

"How's John doing these days?”
Our answer is: “He's doing all right—

just as good as always’ —and to our
enquiring friends, we draw their atten-
tion to this photograph of John, taken
recently in Powell River — discussing ‘
“politics” with pretty Angela Fahey over
a morning coke.

He hasn't changed a bit—keeps busy
and tells the stenographers the usual
morning McIntyre story.
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THEY MADE THE HEADLINES

a aN

Charlies Mouat (left) and Bill Cole with Instructor Bill Lewis.

JP HROUGHOUT its history, Powell River and district
representatives have been to the fore in every division of

normal human activity—in sports, cultural activities, wel-
fare and community work. Our athletes have won Pro-
vincial and Dominion championships; our community and
fraternal organfzations are widely recognized for their
initiative, energy and resource; our high school graduates
have carried off top educational awards in Canadian uni-
versities. =

The process of making in one line or another the head-
lines has continued in the past six months; and several
Powell River residents have had their names enrolled on
the “home town boy makes good” ledger.

In December, Douglas Goudie, Powell River Company
Instrument Inspector, was awarded the St. John Priory
Vote of Thanks for outstanding service in the field of
industrial First Aid. This award, carrying with it the
signature of the Governor-General of Canada, Viscount
Alexander of Tunis, is only presented to men and women

whose devotion and service to first aid work has extended
over many years, and who have given all their spare time
and energy to this work. Powell River's record in this
activity is unique—and four other citizens, all employees of
the Powell River Company, have received special recogni-
tion for their work. These include A. D. Evans, former
resident manager, who is an Officer Brother of the Order of
Knights, St. John, Jerusalem, and an Honorary Vice-
President of the B. C. Provincial Centre, St. John Ambu-
lance; and Stewart Slade, Safety Inspector, who holds the
same rank as Douglas Goudie. The late George Clapp
and Gilbert Rennison were similarly honored in their
lifetime.

Powell River is now making its initial bid for recog-
nition in “big time” baseball. One of the district's best
known athletes, Dick Zac-
carelli, has made his first start
in pro baseball. Last year he
completed a successful season
with Vince Dimaggio's Pitts-
burgh club in the Far West
League (Class D). This year
he moves up to the Stockton
club (Class C) in the Calt-
fornia League. From there, if
he makes good, his next step
will carry him to the Pacific
Coast League. Diamond fol-
lowers in Powell River are
following his career with in-
terest, and pulling strong for
this promising youngster.

And now, along the line to
our youngsters. Powell River
has an Air Cadet squadron
of which the district is justly
proud. Last year, a team of
five boys was selected to rep-
resent British Columbia at
the Air Cadet rifle competi-
tions in Ottawa. Two of
the B. C. team, Charles
Mouat and Bill Cole, were
members of the Powell River
squadron. In other words,
forty per cent of the team.
Both boys are _ considered
among the best shots in the
province, and performed well
at Ottawa.

Top, Dick Zaccarelli, Powell River's
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HEALTH — PROTECTION — SECURITY

GOCIAL Security is probably one of the most widely dis:cussed topics of today; and both government and indus-
try have, in recent years particularly, moved far along the
path of providing for the protection, health and security
of citizens and employees.

In the industrial field, Social Security is a lively issue—
and most of the large Canadian firms have, in varying
degrees, initiated plans or have in force programs aimed
in this direction. Few workers themselves realize the
tremendous evolution that has taken place in industrial
welfare in the past fifteen years—and how well they are
protected today compared with their fathers or uncles of
(twenty years ago.

Powell River Company may justly claim that through-
out its industrial lifetime it has been to the fore in this
phase of activity. Along with its employees, it was one
of the first compantes in the west to introduce a Sick
Benefit and Hospitalization plan for its employees. As
early as twenty-eight years ago, every employee of the
Company was protected against hospitalization and medi-
cal services costs by a comprehensive Sick Benefit plan.
Several years before the present B. C. Government Health
Insurance Scheme was approved, this plan had been
extended to dependents. Today Company employees,
through the existence of this Sick Benefit Society, enjoy
privileges extending considerably beyond the range of
the Government plan.

The bald outline—every employee and his dependents
are protected against all hospital or medical service charges
in case of sickness. In addition, employees have a regular
scale of cash benefits when off work through illness.

PROTECTION
For the past twenty-seven years, a Group Assurance

plan has been in effect for Powell River Company em-
ployees. Until this year the plan, to which both Company
and employees contribute, ensured dependents one thou-
sand dollars in the event of death. This plan has now
been expanded and employees may carry at Group rates
insurance equivalent to the amount of their annual salary.
An annual income, for instance, of $2500 would provide
insurance of $2500, and so on. This extension of the

Group Assurance Plan has proved very popular with all
employees.

In 1944, Powell River Company initiated its first con-
tributory pension plan. At that time, contributions were
on the basis of three per cent of salary by employee and
an equal contribution by the Company. Certain pro-
visions were made for older employees—and a maximum
pension of $100 per month at 65 was set. ‘This was a
beginning and the logical complement to the health and
insurance plan already in force.

This year the pension plan is be‘ng revised and its
provisions extended. Details have not been finally settled,
but all employees will benefit substantially. The maximum
of $100 will be removed; the Company will increase their
grant and employees may now contribute four per cent of
earnings. All employees who qualified for past service
henefits before December, 1944, will be entitled to increased
benefits for such service, and the entire cost will be borne
by the Company. Also the entire cost of revised benefits
for employees participating between December, 1944, and
December, 1949, will be carried by the Company. An
opportunity will also be given to employees who did not
desire to join the original plan to participate in the
new plan.

The net result will be a very substantial increase in
pensions for all concerned.

In brief, employees of the Powell River Company are
today among the best protected and secure in industry.
Sickness for themselves and their dependents is no longer
a financial worry; after death to the bread-winner there is
provided greater protection than ever before for the
dependent; and a substantial degree of security is guar-
anteed on retirement.

The welfare benefits paid out directly to the average
employee in the Powell River plant today are the equiva-
lent of an additional twenty cents an hour on his cheque.
They set up an all-round safeguard for himself and his
family—amid pleasant surroundings and steady employ-
ment. Today, for the employee of the Powell River Com-
pany, Social Security, of a high standard, is already here.

PENSIONS AND SECURITY

SUPERVISOR-MANAGEMENT MEETING
(Continucd from Page 6)

relation to the whole. Speakers have told what devaluation
means in the over-all picture; and how political or economic
factors in different countries may affect the output of the |
plant and the welfare of the individual employee. The
trend in labor legislation has been fully covered and the
mutual responsibilities of management and employees care-
fully emphasized.

7

Fach year, a representative of top management reviews
the position of the Company during the past year—and
outlines the problematical trend for the forthcoming
twelve months. This annual review has always been a
highly popular and interesting feature of the evening.

And over and above all these advantages is the coming
together in an easy and relaxed atmosphere, of representa-

tives of every phase of activity connected with the operation
and administration of the Powell River plant. The per-
sonnel man and the engineer find out that they have much
in common; the office manager discovers that behind the
cold facts and statistics that he prepares regularly are
human factors that he hasn't always considered or under-
stood. The mill man learns that there is more to pushing
a pen than he had thought. And so it goes all along the
line—a mutual exchange of information and close contact.
that has made for a wider conception of what this paper
business is all about.

n the Christmas season, a special non-business banquet
is held, to which all supervisors and their wives or girl
friends are invited. On this occasion, mirth and 4ollity is
the keynote.
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Ski trails: Section of the famous ski-ing area, Hollyburn Ridge, near Vancouver.
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arama The welcome mat iwelcome mat is out to you. We are glad to have visitors. Come to see us making

. You will be shown the fascinating process of
paper manufacturing in our huge, modern plante
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RAY GRIBBLE

of the most even tempered and cool headed men in

This was an employee’s summary of Boss Machine
Tender Ray Gribble, who joined the Company in 1912,
and who today is Number Three service employee on the
payroll at Powell River.

Ray was born in Beaver City, Nebraska, April 7, 1891.
These were rugged days in the middle states, and Ray,
after saying farewell to the little red school house in
Beaver City, began to listen to the call “Go West, Young
Man, Go West”. At the age of 16, he did just that—
and arrived at Oregon City to join the paper-making
staft of the Willamette Pulp and Paper Company, then
in its infancy.

After 5% years, during which he rose from chore boy
to machine tender, Ray heard tales about a new and
modern paper mill being built up in Powell River, British
Columbia. He boarded a train at Portland, reached Van-
couver, took the night boat to Powell River, and that was
the end of the Gribble wanderings. He has heen in con-
tinuous service with the Company for 38 years.

Ray has been present at the birth of six out of etght
newsprint machines. He saw three and four start of in
1913——and was a veteran paper maker when five and s1x
machines came into production in 1927.

Over this long period Ray has made a wide circle of
friends in the district. Scores of top paper makers look
back with affection to the day when they were on “Gribble’s
shift in the Old Mull’. Paper making has been Ray’s life-
time occupation—and he was also keen on starting young:
sters off on the right foot. His personal assistance to, his

Powell River.’
understanding and sympathy with the new employee, has
been a feature of Ray’s supervisory work.

Baseball and hunting have been his principal hobbies.
He played ball back in 1912 when the original diamond
was carved out of the bush. In later years he was the
power behind the throne in the old machine room ball
teams—and was always to be tound up in the rooting
section.

In a district where hunting and fishing are major activi
ties, Ray, over the years, is considered among the top flight
hunters. The files of the town’s early pictures are liberally
sprinkled with Ray Gribble and innumerable deer, goat and
bear. He knows every inch of ground back of Powell Lake,
has followed every trail, and climbed every mountain
within approachable distance. some of the Gribble hunting
bags are still discussed in exclusive Gun Club circles.

Ray’s love of outdoor life early resulted in his leaving
the town of Powell River and moving to the “Ranch
Gribble” at Westview, where ample acreage for truck
garden and chickens is available—and extensively utilized.

Paper Maker Ray Gribble, over 38 years, has been one
ot Powell River’s finest citizens. His two sons, Ernie and
Harold, and a daughter Flora, were all brought up in the
public and high schools of the district. Ernie was killed
serving with the U. 8. Air Force; and Harold, among the
first to step ashore with the Canadians in Normandy,
was wounded.

Today the Gribble home ts always open to all old friends
—and Ray spends most of his time in the home pastures.
But in the plant he still finds time to encourage the new
employee, to help him along the road to promotion-—and
ever ready to listen to his problems and difficulties.
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BETWEEN the end of November and the beginning of February, theoutlook for local gardeners was bleak. The unprecedented snowfall
during those two months caused one imaginative, if pessimistic, gardening
devotee to remark:

There will be no Garden Contest this summer. Instead, the Powell
River Company is preparing a new contest for that time. They will
award prizes for the Best Designs in Snow.”

Happily this slur on the salubrity of our coast climate has been effaced.
Came that delightful liquid sunshine, and with it a nice blustery breeze
from the deep south—and overnight the white blot on the B. C. landscape
was removed. By February Ist the tender green shoots were peeping
innocent heads above earth, the sun again shone softly in the heavens—
and the shirt-sleeved brigade, armed with refurbished rakes, sharpened
hoes, and burnished shovel started the annual battle with the aphis, the
bugs, cut-worm, robin, sparrow, stray dog and extrovert “under-three”
youngsters.

Despite the snowfall, the Powell River gardening schedule suffered
little. Of course, it is our usual custom to drop our seeds in place early
in January, and have the remnants of winter’s onslaught cleared away by
the middle of the month.

Admittedly we were two weeks late on schedule, but there was a
compensatory feature. The heavy snow came early, packed itself down
with successive layers, and when the temperature dropped below the
freezing point (which it occasionally does, even in B. C.) there was that
glorious layer of protective snow keeping out the frost. When the snow
disappeared all those delicate little bulbs, so carefully placed in late fall,
had enjoyed a quiet, warm winter. The frost had not penetrated the
ground and the stout little fellows, just bursting with impatience to
look around, popped up like corks all over the place. It may have been
a slow start but the pick up was fast, and if our B. C. weather doesn’t
go temperamental again one of the best gardening seasons on record
is at hand.

since the middle of February the enthusiasts have been doing their
preliminary chores. Lawns have been raked, the leaves of winter gathered
up, the “compost” pile brought into action, lime sprinkled around and
top soil being prepared. The crocuses and daffodils are up, and many
were in bloom before March 1. The experts, with their own greenhouses,
had their pots out and their seedlings in the ground early in March.

By the first week in March the gardens were ready for the month
ahead. Freshly turned loose earth ready for later planting, flower beds
chock full of various fertilizers, and cutting of lawns in some cases already
under way. (If any of our readers are gardening experts we take no
responsibility for the wisdom or otherwise of this action.)

Simultaneous with the residential pre-spring splurge, the Powell River
Company continues to expand its mill and town landscaping. The whole
bank along Ocean View Avenue is being renovated and landscaped; the
grounds beside the Time Ofhice have been dug up and replanted; and
other areas are being prepared.

The Powell River spring gardening onslaught is on in real earnest.
Sure, we had a tough winter, but after all the whole thing was over and
done with in two months.

British Columbia’s weather is back where it belongs and Powell River's
gardeners are out in force. It’s eight bells now—All’s Well.

Bernard Gaudet and son, Reggie, start on Border Decoration.
Art Ross and sons, Stewart and Ryan, breaking soil.
Don Clarke reluctantly pulls out his winter cabbages.

joe Biasutti and Bob Watt frim the grapevines.
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The boys found the major-
ity of the seedlings had now
reached a sturdy growth of
two to three feet. Members
of the Powell River Company
Forest Department were again
on hand and explained some
of the reasons why some of
the seedlings had failed to
mature. [hese included indif-
ferent ground, damage caused
when planting, and loss of
areas exposed to full summer
heat.

Garry Randle and Don Grant (right in both pictures) appear first at tree planting in 1945. The same
two boys are photographed five years later when they came back to inspect the original tree they had planted.

N a spring morning in 1945, 60 boys from the Powell
River and district schools travelled to an 11% -acre site

nearby for the purpose of planting thousands of seedling
plants that one day would be giant trees.

Powell River, more so than the majority of the cities and
towns in B. C., is dependent upon the forests for its livelt-
hood and existence. With this thought in mind the Powell
River Company and British Columbia Forestry Depart-
ment went to the youth of the district for their support in
a long range policy of reforestation in the area surrounding
the district.

In the full realization that our youngsters of today will
be our citizens of tomorrow, and that the welfare and
continued prosperity of Powell River is dependent on the
raw gold of our forests, the Powell River Company has set
aside an area of land close to the mill for practical educa-
tional demonstrations in reforestation.

In collaboration with school authorities, 60 boys were
given a full day’s holiday from their ordinary lessons. Ten
thousand small trees, provided by the government nurseries,
were planted.

Recently, 65 school boys from the district schools
returned to the site of the original experiment. ()f the
10,000 seedlings planted at that time, 70 per cent of
them had survived.

After this tour of inspec-
tion, the boys were told of
further experiments to be
conducted in the near future.
They were informed that tent-
ative plans called for the
planting of 15,000 seedlings
In another area immediately

+ ns south of Powell River. Once
more the boys of the district
schools wil be invited to
assist in the planting.

It had been hoped that many of the students, present
at the original planting, would have been present for the
visit. About a dozen of the original crowd was present
and two of the boys were photographed on the identical
spot on which they had planted a tree five years before.

The tree planting experiment has done much to awaken
an early sense of forest consciousness among younger mem-
bers of the community. Today interest has been expanded
by the formation of the Junior Forest Wardens organiza-
tion, members of which are taken on regular trips to the
Company's experimental forests, taught the value of safe
forest practices and to recognize the various species of trees
tound in British Columbia.

The Powell River Company, through its Forest Depart-
ment, has taken a keen interest in these activities of students
and Forest Wardens, and members of the staff make regu-
lar trips to Powell River to deliver lectures on the spot and
take the boys on personally conducted tours through the
woods. When the youngsters who had planted the trees
in 1945 discovered strong, healthy saplings growing at
regularly spaced intervals to a height of two and three feet,
they were impressed with the fact that a forest takes a long
time to grow, but that with proper care and vigilance their
great wood heritage may be protected in perpetuity.
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TESAN—
A GROUP of Powell River Company employees are build:ing a brick wall along one of the town's main streets.

On nearby porches, women are leaning over looking at
the group—from which a rich operatic voice is rolling out
the deep notes of “Ii Trovatore”’. The voice is that of the
“singing bricklayer”, Alec Tesan, Powell River Company
expert in the art of bricklaying, plastering and all phases
of cement or concrete work.

When it comes to plastering or bricklaying, fancy,
ornamental or plain, the call goes out for Alec Tesan, who
for twenty-three consecutive years has built rock walls,
decorated buildings, and woven ornamental plastering in
the public buildings and private homes of Powell River.
A plastering job with Alec, a wall without his sympathetic
and eagle eye would be as colorless as Churchill without
his cigar.

Alec was born in Udine, Italy, in 1897—and served his
apprenticeship as bricklayer and mosaic worker. Brought
up in a land where mosaic architecture has been highly
developed, where culture and tradition are ingrained, he
proved a skilful and adept pupil.

He took four years out for the First World War—and
went back to his trade for a brief interlude before he

started his wanderings, which carried him to almost every
corner of the globe.

As an artisan of known skill and repute, Alec was sent
to France and Belgium after the First World War, to
work on the vast rebuilding projects necessary. This work
took him to Switzerland, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Spain,
and practically every other European country.

About two years of this and Alec received an offer to
go to South America—Brazil—-where new and modern
building programs were underway and where the services
of high-class mosaic workers were required. He plied his
trade in Brazil, in Chile, the Argentine—came to the
United States—and plastered homes and buildings in most
states of the Union. He liked the Pacific Coast, worked
his way northward from Los Angeles to finally end up in
Vancouver, British Columbia, in 1927.

At Vancouver he heard of the big expansion project
then under way at Powell River, caught a northbound boat
—and next day started to work.

Alec Tesan is an artist as well as a craftsman. In Italy
he studied music, took voice culture—and attended all the
great operatic performances. It is a common spectacle to
hear his deep voice ringing out with one of the great
operatic selections as brick after brick drops into position
with meticulous care.

No man takes more pride in his work and home than Alec.
He loves to work, and is particularly happy when given
the “go-ahead” sign for some complicated and especially
skilful and artistic job. Around his impeccably clean home
he has built attractive and appealing rock walls, the rock
cemented together and arranged as only a craftsman of
Alec’s experience and diligent deftness can arrange them.

Like all of his countrymen, Alec is a devoted father,
proud of his family and their place in Powell River's
community life. His son Stanley plays the saxophone and
clarinet in the school orchestra—and was born and raised
in the community.

Alec will talk mosaic art with you by the hour, can
discuss the architecture of the world’s famous edifices like
the leaning tower of Pisa, St. Peter's, the New York
Museum, the Louvre, etc. If you want to touch loftier
levels, and go on to “Faust”, “The Barber of Seville’,
“Marriage of Figaro”, or any other classic you have in
mind, Alec is your man.

Today, with his happy smile, inevitable good humor,
tact and old world courtesy, Alec is still the name to
conjure with in Powell River’s plastering, mosaic or brick-
laying world.

And as a footnote, if he follows the family hereditary
trait he will be laying bricks for many years to come.
Recently he uncovered a picture of a group of his aunts
and uncles, great aunts and great uncles, still living in
Italy—and the baby of the group is 80 years old.
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Bob Bandy, Press Room Foreman, “Fresno Bee’.

BN the 1910s and ‘20s newspaper pressrooms over the
world had trouble locking the paper roll to the shaft or

spindle which engages with the tension device. This
device holds the web tight as it passes through the press
cylinders.

There is a pull of about six to eight pounds to the lineal
inch, or always enough to hold the sheet of paper tight to
assure good printing and also to halt the roll when the
press 1s stopping.

The larger paper rolls were of heavy weights, so it
required plenty of effort to stop the roll and still maintain
the proper tension. If anything was mechanically wrong
with the tension, the paper roll would run wild, the web
would break, valuable time would be lost, the edition would
be late and there would be waste paper all over the
pressrooln.

In Fresno, California, R. W. (Bob) Bandy, foreman of
the pressroom of The Fresno Bee, commenced thinking
about these expensive lapses. The editorial department
and the advertising department were meeting their dead-
lines; the composing room was meeting its deadline; stereo-
typing was meeting its deadline; the press started rolling
on schedule—and then would have to stop.

Many things could happen just when .the newspaper
was about ready to hit the streets.

If a web broke from “dry” paper or a tear on the edge
of the sheet, the web would be led through immediately,
but if there were three or four broken by tension failure
and the rolls ran wild, very much time was lost.

How to prevent these press interruptions and _ loss
of time?

Back in 1926, Bob Bandy developed a paper chuck to
hold the paper roll to the shaft.

“It was developed for our own use,” he recalls, “but a
press manufacturer insisted I take out a patent. This I did,

but with the express understanding all press builders were
to have the same right to sell the chuck for their presses.”

Another patent was obtained in 1940.
The Bandy chuck has been sold by all American press

manufacturers, and it also has been used in several foreign
countries. Mr. Bandy admits he made a little profit on
all that were sold.

The chucks must be made of carbon steel—steel that is
springy and will bend without breaking. With very little
care, it will give a great many years of trouble-free service.
Years past, when this chuck first was placed on the market,
Mr. Bandy says he was much concerned to see that it was
made to last for many years.

‘For instance,” he states, ““we found a small cam would,
in time, destroy itself. To perfect this, we increased the
size of the cam four times on the wearing surface. There
is now no wear and the chuck is a smooth working device,
always ready to do its work.”

There is a great deal of work for a newsprint roll chuck
to do. The rolls of paper over the years have increased in
size and weight from 32 inches in diameter and 1100
pounds in weight to 40 inches in diameter and close to
one ton in weight.

The presses, too, operate much faster now, yet the one
little chuck holds the paper roll, avoiding time loss from a
web break or sometimes a paper break which takes time
to clean off the rollers and ink the fountains. Mr. Bandy
says the chuck is designed and manufactured to do the
rugged work it is supposed to do. It will hold a one-ton
roll with a quick stop at high speed when using a Jones
tension device.

Many of the chucks have been in use for 20 years or
more: in fact, there are some chucks at The Fresno Bee
which have been in use since 1926, and for some time
at The Sacramento Bee.
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Powell River “Hot Stovers’” Benny Birt, Giff Northey, Gino Bortolussi, Ray Raimondo,
Curly Woodward and Jack Pearsall.

‘6 LLO, HOCKEY FANS in the United States and
Canada—the score at the end of the first period...”

These magic words emanating from Toronto’s Maple
Leaf Gardens are the cue for hundreds: of thousands of
radios to tune in on the Canadian Broadcasting Corpora-
tion's Coast to Coast hockey broadcast, sponsored by
Imperial Oil Ltd.

Every Saturday night during the National Hockey
League playing schedule, the radio brings the Voice of
Hockey—Foster Hewitt—to millions of fans in every city,
town, hamlet and isolated area throughout the Dominion
and many states of the U. S. A.

Through Foster’s word pictures, those who are unable
to witness the fastest game in the world played by the
world’s top professional players, follow the progress of
their favorite teams.

Hockey to Canada is what baseball is to the United
States.

Another feature of these hockey broadcasts is the appear-
ance on the air of a group known as the Hot Stove League.
Sports reporters, former players and referees make up the
party and discuss hockey, team problems and rules during
the intervals between periods. This hot stove league idea
has transmitted itself to almost every hamlet in Canada-—
and similar groups, arguing and discussing the merits of
Canada’s National Sport, can be found any week-end, in
any village or city from Halifax to Victoria.

Powell River has its Hot Stove League, and the con-
versations poured forth at these sessions are no different
to the thousands of other such groups across Canada.

An eastern visitor to Powell River cannot fathom the
rabid, almost fanatical interest shown by hockey fol-
lowers here.

“I don't get it,” they all say. “You have no ice, no rink,
half of you have never seen an N. H. L. game, yet you all
go nuts every Saturday night. How come? That is the
$64 question.

Undoubtedly the hockey broadcasts are a leading factor.
Another perhaps is the coverage of hockey news by sports
writers in the district.

Once the Stanley Cup play-offs are underway, the Hot
Stove Leaguers really flare into life. Every department in
the mill runs a sweep; argument starts at the drop of the
hat. Not infrequently the biased partisans work themselves
to such a pitch that intervention by friends is necessary for
the peace of the realm. The situation is frequently further
complicated by husbands and wives backing different teams.

Every day at noon hour, the hockey fans are busy on
the street corner or at convenient focal spots, discussing
last Saturday’s game or next week’s possibilities. Every
school boy in Powell River knows the Toronto Maple
Leaf’s line-up and the quality of the players. A defeat for
the Leafs is a week-end tragedy for the kids around town—
for that powerful organization is the local favorite.

The first thought of a Powell Riverite visiting Eastern
Canada in the winter months is a vision of swirling blades
at the Maple Leaf Gardens—and the first question asked
on his return 1s:

‘Did you see the Leafs in action?”
At six o'clock on any Saturday night in Powell River a

visitor walking along the street will hear only one thing—
the voice of Foster Hewitt on the air-—and his famous
crescendo:

Shoots! He Scores!
We have no ice rink in Powell River, as yet. Our skat-

ing is confined to a few days each year on surrounding
lakes—and most of our youngsters have seldom, if ever,
handled a hockey stick.

A visit to Vancouver by two National Hockey League
teams is assured of a noisy contingent of fans from
Powell River.

All this will, perhaps, ex-
plain why all ears are tuned
in each Saturday night as the
aANNOUNCET sdys.

“IT’S HOCKEY NIGHI
IN CANADA.”

Foster Hewitt,
Canada’s Voice of Hockey.
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House and Garden in icing, which drew wide interest.

OUR Hobby Show this year is of a high standard;
and many of the exhibits are outstanding in excellence.”

This was part of the summary of Mr. S. MacKenzie,
Vancouver expert who graded the exhibits at Powell River’s
second annual Hobby Show, sponsored by the Parent-
Teacher Association.

Interest in this year’s exhibition was widespread, and the
spacious Dwight Hall was packed with hundreds of towns-
people in both afternoon and evening showings.

Iwo years ago the Parent-Teacher Association, which
had already been active in many phases of children’s wel-
fare, conceived the idea of a hobby show for youngsters. It
caught on like wildfire—and the opening year around 100
children placed entries before the judge. This year the
number had more than doubled and the quality and variety
greatly expanded.
While the exhibition was primarily designed for school

children—and they are the only ones who participate in
the prize awards—the show, even in the first year, brought
many exhibitions by adults. These were judged and awards
took the form of ribbons only.

Children’s entries ranged from match box covers, sea
shells to finished model aeroplanes; complete with engines
and fittings. An outstanding exhibit in the junior class
was the entry of the Junior Forest Wardens. A young lad
in the red garb of the corps was in charge—and displayed
a complete table with samples of all the different woods
grown in British Columbia—with thumb-nail sketches of

their species, their use and how they can be most easily
and quickly detected. Small growth firs and cedars, in
sapling stage, were included; ring growth of trees was
explained—and areas of tree population defined. The
judge pronounced it one of the most imaginative and
educational exhibits he had ever seen.

Part of model aircraft exhibit.



Another attraction at the show was the specially con-
structed small timber bridge by the Boy Scouts group. This
was placed at the entrance to the hall, and all visitors
crossed it on the way to the exhibit stalls.
In the adults’ exhibits there were many outstanding

features. One of these included a small motor specially
designed for household use by Archie May of the Powell
River Company electrical staff. This exhibit was con-
sidered so novel and interesting by Judge McKenzie that
he has persuaded Mr. May to place it in the Provincial
Exhibition at Vancouver this year.

Talented rug weaving, hammered bronze figure work,
paintings, drawings, needlework, etc., were all included.
One entry of pencil drawings of many world-famous pas-
senger liners attracted widespread attention.

In the children’s exhibits, an eleven-year-old youngster,
Beverly Carrott, won top award for the best exhibit in
the show, an impressive entry of cacti plants. The judge
mentioned several other outstanding exhibits, the remark-
able rugs made by 83-year-old Aunt Martha McNair of
Stillwater, who completed over a dozen rugs in three years,
and doesn’t wear glasses; the extremely lovely lamps and
ming trees made of unusual wood formations found in
beachcombing by Win Gayton. These are polished to a
rich beauty by weeks of labor. Another mention was the
delicate pastels used in the paintings of ballet dancers done
by Mrs. Norman Shaw.

Miss Anita Clay, whose button collection last year won
the grand prize, again showed her buttons, which have
grown in number from 1261 to 3283.

In the cacti collection owned by Beverly Carrott there
are 47 plants each in a separate pot, including the rare
Pineapple, Zebra, a Christ Thorn, and several of the
“succulent” variety or aloes. The plants are potted in
ordinary garden soil and kept in a sunny window with a
watering only once a week.

To assist in creating spectator interest, the Powell
River Company took over a section of the hall with a
pictorial record of the industrial, recreative, social and
community life of the district since the first days of con-
struction in 1910. The beginning of plant construction
life in the early days and up through the twenties and
thirties drew hundreds of interested spectators. Many
youngsters stood in awed amazement before pictures of
father or mother, taken twenty or twenty-five years ago,
when they led local sport teams 1n action or were prom:
‘nent in one or another of the district’s cultural activities.
The exhibit induced a pleasant air of nostalgia among
spectators—and scores of older citizens spent the evening

Crowds inspect Powell River Company’s display of old-time pictures.

Archie May displays his generator for home use.
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renewing old memories — and listening with dilated ears
to the unsympathetic comments of the rising generation.

The. Parent-Teachers of Powell River and district are
playing an important role in the welfare history of the
district. They have dovetailed their activities to assist the
schools and the teachers, and as a result there has been
unusual harmony and co-operation that has brought better
understanding between parents and teachers and extended
interest in the children’s welfare and progress. The Hobby
Show has done much to start youngsters off in some useful
and fascinating side work and has successfully combatted
much of the drift and uncertainty of a post-war, high-
pressure living.

Already exceptional talents are being uncovered, new
interests developed, new responsibilities undertaken—and
above all, the assurance of a better and co-operative
ship is being instilled in our youngsters.



WAGE INCREASES FOR EMPLOYEES

POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED recentlysigned a new contract with the International Brother-
hood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers and the
International Brotherhood of Paper Makers for the year
May 1, 1950, to April 30, 1951. Since the first contract
was signed in 1937, thirteen years of peaceful industrial
relations have ensued.

The important items in the new contract include an
increase of 6c per hour across the board, effective May 1,
1950, bringing the base rate of pay to $1.12 per hour; an
extension of paid vacations to allow three weeks after
fifteen years (employees now are entitled to one week
vacation after one year of service, two weeks after three
years and three weeks after fifteen years); as well as other
minor reviSions.

This new base rate of $1.12 per hour is the highest in the
pulp and paper industry in Canada, and is also the highest
labor rate in any of the primary Canadian industries.

Within the past year the company has provided large
sums to revise and extend the existing pension and group
insurance plans.

As a result of the wage increase Powell River Company
will require to pay additional contributions to the group
life insurance and pension plans. A representative em-
ployee who participates in all available benefits is indirectly
receiving in excess of an additional 20c per hour.

Negotiations were again conducted in an atmosphere of
general confidence and responsibility, and a vice-president
of the International Unions said, ““We have concluded a
good agreement. The employees of the pulp and paper
industry in British Columbia have maintained their repu-
tation for fair dealing. These negotiations again. demon-
strated that given good will on both sides, a fair settlement
may always be arrived at. They are a MODEL OF THE
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING PRINCIPLE.”

Following the signing of the new agreement, an execu-
tive of our company, in addressing union delegates, stated,
“The question of costs and efficiency of operations is
naturally a main concern of management. These wage
changes are direct cost increases, and it is a part of your
responsibility to see that these increases do not affect our
competitive position in world markets.” You can help by
seeing that your associates give a good day’s work for a
good day’s pay. You can assist, too, by giving us your
whole-hearted support to eliminate waste of time, effort
and materials. It is essential that our industry remain in a
healthy financial position if we are to face competition
successfully, maintain employment at highest possible
levels and provide first-class products for consumers. THIS
CAN ONLY BE ACCOMPLISHED IF WE HAVE
TEAM WORK ALL ALONG THE LINE.”

VISITORS |
PROMINENT among visitors 1 toPowell River recently was Dr.
LeRoy Fraser Grant, past president
of the Engineering Institute of
Canada. Dr. Grant, accompanied
by Messrs. W. N. Kelly and G. W.Allan of the Vancouver branch
of the Institute, spent the day in-
specting the plant, with particular
reference to the engineering and
technological features, and in the
evening delivered an address to
members of the E. I. C. and en-
gineering and technical staffs, with
the Resident Engineer, Mr. Harold Moorhead, as
chairman.

Commending Powell River engineers for their over-all
efficiency, and particularly for. the harmony and co-opera-
tion evident in all departments, he went on to discuss
problems and conditions in the engineering field in Canada.

Dr. Grant stated that Canadian engineers are now
being given the recognition which their high qualifications
and outstanding professional training deserve.

“There has been also,” concluded Dr. Grant, ‘‘a closer

Left-Right: W. N. Kelly, Harold Moorhead, Dr. LeRoy Grant, G. W. Allan.

liaison between the universities and the Engineering Insti-
tute, and this has resulted in widespread revision and
modification of engineering training in our colleges and
universities; and has brought to the undergraduate student
a much closer realization of the practical problems which
he will face on graduation.”

Dr. Grant also commented upon the functions and neces-
sity of the E. I. C., which is the only nation-wide organiza-
tion devoted to the interests of engineers, and outlined
some of the work being carried out by this organization.
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SAFETY IN OUR LOGGING CAMPS
By HAROLD HENDERSON, Employment Department

ETTING a job in a logging
camp in the old days was to

some of us old-timers quite an
event. In those days the Union
Steamships had their now

Harold Henderson. famous boats, the Cassiar,
\ Coquitlam and the Comox ply-
ing the Coast and stopping at the various logging camps.
When you boarded one of these boats you weren't con-
sidered to be much of a logger unless you were staggering.
This was particularly true of cooks. A cook generally had
to be packed on the boat, and if he wasn’t packed off the
boat he just wasn't a good cook. Most of the cooks had
nicknames, such as “Whiskey Shannon”, “Moonshine
Lucy”, and “Champagne Joe”. All these cooks were ex-
pert at making. home brew, but were very good cooks.

In those days a hook tender was not noted for the
amount of logs he could get out but for his ability to be
able to pull haulback. These were the days before the
strawline.

In these days we had accidents, and plenty of them.
There was no such word as safety in the logging camps.

The first time that most of us ever heard anything of
safety first was when a pile-driving donkey was brought
up to Kingcome Inlet by Powell River Company. On the
back of the house there was a large safety first sign. I
would say that the Powell River Paper Company, as it was
originally known, was one of the first, if not the first,
of the large companies to practice safety first. In these
days if you were hurt you got to the hospital the best way
you could. I helped several times by donating a couple of
dollars so an injured man could hire a gas boat to take him
to the nearest hospital. If he was working for a company
who didn’t have a gas boat some of the men would row
around to the different camps and hire one.

In those days we had as many as sixty men to a bunk-
house. The bunks were wood and were double-deckers.
The men furnished their own blankets. Powell River
Company started to furnish blankets in 1916. They were
one of the first to do this. Blankets were furnished by
practically all logging companies by the twenties, double-
deckers disappeared and the number of men ‘in the bunk-
houses was reduced to about eight. In the early days we
washed in the nearest creek. It was not till just before
the start of the First World War that wash-houses were
installed in the logging camps.

Life in a logging camp is quite different today. Now the
woods are highly mechanized by gas and diesel engines.
About 60 per cent of the falling is done by the use of
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power saws, and this mechanization is carried all the way
down until the logs land in the water. The old steam
donkey, or “steam pot”, as we called it,-Kas almost dis-
appeared from the woods. In the sleeping quarters today
we have two men to the room. There is a light above
each man’s bed and a plug in the wall so he can plug in
his radio or electric razor. The wash-house is handy to the
bunkhouse, and is equipped with all modern facilities,
even to washing machines.

A good part of the travel to the logging camps today
is done by air. Our northern camps in the Queen Char-
lotte Islands, 500 miles away, are less than four hours from
Vancouver by air. Safety is of prime importance in the
woods today. Our machinery has developed to the stage
where less than two per cent of our accidents are due to
defective equipment. However, we still have a few acci-
dents. When we do, every effort is made to give the man
the best of treatment. In each camp we have a competent
first aid man who renders first aid to an injured workman.
If he deems it necessary for the workman to go to the
hospital, in many cases he is flown there and lands in the
hospital a few hours after the accident.

More importance is given to recreation in the camps.
In our large camps we have recreation halls where bad-
minton, ping-pong, pool, etc., are played. In each camp
we have weekly picture shows of the latest theatre releases.

In the old days we worked ten hours a day and six days
9 week. Today the regular hours of work are eight hours
per day and forty hours per week.

a

Years ago, in communicating with the camp, it took
several days, and sometimes weeks, for mail to get there.
Now, each camp is equipped with radio telephone, and
has daily contact with Vancouver.

In my lifetime we have certainly seen many changes,
and I hope before I die to see still more improvements in
the logging camps.

First Aid Class at one of our camps.



Detective Sergeant T. G. Parsloe.

ARGTIG PATROL
By TERRY PARSLOE, Security Officer, Powell River Company

The author, Powell River Company Security Officer, Terry G. Parsloe, spent twenty
years with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, retiring eighteen months ago as
detective sergeant. rie was one of the youngest men to attain this rank. Joining
the force at the age of eighteen, he spent several. years in the Arctic—and on detach-
ments in various parts of Canada. During the war, and up to his retirement, he was
a detective sergeant in charge of a special investigation department of the Criminal
investigation Bureau. He is a graduate of the Canadian Police College: and is a
certified master mariner.

R. C. M. P. reports have many references to the work and efficiency of Detective
Sergeant Parsloe over twenty years. Among these was the following commendation
when Detective Sergeant Parsloe took the schooner “Toronto” across Coronation
Gulf to Bernard Harbour single handed through a severe Arctic gale:

is a qualified navigator and efficient seaman, and | know of few other
men who would have ventured to take this vessel single handed. .. .”

p N the early spring of 1928, a trim, stoutly constructed100-foot ship slipped down the ways of the Wallace
Shipyard in North Vancouver and plunged into the waters
of Burrard Inlet.
4 Over the past twenty years this little vessel has become
very well known—and in her lifetime has on more than
one occasion crashed the newspaper headlines. For this
particular ship was the St. Roch, the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police famous Arctic schooner, whose successful
navigation of the North-West Passage in 1941, received
wide press publicity.

The story of the St. Roch and its work on the Arctic
Patrol has been told many times, but as I was fortunate
enough to be a member of the original crew of this ship,
the editor thought that a brief and personal review of her
maiden voyage and something of the work of the force in
our far north might be of interest to readers.

The idea of a special R. C. M. P. ship for Arctic Patrol
work was conceived by the top command of the force in
the late twenties. Hitherto, they had depended on the
Hudson’s Bay ship Baychimo, and the need for a ship
reserved for the force seemed imperative.

This far-sightedness on the part of the Commissioner
paid off. A few years later the Baychimo was trapped in
the pack ice off Point Barrow. Abandoned by her crew,
who made their way in safety to the Cape, this ship has
become the Ghost Ship. of the Arctic. There are still
mariners who will tell of passing the Chimo, locked in the
grip of massive icebergs and drifting in ghostly silence
through the Arctic nights.

The St. Roch was specially designed to stand up to the
rigorous strains of the dangerous, ice-packed Arctic seas.
She was a wooden vessel, 100 feet long, and her hull was
sheathed with Australian iron bark from waterline to keel.
She was powered with a 150-h.p. Union Diesel engine, and
carried a huge mainsail, foresail and staysail. The St. Roch
carried 150 tons of supplies for the four R. C. M. P. Arctic .

_ detachments at Herschel Island, Bernard Harbour, Cam-
bridge Bay and Baillie Island.

The St. Roch, named in honor of St. Roch, the patron
saint of the sailors, was designed by naval architects after
stud-es of the records of old Arctic explorers whose written

observations on ice pressure and northern weather were
priceless construction aides.
The original complement was a total of nine, which
included the late Capt. W. H. Gillen, an experienced
Arctic pilot, the engineer (also deceased) Mr. Kelley, and
a crew of seven Mounted Police personnel, in which the
writer was included.

Olsen, a member of the crew, and myself had been sent
to the training depot at Regina early in January where we
slugged through the rigid curriculum which faced all
recruits. Lectures and riding school, where we plunged
around on the back of a troop horse, raised the question
in our minds just what possible connection there could be
between riding a charger with crossed stirrups and shooting
a meridian altitude on a patrol vessel. However, all
things pass. We were transferred to Vancouver in May,
and thence to the St. Roch; and on June 26, 1928, after
trial runs and loading, we sailed north out of Vancouver.

The local press described it. as the first voyage of the
Horse Marines. Loaded to the scuppers with supplies,
and coal added as a deck cargo, we had very little free-
board, and we found the initial leg of our journey to the
Aleutians something of a nightmare of heaving seas and
swaying decks.

On July 10th we left Dutch Harbour and headed north
into the Behring Sea, to arrive in the vicinity of Point
Barrow on the 17th after a rough passage. The shores of
Siberia loomed to port and Alaska was on our starboard
hand. At Point Barrow we encountered the main Arctic
ice pack, which seems to move constantly, if slowly, grind-
ing berg upon berg, due to pressure of wind and unknown
tides and currents.

The ice packs abounded with walrus and seal, which
we hunted with moderate success. A few polar bears
were seen paddling around in the distance. The ice
opened enough to allow us to slip around Point Barrow
with about two feet of water under our keel: one of us
was constantly in the chains sounding with a hand lead
line. With the water just below freezing, it was a shade
on the uncomfortable side.

For a week we steamed and alternately tied up to ice
floes, looking for a gap in the ice packs, which averaged
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six to eight inches in thickness. The hull and stern of the
St. Roch were so constructed that we would rise on to the
floe and the weight would allow the ship to break through.
We negotiated many floes like this in order to bull through
to open water on the other side. Needless to say, there
was very little sleep for anyone while in the ice pack, and
if you were fortunate enough to catch a few minutes,
invariably you left the bunk as if propelled by a jet motor
when the hull made unexpected crashing contact with ice.

After ten days of this we sailed south of the pack in
open water and sighted Herschel Island, the metropolis of
the Arctic, and you can believe it was a welcome sight.
On entering the harbor, located behind a sandspit which
formed part of the main island, we were puzzled to see
three yellow quarantine flags flying. After anchoring we
were greeted by Inspector A. A. M. Kemp, O.C., Western
Arctic Sub Post, who informed us that a serious epidemic
of influenza had struck the native population. We were
pressed into service nursing the sick and burying the dead.

Herschel Island lies just off the mainland of North
America, and is the converging point for traders, natives
and trading vessels, Canadian and American.

It might be of interest to note that the R. C. M. P.
detachment here acted as customs officers, checking all
goods landed and collecting duty on supplies landed by
any U. S. vessels for transmission to their various trading
posts maintained on the Canadian side. To definitely define
the duties of a member of the R. C. M. P. in the Arctic
would be like trying to define the peculiar or specific
qualifications of a jack-of-all-trades.

The motto of the Force is Maintiens Le Droit (maintain
the right), and I believe the majority of us endeavored to
live by that. The Force is naturally charged with main-
tenance of law and order, and is responsible for the
protection and guidance of the Eskimo in matters where
they come into contact with the white man. It acts as
an agent of the government, and takes over the duties of
Justice of the Peace, Coroner, Commissioner of Oaths,
Registrar of Vital Statistics, Collector of Game Licences
and Fur Export Tax Fees. It holds complete authority
in the area.

R.C.M.P. ship “St. Roch’, in the Arctic icefloes.

The R. C. M. P. post.at Herschel Island was established
at the turn of the century as a winter haven for whaling
ships who at that time garnered a rich harvest for their
holds. The whalers have left their mark in these regions.
Some remained, married Eskimo women and carried on
trading and trapping; others lie buried at various desolate
points. The R. C. M. P. graveyard at Herschel Island
contains the remains of many of these men, some frozen
to death. The head-boards are repaired and painted
every spring.

Our stay here was short. With the assistance of the
Herschel Island detachment, we unloaded supplies and
turned over what medical stores we could spare to assist in
controlling the “flu epidemic. We took aboard Inspector
Kemp, who accompanied us east.

Leaving Herschel, which resembles the rest of the
Arctic coast, barren, devoid of vegetation except short
grass, and, strangely enough, over its few mile area is
carpeted with about 57 varieties of small Arctic wild
flowers.

The natives at Herschel Island and along the mainland
east to the Delta of the Mackenzie River had enjoyed
contact with the white man for years, and some had
trapped successfully enough to enable them to purchase
and operate their own schooners. These people are known
as Nuna-talamutes, or “people of the Delta”. The natives

The summer sun never sets in the Arctic. The low point is midnight. Left, the setting sun and right, rising sun.



‘Hauling home the ice by dog teams.

to the east were called Kogmoliks, or “people of the East”.
The Delta natives feared the Kogmoliks, who had a war-
like and savage reputation.

(COMPASSES USELESS
In the traverse from Herschel Island we encountered

some ice, but the main pack was well to the north. We
were bothered, however, because the sun was obscured,
and we could not take sights. Our magnetic compasses
were, in the main, useless, as we were almost on the same
parallel as the Magnetic Pole. Furthermore, we were
invariably passing over magnetic deposits which caused
our compass to gyrate and dip. We jokingly remarked
that all that was required was to keep North America on
the right. Landmarks were out, but we finally achieved
this by staying in a line on soundings with the hand lead
line on the continental shelf which juts out into the Arctic.

The land area seemed to vary little, barren sandstone
and dolomite predominating. No trees, no vegetation,
only tundra moss. The coastline to Baillie Island, when it
could be seen, was generally flat but rising at times to
rocky brown stone bluffs. The terrific velocity of the
winds in the region is amazing. They jump suddenly at
you and blow with gale intensity—sometimes steadily for
several days and then as suddenly subside.

Baillie Island Police Detachment was situated on a small
island—actually a sandspit—about four feet above sea
level. The Police Post of two men and the Hudson's Bay
post with three men were the white inhabitants, with
many natives residing in the vicinity. Detachment supplies
of canned food, and other requirements, were unloaded,
and we acquired various articles of native clothing, caribou
skin parkas and the soft inside artiki made from the skin
of young caribou, for wearing next to the skin. We took
aboard Capt. Fred Jacobsen, a veteran Arctic trapper and
trader who had been attached to the Steffanson expedition.
Jacobsen was to help pilot us through to Bernard Harbour
and Cambridge Bay.

Completing our business, we carried on east through
waters relatively free of ice to Bernard Harbour detach-
ment, 300 miles east on the south shores of the Dolphin
Straits, 40 miles south of Victoria Land. This detachment
consisted of a sergeant and two constables, along with a
Hudson’s Bay Post of two men and a native settlement.
Here we made contact with the Kogmolik Eskimo, who
still lived in a very primitive state. Nomads, they lived in
caribou skin tents and snow houses in the winter. Many
had knives and other implements hammered out of native
copper which is found in the regions around Coronation
Gulf and Victoria Land.
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NOMADIC ESKIMOS
East of Bernard Harbour, we struck a submerged reef

which luckily was largely of gravel formation. We were
in the straits through which a seven-knot tide flowed and
were obliged to unload drums of oil to lighten the ship.
Eight hours later we freed the vessel, reloaded the oil and
continued east through the Queen Maude Sea to Cam-
bridge Bay, about 350 miles from Bernard Harbour.
Cambridge is situated on the south-east end of Victoria
Land. The natives in this area were also in the primitive
stages, and practised infanticide when driven by economic
necessity. The Eskimos in the region from Bernard Har-
bour east to King William Land were nomads. They lived
in snow houses or igloos in winter and moved from place
to place, depending on the availability of caribou, fish or |
seal. When food was scarce it was common practice to
destroy new born infants when the band was on the move.
In many cases the aged and infirm were left sealed up in
an igloo to die when it was imperative to keep on the pace
in search of food. As a result of police and missionary
influence the practice was fast dying out. One of the
police responsibilities was to provide food and other necessi-
ties to natives who were destitute.

At Cambridge Bay, the Hudson’s Bay Post and the
Police Detachment of two men comprised the settlement.

MURDER [RIALS
Here, too, we took on three Eskimo prisoners, arrested

by Sergt. Anderton the previous year. One a woman,
Myurnealok, murdered her husband, one Higluk. He
was big and strong, and a wife-beater of parts. He had
often threatened to kill her and beat her with a rifle. She
submitted to this for four years, when Higluk threatened
to kill their two-year-old child by pouring hot caribou
broth down its throat. Myurnealok waited her chance,
shot Higluk and fled with the child to her tribe. She stood
trial, but all the evidence obtainable was to the effect that
the Arctic was better off with Higluk away, and the
woman was not sentenced.

The other case was the familiar triangle with revenge
thrown in for good measure. In November, 19277, Okchina
killed Oksuk and took the latter’s wife, Avacona. There
were three witnesses to this act, with complicity and pre-
meditation charged. At the trial on Herschel Island,
Avacona told her story with primitive simplicity. She and
the three men had concealed themselves in a snow house.
As Oksuk passed the door, Okchina fired, the bullet strik-
ing him in the head and ranging down through the body.

A group of Eskimoes with Constable Chartrand—who later died on |
the “St. Roch” patrol, and was buried in the North.



Oksuk, it later transpired, was another tyrant and wife-
beater, and when the case was tried at Herschel Island the
woman was acquitted and Okchina was given a year’s
imprisonment.

Before taking leave of Cambridge Bay I should mention
that here, on the shore, wrecked, lies the auxiliary schooner
Baymaud of the Hudson’s Bay Company. This ship was
formerly the Maud, commanded by Captain Roald Amund-
sen, famous Arctic explorer, on his various exploration
trips in the polar areas. She was acquired by the Hudson's
Bay Company as a freight carrier, and ended her career
on the rocky, desolate shores of Cambridge Bay.

Leaving Cambridge Bay we turned west, again paying
short calls at Bernard Harbour and Baillie Island.

We found Herschel was practically deserted. All the
small trade schooners from the Mackenzie Delta had
loaded and departed, leaving only a few natives on the
island. Our prisoners were taken ashore. We took on
nine husky dogs, harness and sleds, spare fuel oil in drums,
a reserve supply of which had been unloaded by the
Baychimo. We headed east again in a hurry, as the short
period allowed for navigation was over. We were fast
losing the sun and the days were short.

Our winter quarters were to be at Langton Bay, a small
cove at the bottom of Franklin Bay, the western shore of
which ran about south-east from Baillie for 100 miles to
the bottom. Little did we know that day in early Septem-
ber that the Arctic had one more card to deal from the
bottom of the deck. When we anchored in Langton Bay
early in September, slush ice was forming in the sea to the
north. Our nearest natives were 50 miles to the east: a
lone trader maintained .a post 60 miles up the bay at
Horton River. We were on our own now and looking
forward to freeze-up when all hands felt we could relax
and get a night’s sleep on an even keel. The days were
shortening and the nights were inky black.

The St. Roch was equipped with lumber and canvas
with which we were to build a housing which would cover
us entirely. This was started. Our dogs were tethered to
lines on the shore. Feeding them fish and cooked food was
another daily chore.

For security we had steamed up the length of our one
anchor chain, dropped the port anchor, then dropped back
so that-cable was paid out even on both anchors. Our
nose was headed in the direction of the prevailing winds.
One black night a terrific gale from the south-west struck
us suddenly and with such velocity that it tore the anchors
from the bottom. With a heaving sea we were blown
ashore on to the sandspit before the engines could be
started and thrown up on the gravel beach with a terrific
impact which seemed to shake every timber in the ship.
She heeled over on her starboard side and lay there, with
heavy seas pounding over us and into us for what seemed
interminable hours.

For the next three weeks, working feverishly against
time, we struggled to drag our ship off the beach into deep
water. First we righted her by swinging the main boom
and fore boom out at right angles. On the port side we
slung the life boat from the end of the boom after placing
additional stays from the top of the mast to the end of
the boom to bear the extra strain occasioned by the weight
of the lifeboat which we filled with water. On the fore

boom we hoisted drums of oil slung in the same way,
meanwhile praying that the rigging would hold.

It did. She was finally on an even keel. Various
schemes were tried and discussed to negotiate the few
yards into deeper water. We had 50 tons of loose coal in
the bottom of the hold which was nicely mixed with
freezing sea water. We constructed a gangway from the
ship’s side, over which we carried the coal on our backs.
First we had to sack it, then heave it on to the deck by
hand. From the decks we hoisted the dripping sacks on to
our backs and dumped it on to the sandspit. We took
every pound out of her, including drums of’oil and sup-
plies in efforts to lighten her enough to float. She was
heeled over to port and déad men or holding timbers were
buried in the sandspit around which we slung cables.
From these slings we ran cables to the mastheads and
thence down to the winch. We rolled drums full of gravel
down under the bilge on the shore side, then heaved on
the cables.

We finally came free after much effort, shook out our
sails, and helped by the first north-west wind which
swept down Franklin Bay we were clear and at long last
safely anchored in deep water. We just beat the ice.

It was not long before we were securely frozen in and
we could walk on the ice to shore. The decks were housed
in and we settled down to face whatever the winter held.

(Continued on Page 20)
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Police patrol leaving post in early April.

Amundsen's ship, the “Maud’’, wrecked on shores of Victorialand.
Pee eS



(J UB reporters frequently ask the Copy Desk about theorigin of the symbol 30” used by many reporters and
writers to denote the end of a story. Even Fditor €>
Publisher, newspaper trade journal, often is asked the
same question by veteran reporters.

No one can say for certain how or when the symbol
first came to be used, but here are eight theories provided
by Charles W. Harper, one-time editor of the Utica (N.Y.)
Press:

1. When newspaper stories were written and set by
hand, a period was indicated by “x” in the manuscript
copy; the end of a paragraph by “xx’’, and the end of the
story by “xxx’’, which has many symbolic meanings, among
them “thirty” in Roman numerals.

2. The journalistic symbol “30” had a peculiar East
Indian origin. In Bengali, we are told, “80°” means
“farewell” or “I quit”. An English officer at Calcutta
used the figures at the end of a letter he sent to the East
India Company in 1758. The company, using the figures
in its publication, made them “30” by mistake.

3. Typesetting machines that cast their type in slug
form used to set a maximum length of line known to
printers as 30 pica ems, so that “30” came to mean the
end .of the line. Old-time printers dispute this version
with the statement that the “30°” symbol long antedates
the. slug-casting machines.

4. During a disaster, information was being wired to
the outside world by a telegrapher whose number was “30”
and who remained at his key and met death after his col-
leagues had fled. This one is not authenticated, and can
be called doubtful.

5. Early telegraph editors had a code of their own for
side-talk on the wire. The figure “1” meant “wait a
minute’; ~“4°° meant “when shall I proceed?’’; “8” indi-
cated “I’m busy”; “13” asked ““what’s the matter?”: “17”
meant “I’m sending an important message’’; “30” was “end
of item”; “31” was “kindest regards”, etc., etc. Railroad
lightning slingers had another number code all their own.

6. Years ago, in the west, before newspapers had special
wires, the telegraph operator would write out dispatches
in longhand and send them to newspapers by messenger.
His office closed at 3 a.m., and at the bottom of the last
sheet, he wrote 3 o'clock, which was gradually changed to
"3 oc’, then to “3 o’ and at last to “30”.

7. When the Associated Press was established, each
member of the association was entitled to 30 telegrams
each 24 hours. When the last message was sent it was
marked °°30”’.

8. The 30 magistrates appointed by Sparta over Athens
at the end of the Peloponnesian War were called the
“Thirty Tyrants” and were overthrown at the end of a
year's reign. The end of the tyrants was heralded with a
spirit of gladness—" 30”. Far-fetched, at least.

(Continued from Page 19)

Of our winter patrols, of our dog team missions to
various areas, is another story, which has no place in this
chronicle. It is sufficient to say we were not idle.

The original crew pioneered the St. Roch, and we found
many things which would have to be rectified. She badly
needed a different windlass for pulling the anchors up in
a hurry. Better machinery for handling cargo was neces-
sary. Our gears had all been stripped and loading was all
done by hand. As a result of stress and strain on the hull,
and the need for adjustment of her gear it was arranged
that the St. Roch was to proceed outside in the summer of
1929 for refit.

I was intrigued with the mystery and romance of the
country and its people, and earnestly desired to see more of
the vast terrain traversed by the early explorers. After much
wangling by wireless, my request to stay on detachment
was granted and I was transferred to Bernard Harbour
Detachment in the summer of 1929. I said good-bye to
the St. Roch and her crew in her patrol that year.

remained at Bernard Harbour for the year 1929-30, and
assumed charge of the detachment in 1930, and remained
there until the fall of 1932 when I was flown out to
Edmonton from Coppermine. The advent of planes in
the previous two years heralded the march of civilization
across the barriers of Canada’s last frontier.

During the years since, the St. Roch has changed her
superstructure. Accommodation was vastly improved and
modern aids to navigation like the Gyro compass and
others have been added. She has successfully withstood
terrific batterings by wind and ice, and in one of the most
epic voyages in the history of northern navigation she
successfully weathered the rigors and strains of the North
West Passage—both ways.

In passing, one might say she was a lucky ship. I know
differently, however. I know that the St. Roch only
survived from. the first instance through the uncanny
knowledge of the ice and currents, courage and efficiency
of her commander, Inspector Henry Larsen, Polar Medal
and Bar, who has no peer in the Arctic regions.
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Emeraid Lake in the Canadian Rock ies, near Field -~—Picture courtesy of C.P.R.
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POWELL RIVER PERSONALITIES
A NEW employee in the Powell River plant onceenquired:

How did this place come to be called Powell River?
Was it named after Courtney Powell's family?

It wasn't—but this particular employee might well have
been pardoned for posing the question. For over 40 years
the Powells have been in Powell River—andé all indications
point to an indefinite family sojourn in the area.

Courtney Powell, Sr., who, as Boss Machine Tender,
is one of the plant's key operating men, first joined the
Company on May 1, 1916—and for thirty-four consecu-
tive years has been on the job without interruption. Born
in Risca, Wales, he shook the Welsh dust from his feet at
the age of five, and ended up, with his family, in the
mining centre of Fernie, British Columbia. After the
disastrous fire, which destroyed the city and left hundreds
homeless, his family moved out late in 1908. Following a
brief stay in Vancouver, his father, Charles, recently re-
tired as sprinkler foreman, brought the Powells, bag and
baggage, to Powell River in the summer of 1910. Until
his retirement two years ago, Charlie was the second oldest
service employee on the Company's payroll.

Son Courtney today is crowding his father’s record;
and at the age of 52 he is among the first four oldest
service employees at Powell River.

Like all top paper makers in Powell River, Courtney has
earned his promotions from the ranks. He started in as a
cleaner around the mill, progressed step by step up the
ladder until his appointment to the highly responsible post
of Boss Machine Tender in 1935.

Courtney is a home man—and Powell River is his
home. Essentially an outdoor man, hunting, fishing and
boating have occupied all his leisure hours.
carded his earlier penchant for climbing the tricky crags

of Powell Lake in search of goat. He still does his share
of deer and grouse hunting, but even these, in recent years,
have diminished in intensity.

The Powell boat, built by his father and himself several
years ago, is the centre of household leisure activities.
This 32-foot cabin cruiser, equipped with four bunks,
takes the family up and down Powell Lake in all weather
and all seasons. Their summer camp, nestling in the
famous Hole-in-the-Wall (a section known to scores of
our readers), is one of the finest on the lake, and a mecca
for many friends and visitors on the lazy summer week-
ends. On Powell Lake, on its fishing nooks, its hunting
haunts, on its tides and currents—and on its supreme
beauty as the ideal spot for summer recreation, he is at
once an unquestioned authority and enthusiast.

Today Courtney, Sr., carries on the Powell torch for
his father, one of the best known and best liked men in the
the district. A son, Courtney, Jr., is in the machine
room, firmly grasping senior’s torch—and behind these are
two sturdy grandsons who ensure the Powell influence
for future decades.

Another son, Conrad, is in the Mercantile Marines, and
a younger scion, ten years old, attends school in Powell
River—and constitutes yet another future Powell reserve
paper maker.

As descendants of Wales, the Powell home for years
has been the pin point of the Welsh clan. Practically
every Welshman who has ever swung ashore has the
Powell address in his pocket—and “Men of Harlech” is
still the favorite tune for older and younger Powells alike.

Thirty-four consecutive years of paper making in Powell
River—and thirty-four years of responsible citizenship.
That’s on the record of Courtney Powell—a builder of
Powell River.
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THE PRESIDENT REPORTS TQ POWELL RIVER

“a SATISFACTORY YEAR".
This, in quick outline, sums up President Harold S.

Foley’s 1950 annual address to the people of Powell River.
Speaking before a packed audience of representative

Powell River residents, employees, business men, profes-
sional groups, etc., Mr. Foley, in a comprehensive review
of Company operations for 1949, presented a picture
which was at once sound and encouraging.

Relations with employees were maintained on the same
high standard as in past years—and all negotiations had
been featured by mutual respect and toleration. Outlining
the various welfare benefits—pensions, group insurance,
hospital, etc., Mr. Foley declared:

“I believe our Company is today a leader in the indus-
trial welfare field—and this is definitely reflected in the
excellent relations existing between the Company and its
entire personnel.”

Welfare contributions absorbed by the Company in
1949 include:
Revised Pension Plann
Sick Benefit Grants, Group Life, Safety, Recrea-

tion, etc.

768,000

240,000

$1,008,000
The Company's progress had been shared by all—wel-

fare benefits to employees were substantially increased—
the Company's reserve position was strengthened and
deliveries to publishing houses were uninterrupted.

Touching on further development work, the President
told of the new logging operation at Juskatla on the
northern tip of the Queen Charlottes. Over a million
dollars would be spent completing the camp site and equip-
ment. This will be one of the most modern camps in
British Columbia, with every health and recreative installa-

Townsite aad section of mill, 1911.

tiON. It will employ about 200 men, and special provision
is being made for family settlement.

Modernization will be continued at Powell River, and
work on the new wharf and other improvements will begin
this year.

“Over all, the position of our Company is sound and
satisfactory,” Mr. Foley declared, “‘and we can look for-
ward with reasonable optimism to a continuance of this
progress during this year.”

Mr. Foley was thanked for his report on the company’s
progress by R. H. Davidson, president of the Board of
Trade,. who paid a glowing tribute to the activities of the
Company in this community.

Other Company members present at the meeting were:
Mr. R. H. Scanlon, Director; Mr. George O'Brien, vice-
president; Harry Andrews, executive assistant; J. A.
Kyles, comptroller; A. W. DeLand, Forest Manager,
and Russell M. Cooper, resident manager, who acted as
chairman of the meeting.

The annual report to the citizens of Powell River is one
of the most popular features of the Powell River Com-
pany'’s public relations program. Instigated four years
ago by Mr. Foley, this special and extensive first-hand
report is eagerly anticipated and the meeting centre is
invariably packed to capacity. These yearly gatherings
are friendly and informal affairs; and the President is
accompanied by other senior executives and directors.
Business men of the district are especially appreciative of
this “Report to Powell River Citizens”. Their prosperity
and future is closely linked up with the successful opera-
tion of the Company; and Mr. Foley's informative discus-
sions of Company plans and prospects have been tremen-
dous confidence builders and morale boosters to every
section of the community.

“A sound and satisfactory position” all round.

Bird's-eye view of a portion of the plant and townsite today.
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RECENTLY, in these columns, we noted the novel and
unique Safety-Welfare plan endorsed by the Powell

River Company and mill Safety Committees and adminis-
tered by the Employees’ Sick Benefit Society. Its purpose,
as stated, was to build small homes for retired employees
through Company donations to a special plant safety fund.
For every non-accident day the Company would donate
five cents for each man working. Deductions were made
for lost time accidents.

The plan came into active operation in January, 1949—
and now the sponsors have had the privilege of seeing the
first fruits of their efforts. Recently, in a special ceremony,
President Harold S. Foley officially opened the first four
completed units scheduled under the scheme. Members
of the Sick Benefit Executive, Mill Safety Committees,
and business representatives of the district, were in attend-
ance, as Mr. Foley turned over the keys of the new homes
to Ambrose McKinnon, vice-president of the Powell River
Employees’ Sick Benefit Society.

In his brief opening address, Mr. Foley declared:
“These new homes were made possible through the

initiative of the Mill Safety Committee, under chairman-
ship of Fred Parsons. I wish to congratulate these men
on the inauguration of a plan whose scope has so well
combined the principles of humanitarianism and the cause
of accident prevention. The Powell River Company is
proud to be actively associated with this worthwhile effort.”

A pleasant feature of the opening was the presence of
Mr. R. H. “Bob” Scanlon, director of the Company, and
formerly Assistant Resident Manager at Powell River. Mr.
Scanlon was Powell River's first safety inspector, starting
in on his duties at the inception of the plant in 1910.

The four homes now completed have been occupied by
former employees, all of whom express themselves highly
pleased with the compact, comfortable construction of the
houses. After only six weeks’ occupancy, the general
appearance of the site has been transformed. Where a
year ago stumps and trees stood, flower and vegetable beds
are springing up, grass is making an appearance—and by
mid-summer these houses will be among the show places
of the district.

The plan of linking up construction of retired employees’
homes with safe workmanship has been widely acclaimed

_ and, as far as we are aware, was initiated by Powell River
Company employees—and made possible by the active
co-operation of the Company. The completion of the
first units has acted as a new spur to safety groups and has
aroused keen interest throughout the area. It is hoped
that by the end of the year other units will have been
completed and occupied. In the first year of operation,
the Powell River Company contributed nearly $15,000 to
the House Committee—and this allowed the construction
of the opening units. Thé number of houses built in the
year will be based on plant accident records; and safety
committees, with this initial inspiration before them, are
working hard to keep accidents down and their building
program up.

President Harold S. Foley turns over the title of the land to Am
McKinnon, Vice-President of Employees Sick Benefit Society.

The newly completed homes.

Attractive, modern kitchens are feature of the new homes.
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NEW

WHARF
GONSTRUCTION

- By HAROLD MOORHEAD, Chief Engineer

New proposed structure.

EDITOR'S NOTE.—In President Harold S. Foley's address
in Powell River mention was made of the new wharf con-
struction to be launched in the immediate future. In this
article Chief Engineer Harold Moorhead outlines the main
details of the projected construction.

p RESENT plans prepared by Powell River Companycall for complete alteration to what has now become
very familiar surroundings to deep-sea and coastwise crews
and to those of ‘the tug boat fleets that ply in and out of:
Powell River. One of the existing main wharves is to be
replaced, and eventual plans call for renewal of the entire
wharfage and warehousing facilities on the waterfront.

The Company has reached a stage in its life where, in
addition to merely increasing and improving manufactur-
ing facilities, it has become necessary to replace some of
the structures which have been in service for a great
number of years. With the starting up of the Hydraulic
Barker plant in 1947, the old Barker Mill and wood con-
veying system became a derelict and had to be removed.
Wharf “A” has now outlived its usefulness and is to be
replaced.

A part of this structure was first built at the inception
of the construction program in Powell River in 1910. It
was expanded twice between 1910 and 1920. Over this
wharf has flowed most of the material and equipment used
for building the mill, and many Powell Riverites received
their first view of the mill and town from this wharf. In
1925, at the time Nos. 5 and 6 paper machines were in-
stalled, Wharf “B” was added. Since then, no further

‘major development has taken place in this section of the
waterfront.

Present wharf arrangements are not adequate for our
increased volume of tonnage. Since Wharf “B” was
added, our daily production has increased from approxi-

The present Powell Ri

mately 550 tons of newsprint per day to 1000 tons of
newsprint and 140 tons of sulphite pulp. Individual roll
sizes have also increased and handling methods have evolved
from hand trucks to power-driven fork trucks.

In considering new wharf and warehouse facilities, cer-
tain definite requirements had to be considered. Safe,
sheltered mooring for craft had to be provided. The strong
current caused by the flow from the Powell River penstocks
had to be diverted. Waste fibre and other refuse from the
mill had to be discharged into the sea and not allowed to
accumulate in the vicinity of the wharves where it would
require frequent dredging.

For warehousing and handling, it seemed highly desir-
able to provide separate facilities for deep-sea boat ship-
ments, and the blocks of tonnage moving on the Kingcome
Navigation scows and small coastwise vessels. It was also
desirable to eliminate as much re-handling of the paper as
possible. To meet these requirements, large warehouse facili-
ties must be available at the wharf side to allow tonnage to
move directly from the machines into the warehouses and
on to the boats or scows without further handling.

Some consideration was given to building the new wharf
facilities in the same location as the present wharves, but
this would complicate construction and badly disrupt our
present shipping facilities during the construction period.
It seemed more desirable, therefore, to locate the new wharf
facilities elsewhere. This could have been accomplished by
either moving eastward towards the log pond or westward
toward the mouth of Powell River. The latter alternative
was chosen since it will eliminate congestion in the vicinity
of the log storage ponds and allow for possible future
expansion of the log-handling facilities.

With these basic requirements in mind, a number of
alternative: suhemés were drawn up and, when general
agreement was reached on the most desirable scheme, a
model for the entire waterfront was constructed. This
model was studied closely by all interested members of
the staff and various further modifications decided upon.
The accompanying photographs show model reproductions:

1. The waterfront as it exists at the present time.
2. The proposed ultimate waterfront development.
As may be seen from the photographs, the warehouse

and wharf parallel to the shore is reserved for coastwise
vessels and scow movement, and Wharf (1) is designated
as a deep-sea wharf. A diversion canal is to be built to
take the discharge from the tailraces and the mill sewers
away from the berths.

(Continued on Page 15)
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THE SULPHITE PROCESS

Whole log entering chipper machine.

T HE manufacture, use and sale of sulphite pulp is a keyfactor in the pulp and paper industry. Sulphite pulp is
used for many and widely extended purposes—but, basic-
ally, by far the greatest proportion is used for two main
pur poses.

(1) In the newsprint process.
(2) For the production of high-grade bond papers.
Somehow, the sulphite process and its place in the

paper making scheme has often been misunderstood and
appears confusing to the outsider. Perhaps this brief and

as far as possible non-technical outline may help to clarify
a phase of pulp and paper manufacturing that is widely
known, but whose apparent complexity too often baffles
the onlooker and sometimes even the newspaper publishers.

Let us in this review look at it from the newsprint angle.
Why do we use from 10-15% sulphite pulp in our stock?
Why don’t we cut out the technicalities and just chop our
blocks up in the good old grinders and call it square?

We could do that. We could make newsprint from
straight ground-up wood—but the publishers might not
like it. The purpose of introducing sulphite pulp into
the stock is to provide a necessary degree of strength and
durability—factors on which much of Powell River’s news-
print reputation is based. This long-fibred pulp, chem-
ically produced, provides the strength necessary for smooth
running on the presses—and preserves the color of the

By AMBROSE McKINNON, Sulphite Foreman

paper for a reasonable time. That, simply, is why every
newspaper must contain a percentage of sulphite pulp.

How do we make this pulp? Leaving aside certain com-
plicated formulas and technicalities, it is, in outline, a
simple process. We start as all newsprint starts, with the
raw material—the log. We bark the log—and convey it
immediately to our whole log chipper, one of the most
modern of its kind in the world—where, in thirty seconds
a log 26 inches in diameter, 26 feet long, is converted into
uniform chips % inches long. In this way the fibre length
is still intact—and the process from here on is designed
to keep it intact.

We can't grind the chip any finer without destroying
the fibre length, and we can’t destroy our fibre length
without reducing the strength of your newspaper, so we
introduce a cooking process, whose sole purpose is to dis-
integrate these chips, leaving the fibres in their original
length in the form of pulp.

That is exactly what happens. The fibres are not soluble
—and the rest of the chip is dissolved by the acid and
steam which has been introduced into the cooking process.
At the expiration of the “cook”, the acid and other impuri-
ties are drained off and the sulphite fibres are left.

A word about the cooking process, which is the focus
around which all activity in the sulphite department
revolves. When the chips leave the chipper machine they
are carried by conveyor direct to huge chip bins. Below
each of these bins is a huge cylindrical vat, known as a
digester, into which the chips are fed. When the digester
has been filled with chips, it is sealed tight, save for a
two-inch air vent. Then a cooking “liquor”—a mixture of
sulphurous acid and calcium bisulphite is introduced.
Steam, under initial pressure of 125 pounds to the square
inch, is introduced from the bottom and driven through
the chips to assist in cooking. From 20,000 to 30,000
gallons of “liquor” are used on each “cook”, which aver-
ages 71% hours. The chips are cooked under a tempera-
ture which reaches a maximum of 300° F. before being

(Continued on Page 12)

The same log 30 seconds later, now in chips and ready for conversion
to sulphite pulp.
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Minister of Education Hon. W. T. Straith unveils plaque at dedication

of Brooks High School.

66 additions to Brooks School embody the most
modern installations, and bring to the Powell River

area educational facilities equal to the finest in British
Columbia.”

In these words, the Honorable W. T. Straith, Minister
of Education for British Columbia, officially opened the
new Brooks High School early this month. Mr. Straith,
who came to Powell River personally for this dedication
ceremony, was accompanied by the Deputy Minister, Dr.
F. Fairey and Dr. Maxwell Cameron, Head of the Depart-
ment of English, University of British Columbia.

It was one of the most impressive ceremonies in local
school history. School Board officials and Powell River

. Company representatives. were among the guest speakers
—and a capacity audience of children and adults jammed
the new gymnasium-auditorium.

Representing the Powell River Company, Executive
Vice-President M. J. Foley declared:

“The Powell River Company, since its inception, has
taken an active interest in the dev@opment of educational
facilities in the district; and we welcome the progress and
initiative that has culminated in the construction of these

The modern entrance of Brooks High School.

DEDICATES NEW
BROOKS HIGH SCHOC

fine new additions, which will maintain educational oppor-
tunities in Powell River on a level equal to the best in
British Columbia.”

A pleasing part of the ceremony was the presentation of
the keys of the new building to Mr. Anson Brooks and Mr.
William S. Brooks—Directors of Powell River Company
—and direct descendants of the original pioneers of Powell
River Company, the late Doctor Dwight F. Brooks, grand-
father of Mr. William Brooks, after whom the high
school was named—and the late Mr. Paul Brooks, father
of Anson Brooks.

In accepting the keys, Anson Brooks stated:
“IT only wish Bill Brooks’ grandfather and my father

could have been here today. They would have been proud
of the progress of the town which they founded, and
whose educational and social development they actively
fostered and encouraged.

“In 1927, when this school was first opened, there were
50 students; today there are 560. In turning these keys
over to Mr. J. Waugh, your principal, I ask him to
guard them well.”

The occasion was one of happy memories for Dr. Max
Cameron. He was the first principal of Brooks High
School in 1929—and Brooks was his first school. He left
Powell River in 1933 to continue his studies for his
doctor's degree.

School Board chairman, Mr. Joe Dallas, pointed out
that the educational program for the Powell River area,
involving a cost of approximately $1,000,000, was now
nearing completion; and that every possible opportunity
for all round education was now offered to the children
of Powell River.

The additions include a large auditorium-gymnasium,
modern home economics facilities, art room, library, tech-
nical laboratories, etc.—all worked out in attractive coloring
and designs. (See pictures bottom next page.)
Left to right: Dr. F. Fairey, Deputy Minister; Dr. Maxwell O.
Cameron, head dept. of English, U,B.C., and first principal of Brooks
High School; Hon. W. T. Straith, Minister of Education; B. M.

Maciatyre, M.L.A., Mackenzie district.
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AROUND TOWN

iT’S A CONVENTION SUMMER
POWELL RIVER will be in the forefront of sport and

In June the Provincial Convention, B. P. O. E., held
their annual conference in the new Elks building on
Ocean View Avenue. It was one of the most colorful
convent‘ons to be held locally. The Elks brought their
famous band along, and this was supplemented by Powell
River's picturesque Pipe Band and the band of Local No. 76
Union. Approximately 400 delegates were in attendance.

On July 2, another swarm of delegatgs will descend on
Powell River. This time it will be a golfing show, when
the local club is staging an Open Provincial Invitation
Meet. The cream of B. C.’s golfing crop will be in attend-
ance—and entry forms have been received from Stan
Leonard and Fred Wood, top-ranking Pacific Coast pro-
fessionals. The best of the amateurs will be in attendance,
and attractive prizes are being offered. It is the most
ambitious project yet undertaken by the Powell River
Golf Club.

MR. FOLEY’S RE-APPOINTMENT
Citizens of the area are proud of President Harold S.

Foley's reappointment this year as Chairman of the Cana-
dian Pulp & Paper Association. They are particularly
proud of the fact that this is the first time in the history of
the association that the same chairman has been appointed
for two consecutive years.

AIR CADETS WIN DOMINION HONOURS
Powell River's Air Cadet rifle team topped all com-

petition in the Air Cadet Section of the Dominion of
Canada Rifle Association rifle shoot. In competition with
over 50 teams from all parts of Canada, the Powell River
team took first place with an average of 96.4 points for a
team of ten. Bill Cole, with scores of 98, 99 and 100, led
the entire individual parade.

fraternal headlines this summer.

AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION
Automobile registration in the Powell River area has

far exceeded all previous marks. Motor vehicle registration
has now passed the 1400 mark, and is still climbing. Con-
sidering the comparative scarcity of road outlets, this is
probably one of the highest per capita registrations for
smaller towns in Canada. The English cars, with the
Austin in the lead, have greatly increased in proportion
during the past year.

Construction of the Powell River Company's new
athletic field, scheduled for completion next year, is well
under way. The field will te one of the finest on the coast
—and complete with grass infield, base paths—and a 357-
foot space from home plate to both right and left fields.
There is 60 feet clear from the base paths, behind the
plate and along the base lines.

Baseball is supplanting softball this year—and the old
crack of bat and ball heard only spasmodically over the
past six years, is a daily occurrence as five Mill Department
teams compete for league honors. Baseball has caught on
like wildfire among the youngsters—and in a few years
will again be Powell River's major sport.

NEW ATHLETIC FIELD

AIR FIELD

GARDEN CONTEST

Powell River's first airfield is nearing the completion
stage; and plans are under way for an official opening
some time this summer. Steps are being taken to have the
new field established as a Customs landing port—and this
will facilitate direct travel from U. S. points. Residents
look upon the new field with hope and optimism—and look
forward in the immediate future to regular ‘plane service
at reasonable rates to Vancouver and other points.

EXPERIMENTAL FOREST

That perennial favorite with householders, Powell River
Company's Annual Garden Contest, is in full swing—and
early forecasts suggest the best competition in history.
Prizes are again awarded on a zone basis. The town has
been divided into five zones, and a prize of $65 awarded
for the Most Improved, and one of $35 for the Best in
each zone. There is also a prize for the Most Improved
boulevard in each zone. On top of these awards are the
two Grand Prizes—-$100 for the Best Garden in the town-
site—and $25 for the Best Boulevard. It's a hot contest—
and at least half a dozen dark horses are already crowding
the favorites.

The Experimental Forest, established as an educational
and experimental project a little over a year ago by Powell
River Company, is catching the imagination of Powell
River residents—of whom increasing numbers have paid
visits to the area.

In addition to its educational value this miniature tract
has brought direct benefits to residents. In the past year
177 cords of shingle bolts, 368 cords of pulp and
516 cords of firewood, representing a gross Walue of
$14,000, was cut from the forest.

During the year areas totalling 30 acres were thinned
of immature timber, and 15 acres were devoted to clear
cutting. The thinning operations realized 20 cords of
pulp wood per acre. This process may be repeated at
regular cycles.

fp
— Chemistry laboratory.

INTERIOR PICTURES OF NEW HIGH SCHOOL



THE MILL GARPENTER SHOP
By AL CARRICK, Superintendent, Building Division
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Big gear wheel used on paper machines is retoothed in carpenter shop
by Russell jenkins.

FROM time to time we have read in these pages articlestelling of the functions of various mill departments.
Most people “outside the trade” have little conception of
the scores of subsidiaries that dovetail into the paper mak-
ing process—and whose operations, often concealed behind
the spectacular roar of the paper machines, and sounds of
big logs rolling up conveyors and through sawmills, are
still necessary cogs in bringing the roll of newsprint to the
door of the publishing houses.

Such a department is the Carpenter Shop. The boys
here are not in the hot glare of the paper making limelight
as are the machine room, barker mill and groundwood
Crews. Neither are they a heavily populated area—for,
normally, a crew of four to six men handles the job.

Yet they, too, feel they have their part in keeping the
wheels oiled, the machines running and the paper moving.
Anything that has to do with wood is the carpenter shop's
oyster—and around a paper mill, wood in one form or
another is still widely used. Toothpicks to telephone poles
—just so long as wood is involved—are all in the day’s
work for the shop.

Many types of woodworking equipment are essential
for the wide variety of jobs that turn up daily and weekly.
The shop is fully equipped with modern planers, jointers,
bench and table saws, band and scroll saws, drill presses,
lathe, discs and belt sanders. All species of wood are used
—fir, pine, spruce, oak, maple, gumwood, mahogany, red
and yellow cedar, etc.

a

Replacing and repair of the big head boxes on the paper
machines is an important phase of carpenter shop activity.
This is exacting work and the material has to be prefabri-
cated in the shop to given sizes, then installed on the
machine during the Sunday shutdown to avoid loss of

running time. Measurements must be absolutely accurate
to eliminate fitting delays.

The gear wheels, used to drive the paper machines, are
re-toothed in the carpenter shop. There are 73 slots in
this large, circular casting, and teeth made of high-grade
maple are placed in the slots. The teeth are made in two
sections, fitted carefully together and glued to form one
common face. When all the teeth are fitted a dovetailed
wedge is driven into the space between each tooth to hold
them securely in place. The face, crown and pitch of the
teeth are then machined and shaped by air-driven router or
plane. . Sandpapering and a coat of shellac completes the
job. The whole operation involves about 250 hours.

Another replacement job is the suction box covers, so
important in the initial drying of paper. The centre por-
tion of this box, which looks as if it had suffered an attack
by a cloud of teredos, contains from 1800 to 2000 holes,
each 1/2 inch in diameter and drilled at equal distances
apart. This represents about 350 lineal feet of
holes. These must be drilled on the face of the board at
the exact angle. Any mistake, any slip up in drilling and
the quality of our newsprint would be endangered.

Scores of other smaller jobs occupy the attention of the
Crew. The smallest, if most tedious, job on record is the
making of “keeper wedges”, small, almost match-like bits
that are used in the various electric motors. On another
occasion the boys are called on to turn out hat and coat
trees for office and mill use. At present one of the more
interesting jobs is the construction of the big, new Safety
Board. The main body of plywood was prefabricated in
the shop, then assembled outside, as it was too large to

_ pass through the doors. The figures and letters, about
500, were scroll sawed in the shop.

Desk making and repairs is becoming an increasingly
important part of the shop duties.

Wooden splints for first aid work, measuring rules,
marked in one-tenth inches for exacting laboratory work,
are all turned out, along with scrapers, tool chests and other
equipment. Also the shop: replaces and repairs all blinds
in the plant and office; and is responsible for repair and
upkeep of the row boats used in the log pond.

Charies Robson making a suction box cover—an exacting job.
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(JN May 6 world radio audiences heard the dramaticstory of Powell River's industrial and community life
over the International News Service of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation.

For three days, Bill Herbert, C. B. C. special events
broadcaster, and Elmer Winton, technician, were in
Powell River preparing the recording of “Canadians at
Work", one of a special series broadcast regularly. Powell
River was selected as the mill to typify the Canadian Pulp
and Paper Industry—and local employees described their
jobs and community background in a half hour broadcast.

The program, which went over the C. B. C. International
News Service, was heard in the United Kingdom and
Scandinavia: in Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii, Latin
America—and on the Dominion network of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation.

This is the second such program to be broadcast from
Powell River. Eleven years ago a program for B. C.
listeners was broadcast direct from the plant. On the
present occasion, a transcription was made and rebroadcast
to all parts of the world.

The program depicted the outline story of paper making
from the time the logs entered the hydraulic barker until
the finished rolls boarded a waiting freighter in the harbor.

Representative employees in each department carried on
the story, which was interspaced by appropriate and
characteristic paper mill sounds—the hiss of the hydraulic
barker, the grinding crash of the logs ground to chips, the
roar of the paper machines—and finally the warning bell
of the locie on the wharf.

It was not easy for men unskilled in the broadcasting
art to describe for critical and untechnical audiences the
particular work of their department; and the excellent
results achieved, the comparative naturalness of the voices
—was a credit to their perseverance and co-operation.

During the recording, C. B. C.’s Bill Herbert outlined
for audiences the vital role of the Pulp and Paper Industry
in Canadian economy—pointing out that it was the nation’s
leading manufacturing industry, that it ranked first in
wages paid, in capital invested and in number of employees.

Powell River, he described as a happy, contented town,
where employees enjoyed the highest rates of pay in the
industry in Canada and where welfare benefits were on an
elaborate and progressive scale.

Those taking part included Jack Young, hydraulic
barker operator; Harold Smith, grinderman; Wally
Norman, beater engineer; Horace Moore, backtender;
Fred Church, machine tender; Wilf Heritage, sulphite
cook. The program was announced by C. B. C.’s narrator,
Marce Munroe.

Wilf Heritage discusses the
Suiphite process.

fack Young and Bal Herbert do
the Barker and Sawmill story.



BRITISH COLUMBIA— Zand with « SutureReprinted Courtesy Alcan journal

GO that our readers may better understand the Province of British Columbia,and will better understand the engineering problems connected with
carving an industrial empire out of the wilderness, we present, on these
pages, some of the important aspects of British Columbia, her history, her
geography, her industries and some comments on her bright future.

Her LOCATION ... HER TERRAIN ... AND HER CLIMATE
Canadians are not as a rule given to attaching poetical nick-names to their

provinces and territories. In spite of this national reticence, however, British
Columbia's natural beauty has inspired Canadian poets, and hard-headed
businessmen, to refer to her as “The Switzerland of America,” and “The
Sunset Province,” and to anyone who has ever had the pleasure of spending
any length of time in Canada’s most western Province these are not vague
cynical pseudonyms. Most Canadians, though, still think of the Province
cuddled between the towering snow-capped Rocky Mountains and the blue
Pacific Ocean simply as

Bordering on B.C.’s southern boundaries are the States of Washington,
Idaho and Montana. On the north and northwest, the Yukon, Northwest
Territories, and Alaska—on her west the Pacific Ocean and on her east, the
Province of Alberta.

British Columbia stretches 800 miles from north to south and has an
average breadth of about 400 miles. The total area of the Province encom-
passes 366,255 square miles. Topographically the eastern part of B.C. is
slashed by mountain ranges and intervening valleys. The ranges generally
run from north-west and south-east. Centrally located is a broad plateau;
along the west coast, paralleling the Pacific Ocean, is a range of high
mountains.

While Canadians in other provinces spend their winters scanning with
envious eyes photos of California bathing beauties in their favourite news-
papers, British Columbians relax and enjoy their own mild climate.

Winters in British Columbia, especially in the industrial areas of Van-
couver City and Vancouver Island, are mild; her summers noted for warm
days and cool evenings. The equable climatic conditions of B.C. cannot
be matched elsewhere in Canada. The annual precipitation in the Province
has averaged only 56.44 inches during the past 38 years.

Her HISTORY
The discovery of British Columbia is generally accredited to the famous

explorer and navigator, Captain James Cook who, in the year 1778, whilst
making his third epic voyage in search of the mythical Northwest Passage,
landed on Nootka Sound. On his return to the old world, James Cook
talked and wrote enthusiastically of the great wealth to be found in British
Columbia.

The story of B.C. for the year immediately following is a story of the
struggle of Great Britain and Spain for possession of the “New World.”
Spanish influence deteriorated rapidly and by the dawn of the nineteenth
century, British influence was supreme on the north west Pacific Coast.

In 1793 Alexander Mackenzie pioneered the first overland route to the
Pacific—and in his wake followed the trappers, the fur traders, the gold
seekers—and, finally, the pioneer cettlers, to mark the beginning of.a rich,
warm provincial history whose greatest pages have yet to be written.

British Columbia joined Confederation on July 20th, 1871, thus becom-
ing the sixth Canadian province. This move was brought about by men of
courageous vision who saw a great country in birth; a country unified from
coast to coast by its people’s basic beliefs in freedom and the pursuit of

Top: Industry—newsprint’ mills at Powell River.
Upper Centre: Agriculture—fruit farms on Okanagan Lake.

Lower Centre: Fishing—emptying the nets.
Bottom: Ranching—sheep farm near Kamloops.

happiness. Events have proven the fathers of Confedera-
tion were correct in visualizing a rich, strong country
in which the sons and daughters of B.C. have played an
important role.

‘THE INDUSTRIAL WEST
British Columbia has big mountains, big rivers and

lakes, and big industries. For example, the tall timber
upon which the Province’s great forest industries are

Logging—unloading
truck of B. C. logs.
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Mining—in the Cariboo.
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based. They have Douglas firs in B.C. which reach
heights of between 150 and 225 feet. They vary from
3 to 6 feet in diameter. Already the forest lands of the
west coast have enriched the nation by billions of dollars,
and it remains virtually untouched in many areas. The
forests of B.C. provide thousands of jobs in the Province’s
logging, sawmill and plywood industries.

The most important commercial trees are the Hemlock,
which provides 30% of the woodlands annual harvest,
the Red Cedar which provides 26%, Douglas Fir 24%,
Balsam Fir 11% and Sitka Spruce 6%.

AND GOLD Too...
The ‘Province is abundant in mineral wealth. History

allocates a’ prominent place to the stories of more than
one important gold discovery and the most famous of
these “strikes” was the Cariboo Gold rush of 1862 which
saw the entire district flooded with miners and adventur-
ers from all corners of the continent.

Discoveries of ‘various minerals have been made ‘in
all sectors of the Province and active mines are found in
most areas. By the end of the year 1948 British Columbia
had produced $2,400,000,000 in new wealth. Among
the minerals being actively mined in B.C. are iron, silver,
lead, copper, zinc, coal and gold.

AND FIsH
The Fishing Industry looms large in B.C.’s economy.

The Province annually leads the rest of Canada in the
value of fishing production. Salmon accounts for over
50% of the total value. Second in commercial importance
to salmon are herring, followed by halibut and grayfsh.

RICH FARMLANDS
In the forefront of British Columbian industry stands

agriculture. Gifted with some of the earth's finest grazing
lands and fruit growing loam, there has never been a
lack of enterprising farmers ready and able to enrich
the country with their produce.

British Columbia's big brewing industry consumes
tremendous quantities of home-grown hops and barley,
while wet grains, a brewing by-product, make excellent
cattle feed.

7

World renowned are fruits from B.C. .The Okanagan
Valley, in particular, being known for its beautiful fruit
ranches and tasty products. Diversified fruit products
are offered Canadian and world markets including apples,
prunes, cherries, peaches and_ pears.

GATEWAY TO THE ORIENT
Canada’s leading port, aptly named “The Gateway to

the Orient”, is Vancouver City, which celebrated its
Diamond Jubilee in typical, colourful western style during
1946. The infant City of Vancouver, named after Capt.
Vancouver, the famous British explorer, was just begin-
ning to make its aspirations for manhood felt, when dis-
aster struck on the Sunday afternoon of June 13th, 1886,
in the form of a raging fire which completely demolished
the embryonic city. Today, Greater Vancouver has a
population of 500,000 persons, 380,000 of them residing
within the city limits. It is Canada’s third largest city.

VANCOUVER ISLAND... THE STEELHEAD SALMON
The area of Great Britain (England, Scotland, Wales)

is 88,745 square
miles. Vancouver
Island, separated
from the British Cx
lyumbia mainland andthe continental!
United Stated by the
Juan de Fuca Straits,
CncOompasses an areca
of 13,048 square
miles, roughly one-
seventh the total
area of Great Brit-

(Continued on Page 15)

‘Lumbering—ready for export.
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be matched elsewhere in Canada. The annual precipitation in the Province
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explorer and navigator, Captain James Cook who, in the year 1778, whilst
making his third epic voyage in search of the mythical Northwest Passage,
landed on Nootka Sound. On his return to the old world, James Cook
talked and wrote enthusiastically of the great wealth to be found in British
Columbia.

The story of B.C. for the year immediately following is a story of the
struggle of Great Britain and Spain for possession of the “New World.”
Spanish influence deteriorated rapidly and by the dawn of the nineteenth
century, British influence was supreme on the north west Pacific Coast.

In 1793 Alexander Mackenzie pioneered the first overland route to the
Pacific—and in his wake followed the trappers, the fur traders, the gold
seekers—and, finally, the pioneer cettlers, to mark the beginning of.a rich,
warm provincial history whose greatest pages have yet to be written.

British Columbia joined Confederation on July 20th, 1871, thus becom-
ing the sixth Canadian province. This move was brought about by men of
courageous vision who saw a great country in birth; a country unified from
coast to coast by its people’s basic beliefs in freedom and the pursuit of
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Land with a FutureReprinted Courtesy Alcan journal

happiness. Events have proven the fathers of Confedera-
tion were correct in visualizing a rich, strong country
in which the sons and daughters of B.C. have played an
important role.

‘THE INDUSTRIAL WEST
British Columbia has big mountains, big rivers and

lakes, and big industries. For example, the tall timber
upon which the Province’s great forest industries are
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based. They have Douglas firs in B.C. which reach
heights of between 150 and 225 feet. They vary from
3 to 6 feet in diameter. Already the forest lands of the
west coast have enriched the nation by billions of dollars,
and it remains virtually untouched in many areas. The
forests of B.C. provide thousands of jobs in the Province’s
logging, sawmill and plywood industries.

The most important commercial trees are the Hemlock,
which provides 30% of the woodlands annual harvest,
the Red Cedar which provides 26%, Douglas Fir 24%,
Balsam Fir 11% and Sitka Spruce 6%.
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one important gold discovery and the most famous of
these “strikes” was the Cariboo Gold rush of 1862 which
saw the entire district flooded with miners and adventur-
ers from all corners of the continent.

Discoveries of ‘various minerals have been made ‘in
all sectors of the Province and active mines are found in
most areas. By the end of the year 1948 British Columbia
had produced $2,400,000,000 in new wealth. Among
the minerals being actively mined in B.C. are iron, silver,
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value of fishing production. Salmon accounts for over
50% of the total value. Second in commercial importance
to salmon are herring, followed by halibut and grayfsh.
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agriculture. Gifted with some of the earth's finest grazing
lands and fruit growing loam, there has never been a
lack of enterprising farmers ready and able to enrich
the country with their produce.
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tremendous quantities of home-grown hops and barley,
while wet grains, a brewing by-product, make excellent
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Valley, in particular, being known for its beautiful fruit
ranches and tasty products. Diversified fruit products
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Canada’s leading port, aptly named “The Gateway to

the Orient”, is Vancouver City, which celebrated its
Diamond Jubilee in typical, colourful western style during
1946. The infant City of Vancouver, named after Capt.
Vancouver, the famous British explorer, was just begin-
ning to make its aspirations for manhood felt, when dis-
aster struck on the Sunday afternoon of June 13th, 1886,
in the form of a raging fire which completely demolished
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‘APPROVED: FOR VAPOR BARGE MENTS UNDER NATIONAL HOUSING ACT
| im

ODORLESS

VAPOR PROTECTION
IN HOMES

By ROY W. FOOTE

AGAINST
Morsture-laden air in vapor form passing through the =
walls and ceilings. When this moisture-laden air meets a 2

the cold air in attic and stud areas. moisture condenses
to form free water.

lela wor. ween

RIVER COMPAN
POWELL RIVER. B.C

(Continucd from Page 3)
THE SULPHITE PROCESS

relieved. Pressure, by means of special instruments, is
automatically controlled at 80 pounds until relieved near
the end of the “cook”.

Throughout the process, the gas formed is released
through the air vent mentioned above and replaced by
constant relays of fresh steam.

At the end of the 7Y%-hour period, the “blow valve” atat $9

the bottom of the digester is opened—and the disintegrated
chips, now in form of pulp, are shot by pressure into hugewooden tanks. Here the pulp is washed and impurities
drained off, leaving it ready for passage through the various
screening processes, before being finally introduced into the
mixing tanks. Along with 85-90% of groundwood pulp,
it forms the stock from which your daily paper is
manufactured.

That, as briefly and as simply as we can put it, is how
we make sulphite pulp—and why it is necessary in your
newsprint sheet.

| N construction of the modern home the need for insula-tion is now well recognized. There is also a need for
vapor protection or control of vapor flow, which is exceed-
ingly important, although not so generally realized as the
need for insulation.

Why is there a need for vapor protection? In winter
cold vapor-laden air will enter past the outside walls but
will stop at the warm inner walls and condense. In cold
weather, when condensation prevention has not been pro-
vided, it is possible to accumulate as much as a gallon of
frost per stud space. The frost accumulates as long as the
temperature on the outside part of the wall remains below
freezing. On the first warm day, however, it begins to
melt. You can imagine what then happens inside the walls.
The resultant moisture may soak through the walls of your
house and require the expenditure of a considerable amount
ot money for re-decorating. What ts worse, the structural
life of the house itself may be seriously lessened by the wet
condition which will be maintained in the wall for a
prolonged period after the frost melts. This often results
in deterioration of wood and insulation.

The same process may occur in the ceiling, attic and roof
combi nation. Roots are blamed very often when they are
not responsible for the condition. Roofs do leak, but it
may be that the damage was caused by the formation of a
collection of frost on the under side of the roof, which on
the first warm day melts and runs down to the ceiling,
causing damage.

Serious moisture conditions in walls can also do damage
to the outside. A great many paint blisters are due to the
presence of moisture in the sheathing and siding. The
material may have been in perfectly good condition when
it was installed, but later it became wet due to condensa-
tion. This condensation results from vapor flowing out of
control, so that the moisture content reaches the saturation
point on the sheathing, causing paint blisters. Water col-
lects under the paint forming a spot about an inch in
diameter. Later, when the water escapes, the paint has been
broken from the surface of the wood, leaving bare spots.

Vapor-laden air enters the walls of your home. Only a
few materials will stop it. Plaster and wood let it go
through readily. There are two ways in which the flow
of water vapor may be controlled: by proper selection of
materials and, in extreme cases, by ventilation. Fiere is
the principle so far as the proper selection of materials is
concerned: We are going to have higher vapor pressure
on the inside than on the outside in an ordinary house.
We must select as a vapor barrier some material which
will stop as much vapor as possible.

At Powell River we manufacture “Vabar” vapor barrier
building papers. There is a complete line of these papers in
various specifications to meet conditions encountered in all
buildings. ~Vabar”™ building papers are made by a special
laminating process. Two sheets of paper are welded as one
by a uniform thickness of vapor-proof asphalt. The paper
is marketed in standard size rolls. The “Vabar” line is
highly regarded by users all across Canada.
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GRASH PADS PREVENT DAMAGE
gN a never ending search to eliminate handling damage

and expedite offloading of our Purple Band newsprint,
the new type crash pads shown in the accompanying photo-
graph were developed by Mr. Elliot Horsman, president
of the Marine Terminals Corpn. in San Francisco, offload-

. ing agents for the Canadian Gulf Line Ltd. This line
operates a fast and efficient newsprint schedule between
Powell River, B. C., and California ports.

Crash pads were not an entirely original idea with
White & Holcombe, who manufactured them from the
specifications and plans designed by the Marine Terminals
Corpn. A type of crash pad had been used for some
years by the Canadian Gulf Line Ltd. in their newsprint
operations between Eastern Canada and Houston, Texas,
to cushion the shock when the rolls were pulled over in
the holds of the ships.

From these basic ideas the use of the present crash mat
of foam rubber has become increasingly widespread since
the last war; and many experiments have been conducted
with various types and with various thicknesses to deter-

mine which would be the best cushion for the newsprint
trade.

The present pads consist of three layers of solid foam
rubber, approximately 1 inch to 1! inches in thickness per
layer. The size of the pad used by the Marine Terminals
Corpn. in this operation is 3 feet by 5 feet, and the three
layers of foam rubber are protected by heavy canvas. The
pads are equipped with handles for placing in position.

When in use in the holds of the ships they are placed
lengthwise so that when the roll is pulled over the bottom
portion as well as the top portion is cushioned to prevent
breakage of the wrapper or flattening of the rolls which at
times occurred in the old system of using rubber tires.

These new pads are presently in use by the Marine
Terminals Corpn. of California in the offloading of our
newsprint at all California ports, and a great deal of credit
is due that organization for the exhaustive investigations
and patience extended together with the manufacturers,
White & Holcombe, in producing a medium that has been
instrumental in the elimination of handling damage.
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HAROLD MOORHEAD
APPOINTED CHIEF EXGINEER

N April 15 the Powell River Company announced
the appointment of Mr. Harold Moorhead as Chief

Engineer for the Company. Mr. Moorhead will be
responsible for all engineering done in Powell River for
the Company and will report to the Resident Manager.

Harold is a native son of B. C., born in Victoria, and |
graduated from the University of British Columbia in
1933 in Mechanical Engineering. He entered the pulp
and paper industry with B. C. Pulp at Port Alice, and
later accepted posts with the Quebec North Shore Paper
Company at Baie Comeau, Quebec, Ontario Paper Com-
pany at Thorold, Ontario, and joined the Powell River
Company April 15, 1942, as Resident Engineer. Mr.
Moorhead is a member of the Association of Engineers,
province of British Columbia.

He is married, with a family of three, two boys and a girl.
As a cricketer, he is noted for a strong bat, and is a better
than average golfer. Most of his leisure hours are spent
at his summer home at Pebble Beach just south of the plant.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
(Continued from Page 11)

ain. With a population of 148,000 persons, of whom
100,000 live in B. C.’s beautiful capital city of Victoria,
the Island has a population roughly equal to .003 that of
Great Britain. Small wonder they say there's room to
grow in British Columbia.

The British Columbian coastline fronts the Pacific
Ocean for a distance of some 700 miles. A chain of
islands runs along the coast. The largest of these is
Vancouver Island. This Island runs 70 miles past the
United States-Canadian boundary line, and altogether is
282 miles in length. The capital city of Victoria is
situated on the southernmost tip of the Island. A recog-
nized sportsmen’s paradise, vacationists and sportsmen
visit Vancouver Island from all parts of the world.
Fishermen arrive to taste the thrill of killing a famous
steelhead salmon. Other fresh-water game fish which
will appeal to the anglers are Vancouver Island's plentiful
rainbow and cutthroat trout. All three of these game
fighting fish are found in abundance.

The original founders of the Powell River Company
recognized the raw material potentialities of British
Columbia over forty years ago—and selected it as the site
of their first pulp and paper project. Today as one of
the Province’s major industries, Powell River is proud
of the growth and development of Canadas most western
province-—and proud, too, of her own contribution to the
prosperity and future of British Columbia.

NEW WHARF CONSTRUCTION

The type of construction to be adopted was given very
careful study, and four alternative methods were investi-
gated. It has finally been decided that the wharf will be
built by driving a sheet steel pile retaining wall around
the outer edge of the wharves and filling in behind these
retaining walls with material dredged out from the various
berths. The entire area will be paved with asphalt and
steel-framed warehouses constructed. There will be no
columns inside the warehouses, which will be a great help
to wharf crews who have difficulty at present efficiently
storing paper and manoeuvring around columns with
power operated trucks. Facilities are also provided for
centralized ofhces for the wharf supervisory and checking
staff along with a locker and lunch room of sufficient size
to accommodate the entire wharf personnel.

It is planned to start. construction of the waterfront
development this summer and complete it in approximately
a years time. At present we are very pleased with the
model that was made of the over-all development, as it
has been of great value in analysing all the various problems
as they arise. We hope, in 1951, to be more pleased when
the initial phase of the development is complete. At that
time it would be a pleasure to write a further article with
pictures showing the installation as it was actually made
so that the reader might compare the final job with the
model illustrated here.

(Continued from Page 4)
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Powell Lake —scenic WONDERLAND

Typical summer scene on Powell Lake.
Unusual snap of deer caught swimming in the lake.

A MONG my most pleasant memories of Powell Riverare the hours spent on your lovely Powell Lake.”
Scores of visitors over the years, including many pub-

lishers, have expressed this sentiment. For Powell Lake,
with its thirty-mile expanse of blue, dancing waters flanked
by green clad hills, and overlooked by snow-capped peaks
is one of Powell River's favored outdoor haunts. Situated
only a stone's throw from the industrial heart of the town,
its cool, mountain mirrored depths, sparkling in the mid-
summer sun, Powell Lake brings the delights of scenic
nature to the front door of the district.

More and more residents are finding Powell Lake an
ideal spot for summer homes or vacations. They have
realized that, by travelling a little more than five or ten
miles, they can enjoy all the privacy and all the delights
advertised in expansive tourist resort pamphlets.

~ Ten miles up Powell Lake and you are as far away from
the cares and worries of city life as you would be in the
heart of the Rockies,” a resident said recently. All the
attractions of the heavily publicized pleasure resorts are
here; cool summer breezes, cosy, landlocked inlets, cun-
ningly concealed trails leading up from the lake edge to
unseen streams and chattering falls—long stretches of
open lake where the thirst for speed may be safely indulged
—fighting trout that rise to the fly or chase the glittering
spoon—and withal, the enjoyment of a personal privacy,
impossible in the crowded commercial resorts of the land.

Something of the popularity of Powell Lake with resi-
dents is shown in the over 100 motor boats and small
cruising craft moored in the boathouses along the river.
On summer week-ends these mosquito craft chug out from
their anchorages at regular intervals, to be soon lost in the
widening expanse of water immediately back of Powell
River. Scores of summer homes are established in the
various bays and coves all within a ‘half hour to two
hours’ run.

A favorite pastime of shift workers during the summer
is to leave the plant immediately after a “graveyard shift"
—climb into a boat and head up the lake to their own or
a friend's boathouse. Here they can enjoy their sleep,
free from noise or whistles—from the tooting of horns or
the playful, but distracting shouts of children at play. In
less than half an hour the Powell River worker can “get
away from it all”.

As a fishing area, Powell Lake is a favored spot. Fight-
ing rainbows and cutthroats, weighing up to 11 Ibs., await
the angler, almost as soon as he has passed the bridge, a
couple of hundred yards up. Powell River has a large
and enthusiastic Rod and Gun Club, boasting several.
hundred members; and this organization sees to it that the
lake is regularly stocked with new eggs, or fry, each year.
Most residents prefer trolling—but there is, of course, the
dyed-in-the-wool group, who refuse this brutal and unscien-
tific method of fish destruction—and stay with worm or fly
casting. ‘To all of these, Powell Lake, with its stretch of
open water, alternating with sheltered bays and inlets,
offers wide scope.

The Powell Lake area has, since the beginning of plant
operation, been a mecca for the nimrods. Deer abound
in the forested hills—and on the craggy tops the bearded
billies trod their sure-footed path across ravine and crevice.

| It is rugged. hunting, not for the inexperienced or the
weakling. Often deer or goat have to be packed several
miles down slippery trails or rocky gorges to the lake shore.
Slinging a 150-pound deer over your shoulder in this type
of country is no job for the amateur or the faint-hearted.
Often, goat, their white fur silhouetted against the green
background, can be spotted from the shore.

There is always an added touch of excitement in prowl-
ing this country, for the hunter may at any time run across
the comparatively inoffensive black bear or the more
cowardly, but dangerous-when-cornered, cougar. In some
years the latter are to ke found in large numbers, and with
a government bounty on each cat—many hunters keep
their eyes peeled for these slinking marauders, who, we are
told, are responsible for killing at least one deer and one
goat each week.

Cruising up and down Powell Lake never seems to lose
its attraction, even for the oldest lake addict. The beauti-
ful, green-carpeted arcade, which is Powell River—and
which after a quarter of a mile stretch widens into Powell
Lake, is always picturesque and inspiring. Three Mile
Bay, Lambert Bay, Chippewa Bay, with their quiet waters
and isolated surroundings, still bring peace and solitude
to the industrial worker. Goat Island, standing athwart
the lake and dividing it into two opposing stretches of
water, still stands as a majestic sentinel; the Hole-in-the-
Wall, that delightful, landlocked, placid cove, is always a
summer, goal for residents. There is ever a flutter of
excitement in tying up your boat in Loon Bay, proceeding
overland, via uncertain and infrequently travelled paths
to suddenly confront Loon Falls, hidden away in a leafy
bower, a picturesque cataract of foaming water tumbling
into the lake.

Many of these features are known to friends of Powell
River in widely extended parts of the world. They have
traversed the stretch to the Powell River Company ss Rain-
bow Lodge, one of the most picturesquely located spots on
the lake; and from there have tramped the leafy trails, or
enticed the cutthroat by troll or fly. They have seen the
sunset settle behind the purple-hued hills;and have departed
with many happy and pleasant memories of their brief
stop-over in Powell River’s front door scenic paradise.

These are some of the social aspects of Powell Lake as
enjoyed by resident and visitor. Commercially, it is equally
valuable. Here, at the mouth of the river is the big Powell
River Company dam, generating 50,000 horsepower, or
half the power used in plant operations. Along its shore is
the Powell Lake Shingle Company, whose shingles are
shipped to world markets. And back on the slopes are
stands of famous Yellow Cedar, one of the most valuable
commercial woods in existence—much of which has already
been cut and marketed. On different occasions mining
ventures have been started in the hills surrounding Powell
Lake, but overhead costs and easier accessibility of other
sites have thus far held back extensive exploration and
development. There have been good showings of high-
grade copper ore uncovered—along with quantities of
lead, silver, zinc, etc. None of these commercial activities
have interfered with the scenic beauty or the never dimin-
ishing lure of its blue waters—and Powell Lake is still, .
what it has been through the years, Powell River's favorite
scenic, hunting and fishing area. ui
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Typical summer scene on Powell Lake.
Unusual snap of deer caught swimming in the lake.

A MONG my most pleasant memories of Powell River
are the hours spent on your lovely Powell Lake.”

Scores of visitors over the years, including many pub-
lishers, have expressed this sentiment. For Powell Lake,
with its thirty-mile expanse of blue, dancing waters flanked
by green clad hills, and overlooked by snow-capped peaks
is one of Powell River's favored outdoor haunts. Situated
only a stone's throw from the industrial heart of the town,
its cool, mountain mirrored depths, sparkling in the mid-
summer sun, Powell Lake brings the delights of scenic
nature to the front door of the district.

More and more residents are finding Powell Lake an
ideal spot for summer homes or vacations. They have
realized that, by travelling a little more than five or ten
miles, they can enjoy all the privacy and all the delights
advertised in expansive tourist resort pamphlets.

~ Ten miles up Powell Lake and you are as far away from
the cares and worries of city life as you would be in the
heart of the Rockies,” a resident said recently. All the
attractions of the heavily publicized pleasure resorts are
here; cool summer breezes, cosy, landlocked inlets, cun-
ningly concealed trails leading up from the lake edge to
unseen streams and chattering falls—long stretches of
open lake where the thirst for speed may be safely indulged
—fighting trout that rise to the fly or chase the glittering
spoon—and withal, the enjoyment of a personal privacy,
impossible in the crowded commercial resorts of the land.

Something of the popularity of Powell Lake with resi-
dents is shown in the over 100 motor boats and small
cruising craft moored in the boathouses along the river.
On summer week-ends these mosquito craft chug out from
their anchorages at regular intervals, to be soon lost in the
widening expanse of water immediately back of Powell
River. Scores of summer homes are established in the
various bays and coves all within a ‘half hour to two
hours’ run.

A favorite pastime of shift workers during the summer
is to leave the plant immediately after a “graveyard shift"
—climb into a boat and head up the lake to their own or
a friend's boathouse. Here they can enjoy their sleep,
free from noise or whistles—from the tooting of horns or
the playful, but distracting shouts of children at play. In
less than half an hour the Powell River worker can “get
away from it all”.

As a fishing area, Powell Lake is a favored spot. Fight-
ing rainbows and cutthroats, weighing up to 11 Ibs., await
the angler, almost as soon as he has passed the bridge, a
couple of hundred yards up. Powell River has a large
and enthusiastic Rod and Gun Club, boasting several.
hundred members; and this organization sees to it that the
lake is regularly stocked with new eggs, or fry, each year.
Most residents prefer trolling—but there is, of course, the
dyed-in-the-wool group, who refuse this brutal and unscien-
tific method of fish destruction—and stay with worm or fly
casting. ‘To all of these, Powell Lake, with its stretch of
open water, alternating with sheltered bays and inlets,
offers wide scope.

The Powell Lake area has, since the beginning of plant
operation, been a mecca for the nimrods. Deer abound
in the forested hills—and on the craggy tops the bearded
billies trod their sure-footed path across ravine and crevice.
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It is rugged hunting, not for the inexperienced or the
weakling. Often deer or goat have to be packed several
miles down slippery trails or rocky gorges to the lake shore.
Slinging a 150-pound deer over your shoulder in this type
of country is no job for the amateur or the faint-hearted.
Often, goat, their white fur silhouetted against the green
background, can be spotted from the shore.

There is always an added touch of excitement in prowl-
ing this country, for the hunter may at any time run across
the comparatively inoffensive black bear or the more
cowardly, but dangerous-when-cornered, cougar. In some
years the latter are to ke found in large numbers, and with
a government bounty on each cat—many hunters keep
their eyes peeled for these slinking marauders, who, we are
told, are responsible for killing at least one deer and one
goat each week.

Cruising up and down Powell Lake never seems to lose
its attraction, even for the oldest lake addict. The beauti-
ful, green-carpeted arcade, which is Powell River—and
which after a quarter of a mile stretch widens into Powell
Lake, is always picturesque and inspiring. Three Mile
Bay, Lambert Bay, Chippewa Bay, with their quiet waters
and isolated surroundings, still bring peace and solitude
to the industrial worker. Goat Island, standing athwart
the lake and dividing it into two opposing stretches of
water, still stands as a majestic sentinel; the Hole-in-the-
Wall, that delightful, landlocked, placid cove, is always a
summer, goal for residents. There is ever a flutter of
excitement in tying up your boat in Loon Bay, proceeding
overland, via uncertain and infrequently travelled paths
to suddenly confront Loon Falls, hidden away in a leafy
bower, a picturesque cataract of foaming water tumbling
into the lake.

Many of these features are known to friends of Powell
River in widely extended parts of the world. They have
traversed the stretch to the Powell River Companys Rain-
bow Lodge, one of the most picturesquely located spots on
the lake; and from there have tramped the leafy trails, or
enticed the cutthroat by troll or fly. They have seen the
sunset settle behind the purple-hued hills;and have departed
with many happy and pleasant memories of their brief
stop-over in Powell River’s front door scenic paradise.

These are some of the social aspects of Powell Lake as
enjoyed by resident and visitor. Commercially, it is equally
valuable. Here, at the mouth of the river is the big Powell
River Company dam, generating 50,000 horsepower, or
half the power used in plant operations. Along its shore is
the Powell Lake Shingle Company, whose shingles are
shipped to world markets. And back on the slopes are
stands of famous Yellow Cedar, one of the most valuable
commercial woods in existence—much of which has already
been cut and marketed. On different occasions mining
ventures have been started in the hills surrounding Powell
Lake, but overhead costs and easier accessibility of other
sites have thus far held back extensive exploration and
development. There have been good showings of high-
grade copper ore uncovered—along with quantities of
lead, silver, zinc, etc. None of these commercial activities
have interfered with the scenic beauty or the never dimin-
ishing lure of its blue waters—and Powell Lake is still, .
what it has been through the years, Powell River's favorite
scenic, hunting and fishing area. ui
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66 OR the use and enjoyment of people of all colours,creeds and customs for all time.”

It is a crisp October day in 1889, and Lord Barrow
Stanley, Governor-General of Canada, pours a bottle of
wine on the ground at “Chaythoos Clearing” in the shadow
of the present Lions Gate Bridge, and officially dedicates
Stanley Park. Since that day the lush 1000 acres of
parkland forest, still preserved in their natural state, have
become a world-famous attraction and a home town insti-
tution, rich in Indian lore and the modern wonders of
the white man.

The unique charm of the park, however, lies in the fact
that here, almost in the middle of a great city, is a vast
natural forest, preserved for the most part in the same
wild state as in the days when the Red Man sped swiftly
and silently along its trails. Towering trees, giants of the
forest, have watched with the inscrutability of age, the
comings and goings of man. The Big Hollow Tree has
seen more than its share of the passing parade, and many
a family album, local and otherwise, holds pictures of
mom and dad and the kids taken in the old days when you
could drive a carriage into the hollow of the stump.

Indian legend has it that Lost Lagoon, at the entrance
to the park, was the spot where Saghalie Tyee, the Great
Spirit, created Kalana, the first man. The first white
man to visit the park area was an adventurous young
Englishman, John Morton, who in 1862 camped there
with an Indian, and later built a log cabin where the hand-
some 25-storied Marine Building now stands, in the heart
of Vancouver.

The story of Stanley Park, a five-minute bus ride from
city centre, begins in the year 1886. The noise of the
white man’s saws and axes on Burrard Inlet had driven
the Indian to more peaceful scenes, and the community
around the logging camps and sawmills had grown to 500.
The need for local government brought the first City
Fathers, heavily bearded and frock-coated, together in the
Constable’s dining-room, Vancouver's first City Hall, to
sign the Articles of Incorporation. These gentlemen had
scarcely stored their plug hats in the mothballs when a
fire wiped out the young city, and the work of rebuilding
began. The following year, 1887, saw the arrival of the
first train, and Vancouver was on her way to becoming
the important and beauty city that she is today.

Realizing that all work and no play was bad business,
the citizens’ petitioned the Dominion Government to set
aside what was then the military reserve for the use of the
people as a park and recreational area. From these earnest
beginnings Stanley Park has never stopped growing in
beauty and usefulness. Quick facts show thirty miles of
trails and bridle ths, picnic table accommodation for
nearly 3000 people, a small 18-hole pitch and putt golf

Top: Lions Gate Bridge leading to North Shore.
Upper Centre: Brockton Point at harbour's entrance.

Lower Centre: Harding Memorial.
Bottom: The cricket pitch at Brockton Point.

course, twenty-three asphalt tennis courts, two beaches,
two tidal pools, an open air theatre, scene of the famous
“Theatre Under the Stars’, drawing capacity audiences of
100,000 paid admissions each season. Sport facilities run
the gamut from English rugby to cricket, archery to open-
air checkers, canoeing to model plane flying.

It is a park of flowers, too, and spring comes in a drift
of yellow and white. A hundred thousand daffodils and
narcissi toss in the breeze alongside the road winding
through the park to the Lion's Gate Bridge, longest suspen-
sion bridge in the British Empire. Five hundred varieties
of roses bloom against the green of the Shakespeare garden.
This is a small arboretum honouring the Bard, and contains
every type of tree mentioned in Shakespeare's writings.

~The mulberry tree is a cutting taken from the playwright’s
own garden at Stratford-on-Avon. A short distance away
another Bard, Robbie Burns, broods from his lofty perch
overlooking the quiet waters of the Burrard Yacht Club,
home port for hundreds of pleasure craft. The Scottish
poet's statue was unveiled in 1928 by Ramsay MacDonald,
who later became Prime Minister of Great Britain.

As in all parks, Stanley has its full share of commem-
orative shafts, their meanings sometimes obscure for many
visitors, but the Harding Memorial, erected by Kiwanis
International, has always enjoyed great appeal. It marks
the Vancouver visit in 1923 of President Warren G.
Harding, twenty-ninth President of the United States, and
the first American President to set foot on Canadian soil.
Said President Harding: “What an object lesson of peace
is shown today by our two countries to all the world... .
no grim-faced fortifications mark our frontiers . . . our
protection is in our fraternity, our armour is in our
faith . .

“The Nine O'Clock Gun” is almost better known to
Vancouverites than the park itself. At nine o'clock every
night Vancouver householders reach as a man for their
watches and clocks and set them by the Nine O’Clock Gun
—an old muzzie-loader cast in 1816 in the reign of George
HI and bearing the coronet and initial ““M” of the Earl of
Musgrave, Master General of Ordnance. Brought to the
city in 1894 after seeing service in Europe, the gun origin-
ally was fired at 6 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays to warn
fishermen of the Sunday closing during the fishing season,
but as the fishermen went further afield, the old muzzle-
loader lost its effectiveness and was fired at 9 instead.
The gun uses 1000 pounds of powder annually, and is
mounted near Brockton Point, at a spot wsed by the
Salvation Army in the early days and known then as
Hallelujah Point, since the singing of the services could
be heard across the harbour.

The park has many ties with the Mother Country—
there are magnificent oaks transplanted from the Royal
Forest at Windsor, marking the coronation of kings and
other events notable in the city’s history. H.M.CS.
Discovery, training station of the Royal Canadian Navy,
is on Deadman’s Island, linked by causeway to the park.
The trim naval station is named after Capt. George Van-
couver's 340-ton vessel, the Discovery, which arrived in
these waters in 1792. The island was once an [Indian
burial ground, where the bodies were lashed to trees, safe
from marauding animals.

But the story of Stanley Park is a long one, and cannot
be completely told here. Known affectionately as “The
Park”, it has grown in beauty as the city has prospered, it
has become part of the city's fibre, and stands as a tribute
to the far-sightedness of Vancouver's first citizens.
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Stanley Park —
the use and enjoyment of people of all colours,

creeds and customs for all time.”
It is a crisp October day in 1889, and Lord Barrow

Stanley, Governor-General of Canada, pours a bottle of
wine on the ground at “Chaythoos Clearing” in the shadow
of the present Lions Gate Bridge, and officially dedicates
Stanley Park. Since that day the lush 1000 acres of
parkland forest, still preserved in their natural state, have
become a world-famous attraction and a home town insti-
tution, rich in Indian lore and the modern wonders of
the white man.

The unique charm of the park, however, lies in the fact
that here, almost in the middle of a great city, is a vast
natural forest, preserved for the most part in the same
wild state as in the days when the Red Man sped swiftly
and silently along its trails. Towering trees, giants of the
forest, have watched with the inscrutability of age, the
comings and goings of man. The Big Hollow Tree has
seen more than its share of the passing parade, and many
a family album, local and otherwise, holds pictures of
mom and dad and the kids taken in the old days when you
could drive a carriage into the hollow of the stump.

Indian legend has it that Lost Lagoon, at the entrance
to the park, was the spot where Saghalie Tyee, the Great
Spirit, created Kalana, the first man. The first white
man to visit the park area was an adventurous young
Englishman, John Morton, who in 1862 camped there
with an Indian, and later built a log cabin where the hand-
some 25-storied Marine Building now stands, in the heart
of Vancouver.

The story of Stanley Park, a five-minute bus ride from
city centre, begins in the year 1886. The noise of the
white man’s saws and axes on Burrard Inlet had driven
the Indian to more peaceful scenes, and the community
around the logging camps and sawmills had grown to 500.
The need for local government brought the first City
Fathers, heavily bearded and frock-coated, together in the
Constable’s dining-room, Vancouver's first City Hall, to
sign the Articles of Incorporation. These gentlemen had
scarcely stored their plug hats in the mothballs when a
fire wiped out the young city, and the work of rebuilding
began. The following year, 1887, saw the arrival of the
first train, and Vancouver was on her way to becoming
the important and beauty city that she is today.

Realizing that all work and no play was bad business,
the citizens’ petitioned the Dominion Government to set
aside what was then the military reserve for the use of the
people as a park and recreational area. From these earnest
beginnings Stanley Park has never stopped growing in
beauty and usefulness. Quick facts show thirty miles of
trails and bridle ths, picnic table accommodation for
nearly 3000 people, a small 18-hole pitch and putt golf

Top: Lions Gate Bridge leading to North Shore.
Upper Centre: Brockton Point at harbour's entrance.

Lower Centre: Harding Memorial.
Bottom: The cricket pitch at Brockton Point.
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course, twenty-three asphalt tennis courts, two beaches,
two tidal pools, an open air theatre, scene of the famous
“Theatre Under the Stars’, drawing capacity audiences of
100,000 paid admissions each season. Sport facilities run
the gamut from English rugby to cricket, archery to open-
air checkers, canoeing to model plane flying.

It is a park of flowers, too, and spring comes in a drift
of yellow and white. A hundred thousand daffodils and
narcissi toss in the breeze alongside the road winding
through the park to the Lion's Gate Bridge, longest suspen-
sion bridge in the British Empire. Five hundred varieties
of roses bloom against the green of the Shakespeare garden.
This is a small arboretum honouring the Bard, and contains
every type of tree mentioned in Shakespeare's writings.

~The mulberry tree is a cutting taken from the playwright’s
own garden at Stratford-on-Avon. A short distance away
another Bard, Robbie Burns, broods from his lofty perch
overlooking the quiet waters of the Burrard Yacht Club,
home port for hundreds of pleasure craft. The Scottish
poet's statue was unveiled in 1928 by Ramsay MacDonald,
who later became Prime Minister of Great Britain.

As in all parks, Stanley has its full share of commem-
orative shafts, their meanings sometimes obscure for many
visitors, but the Harding Memorial, erected by Kiwanis
International, has always enjoyed great appeal. It marks
the Vancouver visit in 1923 of President Warren G.
Harding, twenty-ninth President of the United States, and
the first American President to set foot on Canadian soil.
Said President Harding: “What an object lesson of peace
is shown today by our two countries to all the world... .
no grim-faced fortifications mark our frontiers . . . our
protection is in our fraternity, our armour is in our
faith . .

“The Nine O'Clock Gun” is almost better known to
Vancouverites than the park itself. At nine o'clock every
night Vancouver householders reach as a man for their
watches and clocks and set them by the Nine O’Clock Gun
—an old muzzie-loader cast in 1816 in the reign of George
HI and bearing the coronet and initial ““M” of the Earl of
Musgrave, Master General of Ordnance. Brought to the
city in 1894 after seeing service in Europe, the gun origin-
ally was fired at 6 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays to warn
fishermen of the Sunday closing during the fishing season,
but as the fishermen went further afield, the old muzzle-
loader lost its effectiveness and was fired at 9 instead.
The gun uses 1000 pounds of powder annually, and is
mounted near Brockton Point, at a spot wsed by the
Salvation Army in the early days and known then as
Hallelujah Point, since the singing of the services could
be heard across the harbour.

The park has many ties with the Mother Country—
there are magnificent oaks transplanted from the Royal
Forest at Windsor, marking the coronation of kings and
other events notable in the city’s history. H.M.C:S.
Discovery, training station of the Royal Canadian Navy,
is on Deadman’s Island, linked by causeway to the park.
The trim naval station is named after Capt. George Van-
couver's 340-ton vessel, the Discovery, which arrived in
these waters in 1792. The island was once an Indian
burial ground, where the bodies were lashed to trees, safe
from marauding animals.

But the story of Stanley Park is a long one, and cannot
be completely told here. Known affectionately as “The
Park”, it has grown in beauty as the city has prospered, it
has become part of the city's fibre, and stands as a tribute
to the far-sightedness of Vancouver's first citizens.



SCANLON EXECUTIVE

On April 5 last, another executive and pioneer of the
Brooks-Scanlon family passed away in the person of Harry
Keyes Brooks, of Brooks-Scanlon Incorporated, Bend,
Oregon. He died suddenly at Sacramento, California.

Mr. Brooks, throughout his lifetime, has been a well-
known figure in western lumber circles. He was one of three
well-known sons of the late Doctor Dwight F. Brooks, an
original founder and first President of Powell River Com-
pany Limited. One brother, the late Sheldon Dwight
Brooks, was Chairman of the Board of Powell River Com-
pany. Another brother, Edward, is President of Brooks-
Scanion Incorporated—and a director of Powell River
Company.

Harry Brooks was also one of the pioneer employees of
Powell River Company—and was well known in this dis-
trict. He was one of the original Vancouver office staff,
where he remained until 1915, when he left for Bend,
Oregon, to work at the Brooks-Scanlon lumber plant, with

which organization he was actively identified throughoutS lire.
Born in Minneiska, Minn., on September 4, 1886, he

leaves to mourn his loss one son, Tom, an executive in the
Bend plant, and a daughter, Mrs. Barbara Staples.

BILL BARGLAY SAILS FOR EUROPE
Late in May, our good friend, Mr. W. (Bill) Barclay sailed from Vancouver on the Norwegian boat Laurits Swenson

for a six months holiday in Europe. Taking his first real vacation after thirty-four years of hard work, Mr. Barclay,
accompanied by Mrs. Barclay and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller, will visit the British Isles and tour leisurely through
France and Italy. Bon voyage, Bill.



Quiet summer evening along Ocean View Avenue, Powell River.
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Gus Schuler.

POWELL RIVER
OSS Machine Tender Gus Schuler is New Zealand’s
gift to Powell River. They sent him up from “down

under” early in 1913, and save for a couple of years’
absence during World War I, he has called Powell River
“home”. Today, still in his early fifties, after 37 years of
consecutive service, Gus is one of the best known and
most popular residents in the district.

On the industrial side, Gus is among our first three senior
paper makers. He started as a sweeper in the mill in 1913
and has worked his way steadily up to the key post of
Boss Machine Tender. He was on the job when Number
Three and Four paper machines were installed—and was
transferred over to start up Number Five and Six machines
in 1926. He helped start up Number Seven-—and two
years ago was in the thick of Number Eight’s opening
revolutions. Paper making is in his blood—and he is never
happier than when ironing out an unforeseen difficulty or
discussing the superior merits of the boys on his shift.

No one has played a more active part in the community,
and particularly the recreative life of the district, than
Gus Schuler. If there is any athletic activity he has not
tried in his lifetime it is unknown to this particular writer.
In his younger days he was considered the best all ‘round
athlete in the district—and was outstanding in track and
field, swimming and tennis. He played on the first organ-
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PERSONALITIES
ized lacrosse team in 1913, and was an early devotee of
soccer. Over the years he has been in popular demand
as an official in various field days—and has been a leading
contributor to sporting activities. There are impressive
“Gus Schuler trophies” in several branches of junior sport
in Powell River.

Of late years he has swung to golf, and is still one of
the local club’s longest hitters. Shoots steadily in the low
eighties, and has cracked par on more than one occasion.
He and his wife Gertrude, the former Miss McLean, were
the best double team in local golfing records. Mrs. Schuler
herself was for many years Ladies’ Golf Champion, and
also a top ranking tennis star. An athletic household, the
Schulers.

Gus is one of Powell River’s greatest boosters. Any-
thing that helps Powell River or Powell River people
always has his full and immediate support—and if there
are finer places to live in the world than his own paper
town he hasn’t heard of them—and wouldn't believe them
if he had.

“Powell River has been good to me,” is the way he
expresses it. That goes both ways, for Gus has been good
tor Powell River—a fact to which hundreds of friends in
all parts of the area will readily testify.



WHOEVER you are and wherever you may live, thechances are a little better than one in thirty that your
daily newspaper is printed on paper made at Powell River.
It’s easy to figure out: Canada makes 60% of the world’s
newsprint, and Powell River, the largest newsprint mull
in the world, makes 554% of that, or 3.4% of all the
newsprint produced today. We are proud of our position
and we want to maintain it. We think that a good way
to do this is to couple quality with quantity, and the
improvement of our product receives the constant attention
not only of the men who make the pulp and the paper
but also of our staff of well trained and excellently equipped
technicians. Many of these technical men are engaged
directly on research investigations aimed at quality im-
provement.

An “improved product” is one which fulfills its function
better, whether it is a radio, a golf ball, a pair of shoes
or a sheet of newsprint, and the function of the latter 1s
to make newspapers. So if we wish to make better news-
print we must first of all go to the newspaper men and
find out what their requirements are. They tell us they
want a strong, clean, bright paper that will run smoothly
on their presses and will print clearly.

To make such a sheet of paper it is first of all essential
that we produce strong, clean pulps. We make our pulps,
both groundwood and sulphite, from B. C.-grown woods,
and of course the quality of the pulp is dependent to a
large extent on the wood. Consequently, our research
staff considers the effect of the variations in wood on the
pulp. For example, a part of our research program 1s
concerned with the effect of geographical location on pulp
quality. To study this factor, we have a miniature labor-
atory machine comparable to the large commercial grinders
in the plant, and from this small machine much useful data
is obtained which assists us in choosing the best wood
species and the best locations from which to obtain our
groundwood pulps.

The same equipment is used to investigate the numerous
factors involved in the grinding process itself, so that,
through a better understanding of the fundamentals of
this method of pulping, we may produce the groundwood
pulps best suited to the manufacture of newsprint paper.

The color of this pulp is also important, and has received
much research attention. Largely as a result of extensive
laboratory study, a method has been evolved for the
zinc hydrosulphite treatment of groundwood pulp which
bleaches and brightens it to produce a better paper.

In the whole field of groundwood pulp production,
Powell River research men have for many years been
well known throughout the industry for the high caliber
of their work.

For the making of newsprint, groundwood pulp is
blended with about 10 to 20% of sulphite pulp, which
is produced by cooking wood chips in a solution of calctum
bisulphite. The character of the sulphite pulp depends
on the wood and on the cooking process. We would very
much like to know just exactly what happens to the wood

Jack Stigings, of the Labora-
tory staff, shows operation of
experimental groundwood ma-
chine, used in testing and
studying groundwood pulp

action.

as it gradually changes to pulp in the cooking vessel or
“digester”. It is not idle curiosity which prompts us, but
the knowledge that better pulps and papers will most
surely result from a more intimate understanding of this
process. It is the aim of our research in this field to
produce sulphite pulps with less waste of wood and with
less loss of the high strength inherent in the fibers of
West Coast coniferous woods.

The color of the sulphite pulp must also be considered
if a clean, white product is to be obtained. The complex
nature of the naturally occurring wood dyes makes this
problem one of the most difhcult, but some progress has
already been made, and it is hoped that the present active
research program in this field will yield even brighter pulps
in the future.

The making of paper from pulp on the paper machine
is of primary importance to the printing characteristics
of the newsprint sheet. Problems such as uniformity, even-
ness of surface, cleanliness, paper formation and moisture
content are all of vital concern to those who print the
daily newspapers.

As the water is removed from the pulp by drainage,
suction and drying on the paper machine, the wood
pulp fibers become bonded together to give the necessary
strength to the newsprint. What is the exact mechanism
of the drainage process? Just how is water removed by
suction? What is the nature of the fiber-to-fiber bond?
Which properties of the pulp fibers are required to give
a certain desired type of paper? These are a few of the
very many unanswered questions to which research must
assist in finding the answers.

At a recent three-day conference in Quebec City of
research men from the United States, Canada, England
and Sweden, the whole field of wood fibers and their
effect on paper making was discussed. The subjects of
the papers presented ranged from the chemistry of cellu-
lose to the formation of the paper sheet on the paper
machine wire, and much new and useful information was
brought forward. The general feeling at this conference,
however, was not one of complacency or satisfaction with
our present state of knowledge, but rather one of recog:
nition that an even greater realm remains to be explored.
Improvement in paper quality goes hand-in-hand with the
investigations which lead us into this unknown territory,
and in Powell River our technicians are exploring every
possible avenue that leads to this goal.
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p ROCEEDING hand in hand with new improvements,
plant extensions and research in Powell River's plant

is the steady, day-by-day application of increased economy
in operating and maintenance departments.

In Powell River today, salvage and saving are important
factors in all considerations of plant foremen and super-
visors. The accumulated results of systematic and well
planned salvage operations has shown increasingly sub-
stantial economies in recent years.

Consider, for example, the progress of the large, intri-
cate and expensive fourdrinier wires on the eight paper
machines. The average machine life of a wire is from
twelve to fifteen days, after which they are of no further
use on the paper machines. But at this point the salvage
process comes into operation. The discarded wires are cut
into appropriate sizes, sent to the groundwood department,
and re-used as decker screens. When they have been
utilized to the limit of efficient operating, the salvage
process is not yet at an end. The disused screens are taken
to the foundry and melted down to be recast in the scores
of essential bronze fixtures used extensively throughout
the paper making process. Something of what this saving
can mean may be realized in learning that over 60 tons
of wire was recently melted down for reconversion into
castings. During the war, acid resisting castings made
from melted down fourdriniers were a godsend to hard
pressed maintenance crews, faced with a shortage of tin
and other materials.

Up until the last few years industrial salvage programs
were half hearted and indifferently supervised. Scrap was
scrap. Sell it to the junk dealer and put in new fittings,
was more or less the order of the day.

Today, in Powell River, the company “salvage dump”
is making substantial contributions to plant economy. In
charge of the dump is Bill Robertson, who ranks as a
Class A mechanic, a man who by experience and training
is able to select and repair materials that are often beyond

Bill Robertson, in charge of
plant salvage, repairs a

salvaged valve.

Salvage material collected and repaired for re-use in the pliant.

the scope of the average dump keeper. It had been, and
in many cases still is, the practise to consider the “dump”
as something useless—and all that was necessary was to
toss the stuff off to the side, pending the arrival of the
junk man.

Such is not the case on the Powell River dump. Biull
Robertson is doing a job that extends far beyond the
limits of a caretaker. He has turned back into the pro-
duction stream scores and hundreds of repaired and re-
furbished fittings that are as good, as bright and shiny
as the day they came from the shop. With his knowledge
of the plant and his mechanical training he is able to
select what is salvageable and what is not, at a glance.
As a result, maximum results are ootained and waste
reduced to an absolute minimum. Bill can determine what
materials can be repaired, and can repair it. He can judge
what iron or other castings can go back to the foundry
for remelting, and what can be finally left to the junk
dealer. In recent years the junk dealer's per cent of the
contents of the salvage dump have not been high.

This salvage setup, with a highly trained man on the
job, has definitely paid off. To a skilled operator the job
presents a challenge and an opportunity for creative effort
and improvisation, often impossible in the busy round of
normal mill duties. Bill Robertson is not a dump caretaker.
He is a skilled mechanic doing a job, in which he finds
an amazing variety of problems and which affords him an
opportunity to make a definite personal contribution to
the operating efficiency of the plant.

Overall, in the salvage and saving process in Powell
River is the presence of what is probably the most com-
plete shop equipment possessed by any pulp and paper
mill. With blacksmith shop, foundry, welding shop, mill
garage, machine shop and other equipment. Major repairs
are possible—and there are few, if any, breakdowns or
interruptions in operations that cannot be handled on the
spot by highly equipped and specially trained maintenance
men. This ability to handle repairs, fabricate new equip-
ment and intelligently salvage used materials is a large
factor in Powell River's record of uninterrupted newsprint
deliveries over the years.
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Lois Lake Sawmill. inset Chester Tait.

THE LOIS LAKE SAWMILL
By GERALD A. JEFFS

OR the past several years the presence of large quantities
of driftwood on Lois Lake, set free by rising waters, has

presented a problem to logging operators in the area. The
final raising of the Scanlon Dam in 1948 intensified the
problem to a point where a distinct hazard was created
to lake mariners and aircraft pilots. Sport fishing, for
which the lakes are noted, was imperilled. Trees growing
on the now flooded areas were water-killed and will grad-
ually blow over, adding to the floating debris. Thousands
of dollars are spent annually in corralling it and securing
the bag booms to the lake shore.

Early in 1948 it was decided to build a sawmill on
company property near the dam to convert into usable
lumber as much of this wood as possible. The company’s
logging subsidiary in the lakes area, O’Brien Logging
Company Limited, was assigned the task of construction
and operation. While the mill was under construction,
a suitable boat, dragsaw, and booming equipment were
assembled, and log salvaging operations commenced by
Herb Bayes, a long-time O’Brien Logging Company em-
ployee. By means of overhead gaps he sluices usable timber
one way and unusable material the other. Logs too large
for sawmill use are sorted and loaded out of the lake to
be sold with others from O’Brien logging operations.

The mill is permanently constructed on piling with a
floor area of 3340 square feet. The head rig is a National
No. 3 and the edger is a Heaps Waterous three-saw, 6x36-
inch, Model 636, with two-speed feedworks. Two swing
saws take care of trimming and slabs. Lumber is sorted
for grade and species on a 100-foot sorting chain table.
All machinery is operated by electric motors with power
supplied from the company’s Stillwater generators.

Raw material from which logs are sorted.
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Operations commenced on a small scale in November,
1948. After a severe winter and final construction in
the spring of 1949, commercial cutting got under way on
May 9, 1949. In the seven-month period to shutdown
on account of weather early in December, 960,000 feet
of logs were sawn. Because the majority of logs are cedar,
lumber sizes are confined to 1 and 2-inch boards and
dimension which are marketable locally, in Eastern Canada,
the United States and in certain export markets.

The mill and its crew of 12 men are watched over ably
by Superintendent Ches Tait, who also doubles as saw
filer, millwright, and, in his own words, “keeps her
screwed together”. Ironing out the bugs has been his main
worry in the past; now production per 8-hour shift has

Green chain and lumber yard.

Herb Bayes cuts a salvage log to suitable length.

been increased from an average of 6000 feet in 1949 to
10,000 feet in 1950.

Lumber is trucked 20 miles to Powell River for either
remanufacturing to local orders or loading on scows
destined to Vancouver for sale in Eastern and export
markets. Experiments are now being made with facilities
for scow-loading at Stillwater, four miles away, hoping
to reduce shipping costs further.

All lumber used in the Retired Employees’ Housing
project was supplied from the mill, as well as large quan-
tities for new schools and church construction in Powell
River and nearby Westview. It is made available to
company employees through payroll deduction plans at
reasonable prices, enabling them to carry on new home
building in the district at considerable saving.

All of this from driftwood.

AGREEMENT WITH WOODWORKERS COMPLETED
N June 15 settlement was reached between employers
and the International Woodworkers of America, rep-

resenting the employees in the logging industry. The new
agreement, which runs to June 15, 1951, provides for an
increase of 12'% cents per hour across the board, main-
tenance of membership and a forty-hour week. In addi-
tion to increasing log costs to the company, the annual cost
to our subsidiary logging companies, who employ some
750 men, will be in the neighborhood of $150,000 for
additional wages alone, bringing the total wages paid by
these subsidiaries to $2,400,000 annually.

With the new contracts signed with the International
Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Papermill Workers and
the International Brotherhood of Paper Makers back in
May, which extend to May 1, 1951, agreements covering
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all our employees have now been completed, ensuring
uninterrupted operations for the year. The agreement
with the International Unions at the plant provided for an
increase of 6 cents per hour across the board, extension of
paid vacations to allow three weeks after fifteen years of
service, and other minor revisions. This will result in
annual additional costs of some $320,000 in wages at
the mill.

Some idea of the part the company plays in the economy
of Canada, and especially British Columbia, can be gained
from the fact that we spend annually for

W ages > 8,830,000
GGOOMS ANd SeLrVICES 11,500,000
Income Taxes 9,373,000



NEW PRODUCTION RECORD

pOWELL RIVER continues to make records in news-
print production—and probably by the time this issue is

in your hands new and higher production figures will have
been made. . In mid-summer, the eight paper machines
combined in what is believed to be a new world’s mark for
a day's production of newsprint by a single plant. The
figure was 1039.9 tons. Number eight machine, running
well over 1600 feet a minute, set up a new record for
herself of 211.5 tons on that day.

MORE CONVENTIONS

had to dig down frequently for unorganized athletic
activities.

BRITISH CAR SALES CLIMB
In Powell River, as elsewhere in Canada, imported

British automobiles continue to overshadow all others in
sales. Something approaching 46 per cent of all new car
sales in the district this year have been Austins, Hillmans,
Morris, Vauxhalls, etc. With many people, while price
has been of importance, greater ease in parking has helped
swing favor to the smaller British cars.

The antlered fraternities still favor Powell River as a
convention ground. In May the Provincial Convention
of the Elks, mustering several hundred delegates from all
parts of B. C., assembled here. In July, the British Colum-
bia Convention of the Loyal Order of Moose arrived,
several hundred strong, to take over the city for another
three days.

GOLF AGAIN

ON THE GREEN

Outstanding in the special events column in recent
months was the performance of B. M. Batt” MacIntyre.
who represents the Powell River district in the Provincial
House at Victoria. The scene centres around the recent
big Malaspina Open Golf tournament, at which some of
British Columbia’s finest amateurs and professionals were
present. ‘Batt’ was asked to drive off the first ball to
open the tournament.

He did—and dropped his tee shot at the 170-yard
first hole two feet from the pin —the best performance
of the day.

He walked nonchalantly off the tee, but the effect was
slightly dampened by the loud comment of Chief
Accountant Jack Hill from the spectator gallery.

“First time in ten years he ever got on the green for
one!”

Even the great can do it, even as you and I. Last
month in the Malaspina Open Stan Leonard, probably
Canada’s outstanding golfer, came up to the par 3, 9th
hole, four times. His total score for this hole on the four
rounds was 19, seven over par. On the last round, leading
the field by three strokes, Stan took a six on this hole—to
lose the tournament by one stroke. It was tough on Stan
but heartening to the rest of us duffers, who watched this
famous golfer drop his tee shot into a trap, blast it out—
and into the trap on the other side of the green—and then
take another two to get out of that. On the green in four
—on a par three hole!

A LOT OF WOOD
The statistical fiends have been at it again! Recently,

Ross Black, superintendent of services, and Bill McGilliv-
ray, superintendent of Wood Preparation, were discussing
the amount of wood used daily in production at Powell
River. Out of it emerged the statement that each twenty-
four hours enough wood to make a pile two miles long,
two and a half feet wide and four feet high is poured into
the Grinders and Digester processes daily.

A lot of wood!

ATHLETIC DRIVE WAR MEMORIAL

The Powell River and District Athletic Council is again
staging their annual drive for funds. Objective this year
is $5000—and all moneys go to the promotion of juvenile
and junior sport in the district. The idea behind the drive
is “one donation a year—and no more canvassing.” it
appeals to most employees and merchants, who have always

Plans for the completion of the war memorial site in
Powell River, designed to combine two World Wars, are
going ahead. A new plaque, with the names of 52 Powell
River men killed in action between 1939-1945, will be
placed alongside the present stone commemorating the
fallen in the first World War.
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GINCE devaluation of sterling, travel between this con-
tinent and United Kingdom has soared to record figures.

In this “outflux” Powell River has enthusiastically joined,
and scores of residents have already made the trip or are
making preparation for it. The “Old Country” jaunt,
which only a few years ago was something to dream of
and hope for, has with a combination of devaluation and
continued industrial prosperity suddenly become a reality;
and a couple of months in the “Old Home” is rapidly
evolving into normal holiday routine.

Some, like John Dunlop, go to revisit the scene of their
youth, or for reunions with relatives they have not seen
for years. Others, like Miss Helen Macindoe, whose pro-
fession is school teaching, just packed up and went—and
found British schools eager and willing to take Canadian
teachers on their staff; still others, like Miss Beth Caud-
well, of the Company secretarial staff, just thought it would
be a good idea, and promptly packed their grips. They
found plenty of jobs available, and have been able to
largely pay their passage about the country by picking up
work when the spirit moved or finances sunk to low levels.
Another group of Old Country tourists are the war brides,
wives of Canadian soldiers, returning for short or extended
visits to their families; yet another group are younger men
and women, born in this country, but descendents of
United Kingdom parents, with aunts and uncles just wait-
ing for the day they.can show off their Canadian nephews
and nieces to friends.

Houses of Parliament and famous Big Ben. Scaffolding may be seen
on the still uncompleted roofs.

Culzean Castle, Ayrshire.

But to whichever group they belong, our people are
travelling afield as they have never travelled before; and
seeing lands and scenes they had dreamed of but never
expected to see. “The British Isles tour” is a popular
Canadian pastime in 1950.

What do these people remember most vividly, and what
are their general impressions of scenes and conditions in
the United Kingdom?

Miss Helen Macindoe, now teaching school in Edin-
burgh, and who will return to Powell River this year,
considers it an experience every teacher should have. She
loves the Old Monuments, the traditions and background
which cluster thickly in every nook and corner of this
historic Scottish city—but, of course, “I wouldn't want to
live here permanently!”

Mr. John Dunlop, who returned after thirty years
absence, travelled south to London and to the fringe of
the Orkneys in the north. He went direct from Van-
couver by plane. He found all the tourist travel trips
crowded with Canadian and American visitors. Mrs.
Dunlop,.accompanying her husband, and seeing Britain
for the first time, was impressed with the beauty and
solidity of the country—but, said Mrs. Dunlop, “What
wouldn’t I have given for central heating.”

Ken Smith, chief accountant, and his family travelled
by train to Montreal—and picked up the Canadian Pacific
luxury liner Empress of Scotland, at Montreal. Ken
returns to Stornaway, in the Hebrides, after an absence
of nearly 20 years. He will also visit other points in
the Isles.

Most visitors claim the food situation is vastly improved.
The point system has largely disappeared—and only sugar
and meats appeared in short or indifferent supply. The
quality of the meat, which is purchased and distributed
by the government, according to most housewives, left
much to be desired.

Opinions on the over-all impact of a Socialist government
on the economy, welfare and morale of the people varied
-——according to which group one listened. There seemed
unanimous opinion that beaurocracy was far more rife
than many believed possible in Britain; and that, while the
Labor Government was concentrating on domestic issues,
they were losing leadership and prestige in the field of
foreign relations.

London, heart of the Commonwealth, is a must with
(Continued on Page 8)



Beaver, as she appeared after being wrecked off Siwash Rock,
just outside Vancouver Harbor.

()F all the ships to ply the waters of the Pacific Coast
during the days when history was in the making, none

has a more romantic or historic background than the
oid S.S. Beaver.

One hundred and sixteen years ago the 8.8. Beaver was
built at Blackwall, London, for the Hudson's Bay Company
service on the Pacific Coast. These were the days, long
before the Oregon Boundary dispute disturbed the states-
men of Canada and the United States, and the cry of
“54-40 or fight” had not yet ruffled the temper of our
respective diplomats. Those, too, were the days when the
Hudson’s Bay Company ruled in the west, and when
Oregon and Washington, as well as British Columbia,
were controlled by the hardy governors of this famous
fur-trading corporation.

The Beaver was intended for the Pacific trade, and
when, in 1834, she rounded Cape Horn, she was the first

steam vessel to ever disturb the placid waters of the Pacific
Ocean. To insure protection, perhaps to increase her
bargaining power with the Indians of the west, the Beaver
resembled a miniature man-ot-war. She mounted six guns
and carried a complement of 26 men. The trip from
London to Fort Vancouver was made by sail. The engine
was carried in the hold and set up after the arrival on
the coast.

For nearly half a century the stout little Beaver plied up
and down the Pacific Coast. For forty years she served
the Hudson’s Bay Company, carrying furs and merchan-
dise up the Columbia, Fraser and other great water arteries
ot the west. In 1875 she was sold to Stafford, Saunders.
Morton & Company, of Victoria, and refitted as a tug.
She operated faithfully for her new owners until 1888,
when, under the command of Captain George Marchant,
she was wrecked on Siwash Rock, at Prospect Point,
Vancouver.

The wreck of the Beaver is legend among the pioneers
otf Vancouver. For four years the hull rested on Siwash
Rock, and the favorite week-end sport in Vancouver's gay
nineties was a horse and buggy ride to view the remains of
the historic old sidewheeler, the first steamship to ever
pass through the Narrows and on into Burrard Inlet.
Souvenir hunters haunted the scene—a walking stick, a
table, a chair made from the Beaver was found 1n almost
every household. No pioneer worthy of the name will
ever admit that he hasn’t a souvenir of the Beaver in his
possession, or at least had one before he lost it.

On June 26, 1892, the swells from a passing steamer
washed the souvenir-weakened frame from the rock, and
the old craft returned to the waters over which she had
previously navigated for over half a century.

THE OLD LAND BEGKONS'!
(Continued from Page 7)

most of our tourists. Bomb damage scars are still visible,
but all devastated areas have been cleaned up—and in
many instances are used as parking lots for overcrowded
trafhc. The Houses of Parliament (see accompanying
picture), heavily bombed in the war, have been under
reconstruction for the past several years, and the new
edifice is nearing completion.

To the thirsty ones, the picture is generally not too
bright. The beer and ale are not what they used to be
(quote) —-and whiskey and other liquors are in short
supply. The British people, with some justice, grumble
over the disparity in the quality and variety of goods
supplied domestically and those shipped for export.

Everyone commented on the number of famous old
castles, once the family seat of this or that ducal family,
that have been sold for taxes or opened up to paying

tourists. A case in point is famous Culzean Castle in
Ayreshire, residence of the Duke of Alisa. The Dukeretains a small section for himself —and there is the
famous centre reserved in perpetuity for General Ei1sen-
hower whenever he visits the United Kingdom. The
remainder of the castle is open to tourists at “regular”
rates. The Duke doesn’t like this, but believes that half a
loaf ig better than no bread —and the tourist revenue
helps defray the taxes.

Some leave by plane direct from Vancouver, and thirty-
six hours later are greeting their relatives in London or
Glasgow. Others leave by slow boat through the Panama,
and remain four or five weeks at sea. thers board the
C. P. R. flyer at Vancouver, and take one of the big
transoceanic liners from Montreal, Halifax or New York.

But however they travel, and for whatever reason,
everybody's doing it — and enjoying tt.

World travel. Poot! It’s all a routine these days.
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MQ AVE the pennies and the pounds will look after
This time-worn, but still true, platitude can be equally

well applied to production and quality of newsprint
manufacturing.

In Powell River, during the past several years, we have
made large and impressive “pound installations’ — spec-
tacular jobs like Number 8 machine, the new hydraulic

and lesser, but still impressive modernization
projects such as the new wharf, sawmill modernization,
etc., are going ahead. These will all increase production
or promote efhciency of operations.

But day by day the “penny” improvements —— the addi-
tion of this or that feature to a piece of machinery, an
improvement here and there, an original idea to introduce
economy, or improve quality — continue as the real back-
ground of an experienced and alert plant.

Such a “penny” innovation is the recent gauge-testing
device, designed and installed by members of our instru-
ment department.

Industry in its infancy resorted to formulae, arrived at
by experimenting, or even guessing, when it came to
operating machinery calling for air, steam or vacuum
Ppressule.

Lack of experience by an operator of a machine could
and did prove costly, and so the gauge was devised and
installed, removing any chances of guessing. In 1872.
Eugene Bourdon, a French engineer, designed the principle
of the Bourdon-type pressure gauge as we know it.

themselves.”
Today, modern industry is built around such instruments,

and one need only visit any department in our mill to see
the multitude of uses to which the various gauges are put.

Gauges, like anything else, must be maintained, serviced
and kept in first-class working order or their purpose 1s
useless.

In the mill are close to 1000 pressure indicating devices
in use. It is very evident then..that there should be a
department engaged in the maintenance of these devices
OF PauULes. This is one of the duties of the Instrument
Shop, who in turn put their ingenuity to work, devised
and constructed a special piece of apparatus able to test
any gauge over all required ranges.

in brief, our new apparatus or. Pressure Bench” will
produce, and indicate, pressures ranging from 0-1000
P.S.L, a vacuum range of 0 to approximately 29 inches
of mercury — lower range pressures may be read to a
fraction of an ounce per square inch and a variable output
air pressure which can be supplied up to 30 P.S.L

A multiplicity of similar improved and efhcient installa-
tions are constantly being devised by operating staffs on
the job. The sum total of these represents many pounds
—-and produces extensive economies, and production
increases over a years Operation.

The new gauge-testing apparatus, a practical design,
dictated by local operating experience, has saved time in
testing instruments; has largely eliminated the expense and
delay of sending gauges outside for testing — and it has
permitted a more accurate and detailed testing of gauges
than was previously possible.

At the top of the panel are the three
“working standard’ test gauges which
cover a range of 0-1000 P.S.I. (Pounds
Square Inch). The handles seen under
these gauges are the valve handles
which allow the Instrument Mechanic
to select whichever test gauge is re-
quired for the particular gauge under
repair. To the right and mounted on
the bench is the ‘pressure head’ {on
which the gauge under test is
mounted), and beside it is the hy-
draulic pump which supplies’ the
pressure.in the centre of the “Pressure
Bench” may be seen the “Dead
Weight Jester. this may be re-
garded as our pressure standard. Only
the three “Working Standard gauges
are tested regularly on this apparatus
to insure continued accuracy.

Behind the “Pressure Head’ is
mounted the “Vacuum Head.”’ On this
we mount any vacuum gauge to betested. The manometer mounted on
the extreme right of the panel may
readily be read to 1/10 inch of mer-
cury. The amount of vacuum is con-
trolled by manipulating the two lower
valve handles on the panel, and con-
nected at the back to an aspirator
which supplies the vacuum.



The original Anderson Mill at Port Alberni, 1863.

THE harvesting of timber is British Columbia's leadingprimary industry, accounting for nearly 50 per cent of
the province's primary production. Today, our forest
products, whose annual value exceeds $350,000,000, go to
all parts of the werld in the form of logs, pulp and paper,
lumber, plywood, and numerous other products.

British Columbia possesses the largest area of saleable
timber in the world — and onecthird of all the softwood
available in Canada grows within its boundaries.

The logging and lumber industry is therefore a basic
factor in the present progress and future development of
the province; and much of the early history of British
Columbia centres around the development of our forest

Just how far back into the twilight of history we can
trace the first crude beginnings of this industry will long
remain a mystery to challenge the curiosity of geologists
and excite the interest of historians. We might presume,
however, that even before Columbus touched the Indies
on his voyage of discovery that native tribes, probably
from Mongolia, were established in the province; and that
they, in the fashioning of domestic and martial implements,
had discovered the woods of British Columbia’s forests to
be “heap skookum”. Nor it is unlikely that centuries
betore the first white man sailed our coasts some com-
munication existed between British Columbia and the
Orient by way of Bering Straits. In these dark centuries,
before the dawn, it is not incredible that, during the
migrations hinted at by historians, specimens of British
Columbia timber found their way to the marts of the
()rient.

The tangible thread of history, however, traces the first
known export of lumber from this province in 17788, when
Captain John Meares, sailing from Nootka, on the west
coast of Vancouver Island, to China, with a cargo of furs,
included a deck load of spars in his bartering equipment.
Later navigators, British and Spanish, probably, shipped
small cargoes of spars in their vessels from time to time.

The first actual sawmill in the province was erected at
Parsons Bridge, near Victoria, in 1846. It was built solely
to supply the domestic demand of settlers, and made no
attempt to develop an export business. In the years follow-
ing, a few other small mills, again wholly catering to the
domestic demand, were in evidence. In 1858, when the
gold stampede on the Fraser began, tiny plants sprung up
here and there, but died when the “rush” had subsided.

The project of erecting a sawmill at Port Alberni, on
Vancouver Island, was first conceived by Messrs. Anderson
te Company, of London, England, who, in addition to their
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business of shipowners and shipbrokers, had an interest in
a shipbuilding dock at Rotherhithe, on the Surrey side of
the Thames. In the middle “fitties” this firm had received
slowing reports of the large stands of virgin timber, con-
taining Douglas fir and other valuable timber for shipbuild-
ing purposes, which might be easily leased on Vancouver
Island. In 1859, their agent, Captain Stamp, investigated
several sites, finally settling upon Alberni as the most
strategic location for a sawmill. Ample reserves of
untouched timber at the back door, and a ready made
harbor, provided an ideal site for logging and shipping.

In August, 1860, two armed vessels, the Woodpecker
and the Meg Merriilees, sailed from England carrying Mr.
Gilbert Sproat, who, as manager of the Anderson interests,
assumed charge of the operations. Satisfactory negotia-
tions were concluded with the Indians, and in the same
year the sawmill was built. During its operating life lumber
was shipped to Puget Sound, Australia and the Orient.
The plant remained in operation until 1866, when stagna-
tion of business, inexperience, perhaps, and the usual
difhculties confronting the pioneer, all contributed to the
inevitable shutdown. Shortly after, the machinery was
shipped to Port Blakely, Washington, and the first chapter
in the history of the lumber export business of British
Columbia was brought to a not very successful conclusion.

Not long after the cessation of operations, the plant
was accidently burned and razed to the ground by the
fires from an Indian encampment, which, fanned by a
blustering breeze, spread beyond control — if indeed the
braves ever worried about checking it — and wrote finis
to the short but courageous life of the first real sawmill
in the province.

The founding of the sawmill on the banks of the Alberni
Canal is probably among the earliest permanent white
settlements on the west coast of Wancouver [sland. Cer-
tainly these pioneers found none of their kind on this spot
when Sproat and his companions arrived in 1860. ir.
Brown, writing in 1863, has this to say:

From the day we left until the day we returned, we
sighted only one sail; and from Port San Juan, where a
white trader lived a lonely life in an often beleaguered
blockhouse, to Koskeeno Sound, where another of these
voluntary exiles passed his years among the savages, there
was not a christened man, with the exception of the little
settlement of at the head of the Alberni Canal.
For months at a time no keel ever ploughed this sea, and
then too frequently it was a warship sent from Victoria
to chastise the tribesmen for some outrage committed on
waytaring men such as we.”

Many a wide chasm has been bridged since the begin-
nings of this export trade in British Columbia lumber in
the sixties and seventies. During the early Colonial days,
from the date of the first white settlement until the entry
of British Columbia into Confederation in 1871, the
estimated cut totalled 250 million feet, board measure.
Today, the yearly cut approximates four billion feet.
Where in 1867 twelve sawmills were in operation, in 1950
hundreds of sawmills and shingle mills are established in
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Windjammers loading cargo of lumber for Australia at Alberni, 1863.

the province. The foreign trade in lumber for a decade
following the Alberni venture averaged about 25 million
feet annually; today in the neighborhood of one billion
feet of British Columbia lumber is carried to the overseas
markets of the world.

With the conclusion of the Alberni project the centre
of lumbering gravity swung to the mainland, and in 1864
the first mill on Burrard Inlet appeared at Moodyville.
Followed in 1865, the now famous Hastings mill, which
has had a long and honorable connection with the indus-
trial life of British Columbia. Other mills soon swung
into line, and the export trade became a definite part of
the lumbering industry. By 1867, twelve sawmills were
in operation, which number had increased to fifteen
in 1873.

The dawn of the twentieth century ushered in the
beginning of the modern period. The construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway opened up new markets in the
east, and even on the Atlantic seaboard. The change
from sail to steam was another factor in stimulating and
speeding up exports. It is difhcult to realize that as late
as 1906, the late R. H. Alexander, in an address before
the Canadian Forestry Convention, made the significant
statement “that steam is now beginning to compete for the
lumber business.” Fifty years ago, practically all our
overseas shipments were transported in windjammers. The
sight of several trim sailing vessels loading lumber in
Burrard Inlet is still fresh in the minds of many Vancouver
citizens. In those days a cargo of 400,000 feet was con-
sidered a heavy load. “To supply a cargo of a million
feet, said Mr. Alexander in 1906, “was an undertaking
so colossal as to make a mill manager stand aghast.’ Today,
steamers carrying cargoes of three and four million feet
are not uncommon. In 1886, when the first transcon-
tinental train steamed into Vancouver, the entire output
of the coast mills was less than 80 million feet per annum.

Today, our own sawmill at Powell River cuts annually
nearly 200 million feet in the production of pulp for its
eight machines.

Improvements in logging methods have advanced hand
in hand with improvements in transportation. Sturdy
teams of oxen drew the logs to the original Alberni mill,
and for many years following they were the stalwarts of
the woods. In 1875, a steam tractor, the forerunner of
the modern donkeys, was used in logging operations at
English Bay, Vancouver. The steam donkey came into
general use about 1890. «Logging methods continued to
show steady advancement, and 1915 brought in the high
lead and overhead systems, a distinguishing feature of
modern logging operations in the west.

In the development of the logging industry in British
Columbia, the Brooks-Scanlon interests, founders of the
Powell River Company, have played a leading role. As
early as 1908, the late Dr. Dwight F. Brooks, M. J. Scanlon,
and their associates, were engaged in logging operations
at Stillwater, fifteen miles south of Powell River. In this

tract some of the finest timber grown in British Columbia
was cut. The big 214-foot flag pole at Kew Gardens,
London, and the 200-foot pole on the University of British
Columbia campus were logged from the Brooks-Scanlon
limits. This operation was discontinued in the late 20's.

Today, Powell River Company 1s still actively engaged
in the logging business of the province. Associated with
the Company are a dozen logging camps, located along a
four hundred mile seaboard from Stillwater in the south
to Queen Charlotte Islands in the north. A large pro-
portion of the pulp logs used in the production of Powell
River newsprint is cut from these areas. These operations
support a payroll of 750 employees, and pay out two
and one-half million dollars annually in wages.

Producing products to the value of ninety millions
annually, lumbering leads British Columbia’s basic indus-
tries. It has cleared many obstacles and rounded many a
dangerous curve since Captain Stamp first surveyed the
Alberni tract and began shipping British Columbia lumber
to Australia in the early sixties.

Brooks-Scanlon logging operations at Stillwater in 1909. Train of
big logs crosses now demolished Copenhagen Canyon bridge.
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Pit Mystic Seaport, Mystic, Con-necticut, are the headquarters of
the Marine Historical Association,
Inc. Their museum of sea-faring
relics, trophies and records is prob-
ably one of the most complete and
all-embracing on this continent; and
contains, among other exhibits, a
fascinating section devoted to ships
figureheads.

Among the latest and possibly most spectacular additions
to the Association’s museum is a ship figurehead well
known along the B. C. coast —and one that is closely
linked up with Powell River and Powell River Company
operations. This figurehead, known as Prince Balsore,
Knight of Malta, was formerly at the bow of the old
Monongahela, one time four-masted British barque, and in
its dying days converted to a log carrier, ferrying spruce
and hemlock ‘sticks’ from Queen Charlotte tracts to the
log pond in Powell River.

The eight-foot figurehead, shown in the accompanying
picture, was removed from the Monongahela several years
ago, taken ashore at the Powell River Company log storage
port of Teakerne Arm, and imbedded in concrete over-
looking the placid, log-filled waters of this delightful bay.
Here it remained to excite the curiosity of visitors until
word of its existence reached Mystic Port officials — who
immediately expressed a desire to include it in their
museum, and with Company permission removed it to
Connecticut. Today, the masthead is all that remains of
the trim clipper bowed ship that slid down the ways of a
Scottish port in 1892.

So realistic was this carved figure that when it was first
transported ashore at Teakerne, a Chinese cook took fright
and refused to assist in carrying the “dead” man to his
resting place on the bank above the arm.

The Monongahela — or Balsore — as she was originally
named, was launched at Glasgow in 1892. She was 211
feet long, with a 43-foot beam, a 24.5-foot draft and a
gross weight of 2033 tons.

Until 1910 the Balsore was carrying grain from America
to Europe via Cape Horn —and in that period had a best
run of 109 days from San Francisco to London.

Before the outbreak of the first World War she was sold
to the Germans, renamed the Dalbeck and registered out

Monongahela — or Prince Balsore as she was first
named—photographed during her days as a windjammer.

of Hamburg. She had a short-lived war career —- and was
seized and interned by the United States.

Under American registry her name was changed to
Monongahela, after the Monongahela River, a head stream
of the Ohio. She was operated by the Nelson Company
of San Francisco, and with the scarcity of ships immediately
after the war, operated profitably for a short time in the
timber trade to Australia.

Shortly after she went to that famous ship graveyard on
Lake Union, from which she was rescued by the Kelley
Logging Company Limited in 1936. In Vancouver she
was stripped, fitted as a log barge and given Canadian
registry. Her motto, Per Varius Casus (Through Every
Peril), on illuminated stained glass was presented to the
Vancouver Merchant Exchange, where it now hangs, and
the figurehead, Prince Balsore, was erected at Teakerne.

For many years the Monongahela was a familiar sight
in Powell River as she discharged her regular cargo of logs
from the Queen Charlottes. Shortly before Christmas,
1944, her career came to an abrupt and violent end.
Heavy gales pitched her on a reef off Porcher Island, after
breaking loose from the tug 8.5. Marmion. Badly holed
forward and aft, she was pounded to pieces by successive
gales and abandoned as a total loss.

A total loss? Ah, no! For Prince Balsore, Knight of Malta,
snug and ship shape in
his Connecticut asylum, is
still alive to maintain the
link with the past and to
recail for future genera-
tions memories of those
boisterous days of wooden
ships and iron men.

Monongahela, as a log carrying
barge transporting logs from
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HE following information, found in a general descriptionof the Powell River Mill, might well lead readers to
believe the printers had erroneously inserted a portion of
a railroad report:

Track mileage, 10.
Rolling stock, 363 cars.
Types: Flat, sawdust, trash, side dump and work.
Locomotives, 6.

Actually such a report is not out of place. Powell River
has a railroad. The small gauge system used in and around
the paper mill to transport the rolls of newsprint, pulp,
machinery and other equipment is an integral and impres-
sive factor in plant transportation.

Maintenance of rolling stock is of vital importance to
any railroad, and the miniature railway road and yards
of Powell River are no exception. This article deals briefly
with the department responsible for the construction,
repair and upkeep of the not inconsiderable amount of
rolling stock necessary to bring Powell River newsprint
to the floor of the pressroom.

The Railroad Maintenance Department, or Car Shop
as it is known locally, must at all times keep the maximum
number of paper cars in service to insure the quick despatch
of over 1100 tons of newsprint and pulp produced daily.
The department, consisting of two men experienced in the
job of making any and all kinds of repairs to the cars—
whether nailing down a loose plank on the floor or the
complete rebuilding of said car.

In keeping the rolling stock on the road, Arthur Wood-
ward, veteran employee of 24 years with the Company,
and his assistant, Mike Crilly, rarely have an idle moment.

The flat cars, measuring five feet in width by fourteen
in length, carry an average load of six tons of newsprint
rolls, and with the mill operating on a 24-hour basis, a
car is seldom left empty for any length of time. Despite
the careful handling of the train loads of paper, wear and
tear on the cars is rapid and the Car Shop 1s called upon
to service an average of 20 cars a month. In a number of
cases, this means the scrapping of the old and rebuilding
a completely new body.

The side dump cars, used to convey lime rock from the
wharf to the rock bunkers, sustain even greater wear and
tear due to the nature of their cargo, and hence Arthur
and his assistant have to be qualified metal workers as
well as carpenters. The side dump car bodies are of
wood and iron.

One readily understands the respect these two chaps
receive from the operators of the trains when cars are
brought in for new frames, metal work, repairing of bent
and broken axles, burned out bearings and sundry other
ailments to which railroad cars are allergic.

Occasionally, and always during a busy time on a rush
job, Arthur and Mike are a wee bit perturbed when a
red-faced loci driver pushes five or six cars into the Car
Shop siding, minus wheels, flooring, bumpers or coupling

hooks, usually caused by a derailment or jumping a switch.
The air turns blue, but in quick time the damaged cars are
repaired and back in action.

On one occasion, after a hectic four days of rush jobs,
the Car Shop boys received word that a number of dump
cars had toppled into the ocean as a result of a sudden
storm washing out the track. It was rumored that they
were in favor of shunting the whole stock, 363 cars in all,
along the same track and going trout fishing for a month.

Besides the servicing of railroad cars, the Car Shop
repairs and rebuilds the scores of two and three-wheel
paper trucks operated in the holds of ships to stow the
rolls of newsprint. They also service and maintain the
heavy two-wheel maintenance trucks used to move large
pieces of machinery or newsprint machine rolls. Most
of this equipment is called upon to carry loads of from a
half to 3 tons. It must be kept in first-class condition.

The paper trains which run from the Finishing Rooms
to the Wharf or Storage average nine cars, with a tonnage
load averaging 50 tons. This miniature railroad is always
a point of interest to visitors as the busy locies scurry back
and forth with their train loads of newsprint rolls and
pulp. The fact that they are able to do so with a minimum
of delay reflects back to the Car Shop where Arthur and
Mike take in the crippled and battered and send forth the
repaired and rebuilt. Tf you have the occasion to visit
Powell River and the Plant, stop in at the Car Shop for
a few moments. It will be well worth your while.

Car shop repairman Arthur Woodward (right) and assistant Mike
Boyce, at work on a new flat car for newsprint carrying duty.

Line of fiat cars, loaded with newsprint on way to shipside.
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Powell River War Memorial in its new dress. it is one of the real
show places of the district.

GPURRED on by the incentive of Garden Contest awards,and encouraged by five steady weeks of sunshine, Powell
River ts this year living up to and surpassing its reputation
as a garden city.

The unusually prolonged winter season kept gardeners
chafing at the bit, wondering if they would ever be able
to plant their seeds or replace their bulbs in time to make
a decent showing. For a while, some of the wags recom-
mended that prizes be awarded for the best snow design
in each garden.

Happily that situation was relieved by the middle of
May, and the pent-up energies of winter-cooped house-
holders sought immediate release in garden activity.

There is nothing particularly unique in the way of
flowers and gardens in Powell River—-except that the
flowers flourish and the gardens grow. One Powell River-
ite, when asked by a lady visitor how he managed to grow
such large and beautiful dahlias, said:

“It’s very simple, madam; lots of manure and lots of
elbow grease.” That, he declared, was the secret of the
so-called ““green-fingered wizards’—-and the only reason
why a garden grows anywhere. As a result of this knowl-
edge, it 1s believed and stated that Powell River, on a per
capita basis, uses more garden fertilizer than any spot in
British Columbia.

There are both favorable and adverse factors influencing
garden culture in the Powell River area. The district is
built on a southern exposure—rainfall is less, and con-
versely there is more sunshine than in most northwestern
Pacific Coast cities. Consequently, if properly treated,
flowers and shrubs mature three weeks to a month earlier.

On the other side of the slate are the various types of
soil confronting the gardener. In many sections of the
Powell River townsite light sand predominates and heavy
fertilization and watering is necessary. It is not an easy
task to find heavy soil in handy quantities—hence the use
ot fertilizers.

In the suburban areas, on the contrary, the sand vein
is often absent—~and light and heavy loam conditions pre-
vail. And if these people need any sand to lighten their

soil, Powell River residents are only too glad to supply it
for the taking away.

Another inconvenient factor is the presence of wide
areas of wild land in the space immediately adjoining the
Powell River townsite. This increases the weeds and
dandelion menace and makes the construction of flawless
lawns difficult. This means that Powell Riverites are pro-
fuse consumers of those heaven-conceived weed killers
like 2-4-D and other chemical compounds, introduced to
a ravenous gardening world in recent years.

Now, what about bugs and other gardening pests? On
the whole, the area is comparatively, though by no means
wholly, free of these destroyers of gardeners’ dreams. In-
comparably the worst offender is the carrot fly—with the
onion maggot, the wire and cut worms getting 11 some
good toothy licks during the season.

The predominant shrub in the area is the laurel, which
seems to weather all insect attacks, and many gardens are
distinguished by well trimmed laurel hedges. In the spring,
primroses, snowdrops, crocuses, tulips, all fight for suprem-
acy in the average garden. Favorite summer flowers are

(Continued on Page 15)

Typical section of a family garden in Powell River.
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VISITORS
In the past weeks, many visitors from widely separated corners of the globe

have dropped in to see us.

Crenviile Beckett.

UNITED KINGDOM
FROM the United Kingdom we were glad to meet and welcome Mr. Grenville

Beckett, prominent British paper manufacturer-—and well known in pulp and
paper circles on this continent. Mr. Beckett is a director of the Anglo-
Newfoundland Development Co.

“Newsprint is still in very short supply in Britain,” Mr. Beckett declared.
“Newspapers are using a 30-lb. sheet; and British mulls are working to
capac.ty cn that basis. Production of the lighter paper by all mills approxi-
mates 400,000 tons annually. Dailies are still rationed on supply —-and the
eight-page paper is the standard size.”

Mr. Beckett made a thorough inspection of all departments of the Powell
River plant and commented very favorably on the cleanliness of buildings and
eficiency of our operations. x

FROM SUVA
()THER old friends paying us a periodic visit at Vancouver were Mr. ; and ] Mrs.

Alport Barker of Suva. Mr. Barker is owner and publisher of the Fiji Times
and Herald, a long-time consumer of Powell River newsprint. His last visit
to the plant was in 1936, when he went to London for the Empire Press Con-
ference. Mr. Barker is one of the best known men on the island. He 1s mayor
of Suva, and served for many years in the country’s legislature.

FROM INDIANA
R. FRANKLIN D. SCHURZ, publisher of the South Bend (Indiana)
Tribune, accompanied by Mrs. Schurz, their daughter Mary and son Jim,

paid a short visit to Powell River while enjoying a holiday cruise along the
British Columbia coast. Mr. Schurz, who is chairman of the Newsprint Com-
mittee, Inland Daily Press Association of Chicago, commended the efficiency of
the operations, and was particularly pleased to hear that a production record for
newsprint had been made on the morning of his arrival, when 1039.9 tons were
produced in a twenty-four hour period. Mrs. Schurz also took a great interest
in the manner in which the large logs used in western mills were handled. They
all expressed great admiration for British Columbia’s superb scenery and the
warm hospitality of the west.

Franklin D. Schurz.

HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW ?
{Continued from Page 14)

asters, zinnias, dahlias, petunias—but all the recognized
varieties do well. Not common is the fact that primroses,
if properly treated, blossom twice during the year. Among
the larger plants rhododendrons, azaleas and roses are
common. Roses are not natural to Powell River’s sandy
soil, and require importation of clay and lots of fertilizer
to keep them bicoming.

‘Mums have been a local favorite —and for the past
several years a Mum Club has held an annual exhibit.
On the judgment of outside experts, Powell River “mums
have been given a high classification.

Rockeries are popular in the district, where many homes
are built on the hillside, and almost every garden in the
townsite has used rocks, in one form or another, in its
individual landscaping. For this reason Powell River resi-
dents consider themselves something of experts in the
knowledge and selection of rockery plants.

In certain areas the Powell River Company assumes

responsibility for landscaping—and their trained gardeners
have imported many beautiful shrubs and conceived many
artistically decorated areas. The various streets in the town
are named after the trees planted along the boulevards.
There is Maple, Alder, Poplar, Cedar, all named after
their respective trees. Silver spruce, catalpas, tulips and
lime trees, willow, cypress, etc., are all part of the land-
scape. Black poplars and magnolias are favorites.

In landscaping around town, the rockery motif is neces-
sarily outstanding, and we believe that some of the most
beautiful and artistic rockeries to be found in any industrial
centre have been conceived and built in Powell River.

Powell River residents feel they have reason to be
proud of the general cleanliness and beauty of their town.
which is set in a gem of natural splendor, adorned and
beautified by the co-operation of Company and employees.

But they are still quick to point out there is no magic
road to a beautiful city-—it’s hard work—but Powell River
is worth working for.
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One reason for the popularity of Willingdon Beach, there are lots
of attractions like Betty Matthews (left) and Virginia Cowley fo

keep morale at high level during the summer months.

First, they renovated by volunteer labor the old bath
house, and converted this into a modern tea room. They
installed Rockgas, refrigerators and fittings, and laid out
a 550-foot pipe line to supply water to the building. This
was accomplished after 125 man hours of volunteer labor
by members.

The entire beach program was a first class example of
earnest community work by a group of enthusiasts and
hard working individuals, who for months gave up all
their spare hours on the project. Rocks were removed
and volunteer truck drivers transported fresh sand from
a convenient location. They purchased 275 locks for the
club’s locker room and installed a locker service for beach
patrons. They have constructed a dam on a nearby creek
which will supply water for the proposed children’s swim-
ming pool, which it is hoped will be completed this summer.
Children’s swings, merry-go-rounds and other recreative
installations are included, and the ideal setting of Willing-
don Beach makes it the most popular of all summer relax-
ation spots for residents and their families.

The beach, with its wide area of cool, shady nooks and
evergreens, overlapping a cold water stream chattering
along its outskirts, has now developed into a real com-
munity centre. Its attraction is enhanced by a background
of fir- clad islands and snow topped mountains across
Malaspina Straits. Mothers with families can rest in the
shady groves secure in the knowledge that their children
are looked after and safeguarded in the water. Along with
this, the instructor gives swimming lessons to children of
all ages from four years up. Classes are crowded and every
day scores of excited youngsters turn out for their swim-
ming lesson.

E provision of bathing facilities has, from earliest
times, been an important factor in welfare activities

of the Powell River Company. For thirty years the Com-
pany has maintained a swimming beach open to residents
of the entire area, and provided with bathing house, life
guard service and instruction in swimming, life saving,
etc. It can be said, with small danger of contradiction,
that on a per capita basis there are few, if any, districts
in Canada where more people know how to swim than
in Powell River.

Until recently beach facilities were maintained and
operated entirely by the Company. Last year this policy
was changed, and all equipment, including a new $25,000
bathing house, was turned over to the local branch of the
Lions Club, without cost. This was in accordance with
the sound welfare policy which forms the basis of the
Company's general personnel service—the Company sup-
plies the facilities (which involve heavy capital expendi-
ture) and the community operates and largely maintains
them.

The energetic Lions immediately started a public cam-
paign for beach development funds. Through raffles,
special entertainments, dances, etc., the club, in just over
a year of operation, has done a first-class job of mainte-
nance and extending public facilities.

Approach to raft, bathhouse in background.
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Children ready for regular swimming instruction.

On holidays and week ends an average of nearly 1500
people appear daily on the beach, and from 500 to 1000
on week days. The new bathing house, with its modern
tacilities, coupled with the energy and aggressiveness of
Lions Club members, is boosting attendance to new record
figures.

Willingdon Beach was originally known as Michigan
Beach, and from 1910 until the middle twenties it was the
site of the Michigan and Puget Sound Railway Company’s
logging dump. A tiny settlement of “squatters” lived on
the present beach and made their way to Powell River
by a path through the woods.

In 1926 the Powell River Company moved its original
bathing beach from Second Beach to the present location.
New bath houses were erected, land cleared, playground
and rafts built. In the summer of that year Lord Willing-
don, Governor-General of Canada, officially opened and
named the new swimming centre Willingdon Beach. For
nearly a quarter of a century the Company maintained
this beach for the pleasure and benefit of the community.
They supplied instructors, sponsored swimming galas and
made all improvements and additions. This popular rendez-
vous, with its fine bathing and other facilities, has now
passed into the hands of the Lions Club for operation,
with the Company still maintaining a benevolent interest
in its affairs and co-operating in its maintenance until it
is placed on a self-supporting basis.

In the early days the logging road of the Michigan,
Puget Sound Railway ran direct from Powell River to
Willingdon Beach. In the middle 20’s the tracks were
pulled up and the road became knows as Lovers’ Lane.
Along this cool, shaded and tree-obscured path hundreds
of romances have bloomed and flourished over the years.

It is still the favored lovers’ walk in the dusk of an evening
or on a Sunday afternoon. When the roads are dusty,
radios tiresome and the call of nature asserts itself, there
is a two-mile stretch of winding trail, following the fore-
shore and bowered with sun-decked foliage, promising
coolness and relaxation and providing retreats where new
loves may be born and old loves renewed. This is one
reason why the Lions Club have repaired and renewed the
old rustic bridge across the streamr at the beach entrance.
They know the lovers will have to eat sometime, and where
better than at Willingdon Beach—the end of the Lovers’
Lane trail! -

Among our readers are probably Lions members in many
parts of this continent. They will be interested to learn
that as a result of their work on Willingdon Beach, Powell
River Lions were awarded the “Inspirational Award”’, for
District No. 19, which included 178 Lions Lodges in
British Columbia, Washington and Idaho. The local club’s
volunteer work on Willingdon Beach was considered by
District Governor W. L. Waldie as outstanding among
all clubs in his jurisdiction—and an example to Lions all
over the continent. The award was officially made at the
Bellingham Convention this year.

Throughout this summer the greatest crowds in history
have thronged the pleasant acres in and about this incom-
parable natural beach setting. On holidays and special
occasions Club members turn out to sell hot dogs, man
booths or take charge of playground facilities. Every cent
taken through concessions, sales, etc., is ploughed back into
new improvements.

It is the aim of the Lions to make Willingdon Beach
a Coney Island of the future, and if their present enthus-
1asm and public service ideals do not suffer a setback, their
aims will undoubtedly be realized.

Glimpse of the natural scenic beauty of Willingdon Beach.
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Vern Johnson, Powell River’s professional, putts out to defeat Stan Leonard, top ranking Canadian professional, in the Malaspina Open.

“THE MALASPINA OPEN”
By RAY RAIMONDO

T HE Powell River Golf Club came of age Sunday, July 2,It stepped into lusty manhood with the first edition of
the “Malaspina Open”—a thirty-six hole open medal play
tournament. This is the story of how a golf club attains
maturity—by the staging of its first big name tournament.

During the winter months the club executive was faced
with a decided lack of interest amongst the membership
of the club. A sporty nine-hole golf course and a large,
well-appointed club house were being neglected. Some-
thing had to be done to awaken the interest of the golfers
in Powell River. The outcome of much discussion and
deliberation was the decision to hold a golf tournament
featuring Canada’s top professional and amateur golfers.

The first problem was to obtain a suitabie date not con’
flicting with other tournaments, and the second was to
make our tournament interesting enough so that outside
golfers would be attracted.

The date problem proved a stickler. The best dates
had already been allotted by the B. C. amateur and pro-
fessional associations, but finally Sunday, July 2 was turned
over to the Powell River Golf Club. Leading professional
and amateur golfers were approached and a good many
showed enough interest to allow plans to be laid for the
tournament itself. The lures were substantial cash prizes
for the professionals and the finest display of amateur prizes
to be seen at any tournament in the province. The biggest
attraction to outsiders was knowledge of Powell River's
famous hospitality.

The tournament committee now went into high gear—
advertising, tickets, prize displays, entries, tournament de-
tails—-all were tackled with zeal. Then came the final
blow. The C.P.R., after twenty-five years of running the
Princess Mary to Powell River every Saturday night
decided to change boat schedules two weeks before the
date of the tournament. Turmoil reigned supreme. Golf-
ers who had promised to come now found it impossible to
attend. The P.N.G.A. annual tournament, being played
in Vancouver, held up a good number of amateurs and
two leading professionals. The tournament committee was
disappointed and disheartened. The success of the tourna-
ment financially depended on a solid sale of tickets. If

leading golfers were missing the club stood to take a
financial beating.

At this moment the B. GC. Professional Golfers’ Associ’
ation stepped forward and assured us the presence of
Canada’s top professional Stan Leonard, and Benny Colk,
Ernie Tate, Ernie Brown and also one of B. C.’'s top
amateurs, Jimmy Robertson. The committee decided to
go ahead with plans as scheduled.

Many golf courses on this continent are noted for their
scenic beauty. None surpass the scenic splendor of Powell
River’s well planned nine-hole course overlooking Malas-
pina Straits. The snow-capped peaks of the Vancouver
Island range in the background and the islands of Texada
and Harwood on the borders give a panorama of eye-
filling beauty unsurpassed anywhere. The course itself
is laid on a side hill, the fairways are narrow and treacher-
ous—woods and rough above, the ocean below; the greens
are small, lightning fast and well bunkered. The course
is not long but is extremely tricky. The par three ninth is
a championship hole and the ruination of many a par
round of golf.

The day of the tournament broke sunny and warm.
Our M.L.A., “Batt”? MacIntyre, officially opened play by
placing his tee shot smack on the first green, and entrants
started off on the: long thirty-six hole grind. A gallery
of three hundred golf enthusiasts picked their favorites
and began to enjoy some of the finest golf ever seen on
these links.

At the end of the first 18 holes Stan Leonard topped
the field with a well played three under par 69, and leading
the amateurs was local Tommy Hunter with a one over
par 73. Leonard thrilled a huge gallery with his tremen-
dous, booming drives and crisp iron play, topped by an
eagle three on the par five fourth hole. LaVerne Johnson,
the well liked home professional, found himself two under
at the end of nine, had putter trouble the second time
around and posted a two over par 74, matched by Quil-
chena’s Jimmy Robertson.

Afternoon play featured Leonard and Johnson, the
leading professionals, and Robertson and Hunter the top

(Continued on Page 19)
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INCE the erection of the Small Boat Harbor
at Westview two years ago, more and more

boats are being added to Powell River's salt
seq flotilla. While there are nearly a hundred
motor boats of all kinds on Powell Lake, many
residents prefer the more roving atmosphere of
the “salt chuck”—and many additional craft
are now moored at various shelter spots in and
ahout Powell River.

Two impressive additions to the blue water
fleet are the 35-foot Rodmac, owned by B. M.
MacIntyre, provincial member for the Mac-
kenzie district and a resident of Powell River
for over thirty years—and the new motor
cruiser owned by Myron M. McLeod, pro-
prietor of Patricia Theatre. Batt uses his well-
fitted craft as a transportation medium to the
various divisions of his riding. Since his elec-
tion last year, he has covered almost every bay
and inlet between Ocean Falls in the north and
Howe Sound in the south.

Another well-known local “deep sea” sailor
is the beautiful Noralene, built by Bert and
Norman Helland. lJnder full sail she makes an
inspiring picture tacking up and down Malas-
pina Stratts.
Top: Famous yacht “Noralene’’, built locally by Norman

and Bert Helland.
Bottom: B. M. Maclintyre’s “Rodmac’”’.

“THE MALASPINA
(Continued from Page 18)

amateurs. Coming into the final holes Leonard lead John-
son by three strokes and Robertson had pulled even with
Hunter in a battle of pars and birdies. Playing the 35th,
Leonard missed a long putt for a par, the ball rimming
the cup, and Johnson sank a twenty-footer for a birdie
three to pull within two strokes of a tie. LaVernes tee
shot on the 36th found the green, while Leonard caught
a trap on the lower side. Stan blasted into the trap above
the green and ended with a triple bogie six, while Johnson
was down in par three for professional honors by one
stroke.

Jimmy Robertson, playing beautiful precision golf, ended
the second 18 with a two under par 70 for top amateur
honors and became the Malaspina Open’s first champion
with a fine total of 144 for the 36 holes.

The tournament proved a great success. Play was excel-
lent and well attended. Both players and spectators were
lavish in their praise of the way the tournament was run.

The biggest boost to local golfdom in years was LaVerne
Johnson’s smashing victory over the famous Stan Leonard.
Vern played top notch golf all the way and came through
with honors when the chips were down. The fine perform-
ances of Tommy Hunter, Johnny MacDonald, Doug John-
ston, Jim Cowley, Bill Dawson and Maxie Bertram show
that Powell River’s golf aces are on a par with the hest
in the province.

The first Malaspina Open put Powell River in B.C.
golfing limelight. It made the membership proud of their
club and, as Stan Leonard stated after it was all over,
“You have a course to be proud of; you have a fine pro-
fessional and some great golfing talent and you will have
no trouble getting out-of-town players next year; the
only trouble you will have is getting them to leave after
it is all over.”

Powell River’s famous hospitality has again left its
mark—Powell River’s golf club has come of age.
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BA the end of 1948 the Powell River Company completeda four and a half year modernization and expansion
program at a cost of approximately 12 millions. This pro-
gram included direct expansion in the form of new struc-
tures and equipment such as No. 8 Paper Machine, a new
hydraulic barker and barker room building, groundwood
mill and sulphite mill expansions, a new generator, and
other major equipment. Since that period, while no actual
expansion to buildings and to property has occurred as
yet, an extensive program aimed at further modernization
to our plant and a substantial production increase has
been under way.

When completed, in about three years time, these im-
provements and modernizations will have resulted in ex-
penditures approximating 8 million dollars.

Efficiency of operations, improvement of quality and
increased production are the objectives which confront
technicians, engineers and operators in their determination
to keep Powell River newsprint and pulp in a strong and
favorable competitive position in world markets.

This program will extend to practically every depart-
ment in the plant. A complete new side will be installed
in the sawmill, featuring the most recent advances in the

way of a new band mill, log carriage and ancillary equip-
ment. Another hydraulic barker will be installed, together
with equipment to handle small logs and salvage trom
logged-over areas.

In the machine rooms, the four older machines have
been speeded up already; No. 8’s production is steadily
mounting and speeds have passed the 1700 feet per
minute mark. New equipment is being added to No. 7
Machine for greater speeds, and similar attention is being
given to No. 5 and No. 6 Machines.

To obtain the necessary power for the substantial pro-
duction increase which will follow, an additional steam
turbine and a new large boiler are to be installed.

Changes in the sulphite and groundwood departments
will be extensive; replacement and enlargement of our
whart tacilities will be undertaken and new modern locker
room facilities for employees’ use will be added.

These are some of the items included in an 8 million
dollar budget which serve to emphasize our policy of
producing every pound of product possible to meet cus-
tomer demand and to obtain the highest possible operating
efhciency and quality of product.

THE “JUDGE’ LOVES OPERA

A SHORT while ago a few of Mr. JamesH. Lawson’s long-time friends in the
Powell River Company presented him
with a handsome combination radtio-
phonograph, together with some record
albums of his favorite operas. Mr. Law-
son, secretary of the company, has served
the organization for the past forty years,
and is affectionately known within the
company as “The Judge”. The nicest
thing about the presentation was the
silver plate set into the radio bearing the
inscription :

“Presented to James Hill Lawson, K.C.,
in appreciation of his wise counsel, gen-
erous sense of humor and his keen human
understanding in business relations over
the past forty years, by his friends and
associates in the Powell River Company
Limited, Vancouver, B. C., May 29,
1956."

President Harold S. Foley makes
the presentation to james H.

Lawson, K.C.



relaxation under ‘the old gnarled



ls packed with vapor barrier wrapper.
This packing, engineered at Powell River,

gets your newsprint to you free from wrinkles
and other effects from loss or gain of moisture.

The unique combination of strong paper wrapper
laminated with asphalt forms a vapor barrier which

prevents entrance or exit of moisture-laden vapor.
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Fred R. Riley

HE PUTS OUT THE TONNAGE
HE lifetime story of Frederick R. Riley, General Super-
intendent of Paper Mills, has been, and still is, an

everlasting struggle between love of the soil and the lure
of paper making.

Fred started out 1n life in the town of Colwich, Kansas.
At an early age he started farming and worked with his
uncle in Kansas for several years. In 1913 came the call
of the west, and the erstwhile farm boy headed for Port-
land, Oregon. While running an elevator in a wholesale
hardware store, somebody told him about a fabulous spot
called Oregon City, where there was a paper mill, where
salaries were equally fabulous and where promotions
were rapid.

That was Fred’s start in paper making. He joined the
Crown Willamette Company, pulling blocks in the wood
TOOT). He didn’t care too much for that sort of thing, so
he headed across the street to the Hawley mill to pick up
the trail as broke hustler on a Harper machine.

But the land called again. He quit, pushed his way
south and spent a summer picking grapes in the San
Joaquin Valley. It was about even sledding up to this
time—so Fred grabbed a train, stopped at Wisconsin and
worked with the Cloquet Paper Company at Ladysmith.
About a year of this and back west again to spend another
summer harvesting the Idaho wheat crop. By this time it
was 1915 and the paper mill’s turn—so it was back west to
Oregon City. This time the paper machines held him for
a year—in which he stepped up to the useful rank of
winderman.

That was that for the moment—and the next hop was
up to Ritzville, Washington, on another wheat proposition,

involving the complete superintending of a 12-head horse
team hitched to a 3-furrow plow. When the farming
business petered out in the fall, the paper mills had their
turn, and next stop was at the Inland Empire paper mills
In Spokane. One year as winderman here—and Fred, for
the first time, crossed the Canadian border to land up at
the friendly settlement of Ocean Falls, early in 1917. He
helped start up the third and fourth machine, stayed a
year and a half, worked up to backtender—and called it
SQuUare. Back over to Washington for a lusty summer’s
harvesting and threshing—and once more to Ocean Falls
for, 18 months.

The farm was now running a poor second—and the
paper mill stock was on the rise. Fred pulled out of
Ocean Falls in 1921, struck east and worked successively
at International Falls, Minnesota, Iroquois Falls, Cloquet,
Minnesota. In 1922 he came to Powell River starting as
backtender—and that was the end of the Riley travelogue.

Fred moved up to machine tender late in 1922: in 1932
was promoted to Boss Machine Tender; later to Assistant
Paper Mill Superintendent; and in 1936 to Superintendent.
In 1947 he was elevated to his present key post of General
Superintendent of Paper Mills. Flis jurisdiction includes
machine rooms, beater rooms, finishing room and wharf.

On July 3, 1926, Fred married Frances M. Postlethwaite
of Victoria. They have two sons, both of whom were born
and brought up in the district.

A spot of hunting or the odd game of golf are about all
Fred has time for in his busy round of duties.

And that’s the Farm Boy to General Superintendent
saga of Fred Riley, top authority on paper manufacturing
at Powell River.
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[IABOUR DAY

B. M. MacIntyre.Fred Parsons, Pulp and Sulphite Union,
Local No. 76.

cloudless skies and with the warm rays of akindly September sun smiling benevolently on the
scene, thousands of Powell Riverites thronged Willingdon
Beach for the Annual Labor Day Celebrations.

It was a two-day celebration. Sunday was Kiddies’ Day
at the beach-—and children’s novelty races and dress
parades, interspaced with generous hand-outs of ice cream,
pop, hot dogs and other delicacies dominated the picture.

On Monday the beach was a hive of milling humans
from noon until the early hours of the evening. Adult
sports, costume and novelty parades, swimming events,
presented a varied and attractive program. In contormance
with general union policy, speeches were confined to brief
remarks by union representatives and invited guests.

Chairman was Colin Johnston, first President of Local
No. 76, Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers. Mr.
Fred Parsons spoke on behalf of the union: Mr. Russell
Cooper, resident manager, Powell River Company, repre-

Resident Manager.
K. M. Cooper,

A popular feature of Powell River's Labor Day program was the
decorated bicycle contest — three of which are shown below.

sented the Company; and Battleman MacIntyre, M.L.A..,
was the B. C. Government spokesman.

Fred Parsons emphasized the sound relations existing
between management and labor at Powell River.

“We have always managed to find a common ground
in our discussions with the Company,” he declared. “We
have bargained hard—but fairly, and without bitterness or
recrimination. We, as unions, consider that we are for-
tunate to live in Powell River, where we enjoy labor and
welfare benefits unsurpassed in Canada—and scenic and
living advantages denied to many industrial communities.”

Resident Manager Russell Cooper, in commenting on
Labor-Management relations at Powell River, used the
labor code drawn up by the late Federal Minister of Labor,
Humphrey Mitchell, as an illustration of the policy fol-
lowed at Powell River. He instanced the following
extracts from Mr. Mitchell’s design for good labor-manage-
ment relations:
| A complete acceptance by the employer of the right of

his employees to bargain with him through the union
of their choice.

? On the part of the union—leadership that will adhere
to the rule that, once a bargain is made, it must be
loyally kept during its contract period. That, too, is a
rule that applies to employers.

4 Willingness on the part of both sides to compromise
when the true interests of both will not be affected.

4. Recognition of the rights and interests of the general
public.

~“Those,’” Mr. Cooper said, “are exactly the principles
which management and untons have followed in Powell
River.”

In concluding, the speaker warned that:
~The march of international communism is a threat we

are facing today—and it is a threat which is as destructive
to trade unionism as it is to industry. it is essential that
for our mutual well-being we present a united front to thethreat of the Iron Curtain.”

(Continued on Pape 4)
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Copeland and Bernie Sorris.
Hon. E. C. Carson, Minister of Public Works, presents First Aid Trophy to Ray Norden, captain of the winning team.

On left is Norman English, general manager.
Other members are Bill

SAFETY HONQRS WON
J N no branch of heavy industry is the problem of accidentprevention more pressing than in logging. By its very
nature, woods operations present hazards not present in
the well ordered plant—and which are beyond the scope
of mechanical safeguards. Protection for the most part
rests with the individual and on knowledge of the job
hazards and his training on safe working practices.

In British Columbia, where equipment is massive and
trees gigantic, logging firms place heavy emphasis on safety
instruction and safe workmanship. In O'Brien Logging
Company camps at Stillwater—a subsidiary operation of
Powell River Company—-safety and first aid training have
been highly developed. In the camp are many men who
are taking first aid instruction in their spare hours, and who
are in turn instructing and interesting the new man in
first aid and prevention of accidents.

To encourage these principles the B. C. Forestry Asso-
ciation has presented an annual trophy for first aid com-
petition among logging companies of the province, and
this year the O’Brien team composed of Ray Norden,
Bernie Sorris, Bill Copeland, Frank Wilfert and Hugh
Huston were adjudged winners in a contest participated
in by teams. The award was made in Powell River at a
banquet sponsored by the O’Brien Logging Company.
Minister of Public Works E. C. Carson, also a director
of St. John Ambulance Society, made a special visit to
congratulate the winners and present the award. Leading

officials of the Powell River Company and of the Work-
men's Compensation Board were in attendance.

The award to the crack O’Brien First Aid Team is not
the result of chance or accident. It didn't just happen.
Behind the victory are long hours of conscientious spare
time training and practice. These five boys for months
worked away at tying and retying bandages, putting on
splints, learning every answer to the first aid solution for
every conceivable variety of accident.

At the same time, the determination to reduce accidents
to the lowest minimum, was reflected in the co-operation
and encouragement given to first aid squads—and in the
campaigns to enlist more and more employees into the
ranks of first aicers.

“It is the aim of management,” declared Logging Man-
ager Norman English, “to make every man a first aider
—and a crusader in the prevention of accidents in the
woods.

These principles have been followed throughout opera-
tions controlled by Powell River Company—in its pulp
and paper mills and in its logging subsidiaries, and as a
result accidents are steadily declining.

The winning of the Forest First Aid Cup is a definite
reflection of the safety-minded attitude of O’Brien Logging
Company employees; and has done much to stimulate
expanded interest in safety throughout the entire Powell
River Company organization.
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One of the larger floating camps.

FLOATING

CAMPS
By K. KINGTON

QCATTERED from one end of British Columbia's longcoastline to the other—in the inlets and bays, and often
on the “outside” in exposed waters, wherever there is
timber, fresh water and shelter available—you will find
the floating logging camps which are so vital to this
province's logging industry.

The camp 1s usually a complete unit, consisting of
bunkhouses for the men, a combined cookhouse and dining
room, filing shack, blacksmith’s shop, combination shower-
washing and drying room, owner's house, light plant and,
last, but not least, the all-important A-Frame with its
power unit. Flexibility is their great feature—supported
on big log floats, their buildings are usually built on skids
and, consequently, easily moved, and the size of the camp
can be increased or decreased as required. The entire camp
can be moved by tug from one locality to another without
the least dislocation of camp routine. Held offshore by a
“stifleg” (a large log usually 80 to 100 feet long), they are
kept in place by shore fasteners or lines extending from
the floats to shore.

On this coast floating camps are innumerable and range
in size from accommodation for three or four men up to
100 men or more, the average being 20-25 man camps.

It is not every place where timber is available that a
camp can be established ashore, and it is in such locations
that the floating camp comes into its own. It can be
spotted wherever there is enough water and shelter to
support it, and, as a result, many an area has been logged
that might easily have been passed by for lack of a
camp site.

When you consider the hundreds of these units presently
in existence on this coast, with each unit producing any-
where from one million to 10 million or more board feet
of logs per year and a gross production of approximately
300 to 400 million feet annually, their importance to the
industry may be realized. This footage is comprised of fir
and cedar for the lumber, plywood and shingle mills;
hemlock, balsam and spruce for the lumber and pulp mills.
In past years their activities were confined almost entirely
to beach shows reaching back possibly 1000 to 1500 feet,
but now that the so-called “beach shows” (timbered area
close to shoreline) have practically disappeared, going back
into the timber 2000 to 5000 feet is not unusual. Diesel
and gas machines have almost entirely superseded the
faithful “steam pot” (a logging engine operated by steam

generated power) and have added greatly to production
from these small camps.

Since the early days of Powell River the floating camp
has been an important factor in our log supplies, and
will continue to be.

Should you have occasion to visit them you will find all
the comforts of home—separate rooms for the crew, elec-
tric light, spring-flled mattresses and, in many instances,
the radio-telephone, which is fast becoming as eflicient as
any telephone in the city. You will discover a pride of
ownership which is well deserved and hospitality such as
you have never experienced before.

Many of the executives of the logging industry today
are products of the small floating camps of years gone by.

Such a man is our own Vice-President, Mr. George
()' Brien. George, and his father before him, logged in
various areas of the coast for many years, using A-Frames
and floating camps, working and managing every phase
of the operation. No doubt a goodly number of the
younger men employed in float camps today will become
the executives and managers of the logging industry in
years to come, for it is in the small camps through necessity
that versatility, foresight and “know-how” are developed.

Labour Day
(Continued trom Page 2)

Battleman MacIntyre pointed out that the Labor Day
gathering at Powell River was a first-class example of how
the national economy should be harmonized.

“On the platform today, meeting as friends and asso-
clates are representatives of Labor, Management and
Government, the three main factors in the operation of
true democracy as we understand it. As a representative
of government, I have enjoyed every co-operation from
labor and management in my district—and especially from
the unions in the Powell River plant. You have enjoyed
many privileges and you have accepted your responsi-
bilities.”

A feature event of the day was the one-mile swimming
race, won by Leo Portelance, member of last year’s British
Empire swim team, who worked in Powell River for the
summer months before leaving for Ohio State University.
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ALL IN THE DAY'S OPERATIONS
VERY 24 hours, the mills of Powell River turn out

approximately 1140 tons of paper products—newsprint,
export sulphite pulp and miscellaneous building and lamin-
ated papers. To keep this gigantic body fueled and in
fighting trim, requires, as one of the boys put it, a lot of
grub—the good old-fashioned kind that adheres to the
intestines and prepares it for the strenuous demands on
its constitution in these days when every nerve is strained
to produce maximum production for our publishing houses.

Let’s look first at the wood picture and what a day’s
production of newsprint means in the way of log con-
sumption. Most of our publishers have, at one time or
another, seen the sturdy tugs chugging down the B. C. or
Puget Sound shorelines with their long booms in tow. Lo
the casual observer there’s a lot of wood in those booms.
The average tow would probably consist of 40 sections of
logs or one million board feet. This would last less than
two days in the Powell River plant, where nearly 600,000
feet of logs are carried up the conveyors in 24 hours.
It takes the equivalent of nearly 2500 jeep loads a day to
keep the pulp and paper machines running. Each jeep
load represents a pile of wood 5 feet high, 4 feet wide and
32 inches long. In cords, the equivalent would be approxi-
mately 1200 cords daily. A lot of wood.

For operation of the Powell River plant with its eight
newsprint machines and kamyr plant, 94,000 H.P. is
taken from Powell and Lois Lakes. Just what does this
mean in layman language? It means that 3100 cubic feet
of water is used every second—or 1! billion gallons daily.
A lot of water goes over the two dams to send Powell River
newsprint on its journey to the publishing houses.
This pile of wood represents the amount used in one day's operation for the groundwood machines alone.

stuff goes into making a ton of newsprint!
Another pile, over half this size,

would have to be added for the complete daily wood usage.

Coincident with electric power consumption is the
manufacture of steam necessary in paper-drying process,
in the sawmill and other parts of the plant. In the pro-
duction of steam, both oil and hog fuel (coarse sawdust)
are used. Eight hundred barrels of oil, the equivalent of
32,000 gallons, help feed the boilers of the steam plant.
In addition, 500 units of hog fuel pour into the boiler
funnels for the day’s run. A simple illustration of this
would compare with 300 wood trucks, of the type and size
that deliver wood to the city householder.

And when the 32,000 barrels of oil and the 300 truck
loads of hog fuel have cascaded into the boilers—over nine
million pounds of steam come out at the other end.

Many visitors to Powell River have seen the big piles of
greenish yellow sulphur stacked in the storage bins. In
the 24-hour period, 30 tons of this material is consumed
in the acid manufacturing process. For the same process,
43 tons of lime rock are carried into the Jenson Towers.
Out of this comes 300 gallons of cooking acid for use in the
digester wood reduction operation.

Let’s look back to the electric department for a second.
To provide some conception of what the electric usage
signifies, in Powell River, 1,200,000 kilowatts are consumed
daily. During the summer months consumption for the
average home in Powell River would average slightly less
than 200 kilowatts for one month!

And then down to the wharf to look at the final disposi-
tion of our product. To move the daily tonnage from
plant to wharf to shipside 200 flat cars are employed.

As a plant foreman recently put it—a lot of expensive
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Powell River P

THE skirl 0° the pipes is still a popular air in Powell River.Dependent on your background, heredity and musical
tastes, this may or may not be a good thing. But good or
bad, the Powell River population will continue to hear the
strains of “The Campbells Are Coming” or “The Blue
Bonnets” sifting through the local atmosphere. Powell
River pipers these days are on their mettle and are walking
about with an added swing o’ the kilt, a lift o’ the sporran.

There are three reasons for this display of tempered
Highland arrogance by the Powell River pipe band. The
first and simplest reason is that they love to “blow’’—and
while there’s leaves on the forest and foam on the river—
they will continue to blow. Secondly, they have been
presented by the Powell River Company with brand new
tunics—and they present a braw sight swaggering down
to the drill hall twice a week for regular practices.

And thirdly, the lads have tested their skill against the
best in Vancouver and have not been found wanting. At
the recent Caledonian Games in that city, the Powell River
pipers took first spot in Class B competition against strong
Opposition. Not satisfied with this, the drummers. went
out and defeated the best Vancouver could offer—and
that’s the best in the west, possibly in Canada. The onrush
of the Powell River kilties didn’t stop. there. Along came
the novice piping competitions—one of the main awards
for younger pipers—and when the wails had disappeared
in the distant hills behind famous Brockton Point, Ken
Hutchison, of Powell River, emerged as champion novice
piper of the Games. That’s the bag for one season, and
next year the band is out gunning for such celebrated
bands as the Seaforth Highlanders, the Irish Fusiliers and
the Vancouver Police Pipe Band.

The reputation of the Powell River Company band is
now nationwide. They are recognized as one of the most
picturesque and best disciplined units in this group. Late
in August they went to Vancouver to assist in the opening
ceremonies at the P. N. E. Exhibition—and their smart
demeanor and polished playing earned acclaim all along
the five-mile procession route.

‘Many of our old friends in Texas and the Southwestern
States will remember the Powell River Company pipe

band—and their tour through these states. They created
a good impression then, and over the years have added to
their reputation. No ceremony in Powell River is com-
plete without the appearance of this picturesque band
swinging cockily along the streets with all the youngsters
and all the doys in the neighborhood acclaiming their
prowess. The old band, with its veteran experts, has
largely disappeared with the passing of time. Of the
original group which invaded Texas in 1940 only Sergeant
Bill Whyte, piper Jack Monteith and drummers Campbell
Bryson and Cecil Poole are still active. The band, under
Pipe-Major Don MacKenzie, is a band of enthusiastic
youngsters, several of whom have just left the hills of
Scotland—and who have many years of “blowing” ahead.
‘Lang may their lum reek.”
Novice champions of B. C. are Powell River’s Ken Hutchison (right)

and runner-up, Donald McDougall.
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RESIDENTS WIN GARDEN AWARDS

Typical house in Powell River.

N the June-July DIGESTER we touched on the interest in
gardening activities in the Powell River district.
Last month came the pay-off. In September, 17 residents

of Powell River each found themselves richer by amounts
varying from twenty-five to one hundred dollars as awards
in the Company’s Annual Garden Contest were announced.

The establishment and maintenance of a well-kept, clean
and attractive town has always been a source of satisfac-
tion to both management and employees at Powell River.
Both are proud of the town’s reputation as one of the
industrial show places of the continent.

The Annual Garden Competition is one of the reasons
that has caused many visitors to refer to Powell River as a
Garden City. To stimulate interest among householders,
the Company, three years ago, initiated the “competition”
idea which has paid big dividends—and which has kept the
lawns green and the flowers blooming.

In deciding on the present award disposition, Townsite
Superintendent Stanley Macfarlane recognized two funda-
mental types of gardens—the “‘established”’ garden and the
“improved” garden. It was realized that no matter how
enthusiastic or energetic the novice might be, he could
rarely, if ever, approach the symmetry and finish of the
“established” garden. Accordingly, a system was drawn
up, which took all these factors into consideration which
gave the novice every incentive—and prevented the
“old-timer” from hogging awards year after year.

First, Powell River was divided into five Garden Zones
—each representing an approximate area of six square
blocks (three blocks long, two blocks deep). The sum of
$125 was allotted for prizes in the individual zones on the
following basis:

1. $65.00 for MOST IMPROVED GARDEN IN
EAGH ZONE.

2. $35.00 for BEST GARDEN IN EACH ZONE.
3. $25.00 for MOST IMPROVED BOULEVARD

IN FACH ZONE.
And over and above the Zone prizes are the two Master

Awards:
1. $100.00 for BEST GARDEN.
2. $25.00 for BEST BOULEVARD.

But this was not all. The real jam in the Powell River
garden tart is the clause that “No resident can win the

“ same award within the next three years.” This means
that one of those outstanding gardens that are at once the
despair and envy of the perspiring emulator has to step out
of the picture for at least three years—and in that time,
the amateur has a chance to catch up.

Awarding of the larger prize of $65 to the Most
Improved garden has dorte much to stimulate interest and
emulation. It has enabled the modest gardener, by a bit of
extra weed destruction and cut-worm slaughter, to get in
the money, and next year, if he carries on, he might even
cop off the Best in the Zone money.

The introduction of a boulevard prize was another for-
ward step. In Powell River, where many boulevards are
on a side hill, it required some extra stimulus to attract
the hard-pressed gardener “across the tracks”. Recognition
of the additional work involved in putting in a boulevard
has paid off handsomely—and in the past two years boule
vard landscaping has jumped to new heights.

All judging is done on the basis of the complete garden
—front and back. A beautiful frontal display gets the
householder nowhere if he has neglected the part you see
over the back fence. The vegetable grower shows equally
with the floral lover. A good front floral display and a
well-cultured, well-arranged back garden vegetable plot
would be given the same consideration as an all-floral entry.

The appointment of judges was carefully considered.
No Powell River Company employee could serve. Two
judges, Mr. H. West and Mr. Joe Buck, of Westview,
were selected—and both have put in long and strenuous
overtime hours, checking up on potential prize-winners.
They start their inspection in April and carry through at
regular intervals until the middle or end of August. Points
are added or deducted after each inspection—and a meticu-
lous record is kept of every house during the early months.

The present system was arrived at after considerable
trial and error and seems as fair and as comprehensive a
method as could be devised. A few years ago the experi-
ment was adopted of giving a month’s free rent to the
“BEST BLOCK” in the townsite, but the defection of one
person in a block was enough to condemn the entry row

(Continued on Page 20)

An average block showing well-kept lawns and gardens.
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on a moonlight night, looks down on the lights of Vancouver.

EPONT YARD SKI TRAILS
ERHAPS one of the fastest expanding outdoor sports
in the past decade and a half has been ski-ing. Up

until a comparatively few years ago ski-ing was for the
most part confined to the experts, who sailed blithely
through the air, amid the awed and reverent admiration of
the bystander. Today the bystander is sailing through the
air, if not as skilfully, as aggressively as the expert. Ski-ing
has become one of the most popular week-end exercises on
this continent—and wherever there is a snow-covered slope,
enthusiastic groups are sure to slither over or glide across
its surface. Even in Powell River, where ski-ing facilities
are almost non-existent, when we have one of our rare
snowfalls, crowds of youngsters and adults can be found
on the golf course or any spot that provides the slightest
sign of slope. Several enthusiasts last winter were ski-ing
down the main streets of the townsite. But that is
another story.

In many areas the ski lover has to travel by bus or train
to his favorite slope; other centres, more fortunately
endowed by nature, have their ski runs at the front door
and within an hour’s run from their own fireside.

Vancouver, British Columbia’s first city, falls into this
latter category. Across the three-mile Burrard Inlet, the
mountains rising almost from the shoreline, provide scores
of ideal ski runs which may be reached with little incon-
venience and in minimum lengths of time.

Here is the 4000-foot Grouse Mountain, with its pic-
turesque Chalet staring boldly down at the lights of
Vancouver. Here, too, is the famous Hollyburn Ridge,
favored Sunday spot for Vancouver skiers—only a few
miles beyond the rapidly expanding municipality of West
Vancouver. Every week-end during winter and late into
spring, the slopes of “Grouse” and the “Ridge” are a
mecca for thousands of outdoor lovers.

Eight miles from Vancouver on the easterly end of the
North Shore range of mountains is increasingly popular
Seymour Mountain. A. good gravelled road leads from
North Vancouver to the 1900-foot level, with parking
facilities for motorists. A new road to the 2800-foot level
is nearing completion, and. when this is opened only a 20-
minute hike to the lodges is left to foot slogging. A rotary
snow plow will be in use to keep this road open during
the coming winter.

Mount Seymour has over six slopes of varying thick-
ness—all within 10 minutes of the lodge.

The ski jump on Mount Seymour offers facilities for
jumps to 150 feet. A new and larger jump is expected to
be erected in the future which will allow for jumps up to
200 feet or more.

A rope tow will be operating during the 1950-51 ski
season, and will be on the hill in front of the lodge.

To indulge in the most thrilling ski-ing in terrain where
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powder snow is evident most of the winter, skiers tour up
to the 4200-foot level which is known as Brockton. Here,
at the base of the first peak of the mountain, the ski-ing is
wonderful. The hills are long and steep, offering superla-
tive ski-ing. The famed De Pencier Lake run 1s the only
internationally standard downhill course in the Lower
Mainland. The annual downhill race over the course is
the highlight of the ski season in Vancouver for both the
competitor and the spectator.

The final run down to the lodge from Brockton, a
distance of about 1'% miles, is the climax of the skier’s
day on Mount Seymour.

A. ski school is held on four special slopes just 10
minutes from the lodges. Lessons for both the novice and
the expert are held on Saturday as well as Sunday. Private
instruction is also available, but the majority of skiers enjoy
the fun to be had in a class of fellow enthusiasts.

There are over 100 private ski cabins on Mount
Seymour. There are also several clubhouses belonging to
various ski clubs and other outdoor clubs, the largest of
which is the Mount Seymour Ski Club. The Alpine Club

Ski-ing on Grouse Mountain.

Ski-ing on Mount Seymour.

minutes’ hike from the Chalet. The Ski Village is privately
owned, and is composed of cabins which are rented each
season to skiers. There is a refreshment stand, dance hall,
and about 200 privately owned cabins. Under construc-
tion is a new lodge which will serve meals, and plans are
under way for a second chair lift from the Ski Village to
the Chalet.

Accommodation may be obtained at the Sky Line Lodge
just behind the Chalet at the top of the mountain.

Last winter The Vancouver Sun, prominent Vancouver
daily, sponsored a ski training school on Grouse Mountain.
Open to everyone from seven to seventy, hundreds of
Vancouverites flocked across the Inlet to take advantage
of this unique opportunity to learn the art of ski-ing.

There is a highway to the top of Grouse Mountain
which is only open to cars during the summer, as the
snowfall is so heavy it is impossible to keep it open during
the winter months. Transportation to the chair lift may be
obtained from Wancouver on the North Vancouver bus
or on the skiers bus.

Another famous winter playground in the Vancouver
area—but more distant than Grouse or Hollyburn 1s

(Continued on Page 15)

Summer.

of Canada, the B. C. Mountaineering Club, and others,
have large cabins on the mountain.

Hollyburn Ridge is accessible by bus direct from Van-
couver, which takes the skier to within 15 minutes’ walk
of the Ski Camp on the ridge. There is one ski jump and
one ski tow operating at the Ski Camp. To the east of
the Ski Camp on Hollyburn is the Westlake area, which
has two ski tows and several runs. Accommodation, meals
and ski rentals are available at the camps.

Grouse Mountain—for many years a popular hiking
area for Vancouver people—and from whose 3800-foot
level a breath-taking view of Vancouver, its harbor and
shipping lanes, confronts the onlooker—is a favored resort
of the city’s younger set—ski-ing in winter, hiking in

There is a ski tow on the peak of Grouse. A chair lift
has been constructed, which starts at the bottom of the
mountain in North Vancouver and is reached by bus. The
lift ending at the Ski Village will take you within 20
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The Powell River green.

LAWN BOWLERS WIN FRESH LAURELS
the British Columbia Lawn Bowling Championships, afocal point of spectator attractions was the final of the
‘Oakland Doubles’’. The event, one of the blue ribbon
matches of the tournament, had been bitterly contested
throughout—and interest was high as two of British Colum-
bia's best doubles combinations lined up for the last round.
When the final bowl had been rolled, the names of the
winners were chalked up on the official score board.

The winners were Bob Fletcher and John Williams of
Powell River, who for the second time in five years had
brought this prized trophy back to their home town.

The victory of the two Powell River representatives was
not unexpected—for the district's reputation as a lawn
bowling centre is well known and respected throughout
the province. Since its formation in 1921, the Lawn
Bowling Club has been one of the district’s strongest and
most compact sporting groups. At one time or another
Powell River men and women have captured most of the
top awards in provincial competition. Fletcher and Wil-
liams, as a doubles team, are considered the most dangerous
twosome in British Columbia. Twice they have won the
Oakland doubles; on three occasions they have reached the
finals of the ““Wee MacKay”—the Open Doubles Crown.
Twice also, a Powell River rink has taken the Rinks Cham-
pionship. They have won the “Champion of Champions”
trophy—open to champions of each club. Last year Mrs.
Bob Fletcher won the Women’s Open Championship.
Numerous other trophies have been carried up the gulf to
Powell River. In this year’s championship play officials
declared that no single club in British Columbia had
equalled the Powell River record.

The lawn bowling green at Powell River is considered
as one of the finest in the province—and bowlers from all

parts of the world have played on its surface. For many
years the game here as elsewhere was considered “an old
man's game —and was the subject of much good-natured
raillery from younger members of the community.

In recent years this attitude has changed. The success
and reputation of our bowlers in outside competition, and
the quiet appeal of the game itself has lured scores of
youngsters into its ranks.

To some the greatest thrill in the athletic world is the
crack of ball against bat, the thud of a foot against pigskin,
the report of a starter’s gun. But to the lawn bowler there
is no thrill like the smooth, gentlemanly click of bowl
against bowl or the “draw” shot which runs noiselessly
over the cool green to just nudge the “‘jack” ere coming to
rest. Eh, lads! yon’s a game! And no other sport in Powell
River can equal the calibre of its representatives in “chips
down” competitions.
John Williams (left) and Bob Fletcher, B. C. Doubles Champions.
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HERE are now nearly 2000 telephones installed in the
Powell River district—and installations are still far short

of demand. All phones are automatic. Powell River was
one of the first districts in British Columbia to install the
automatic telephone. The Powell River Company built
their initial exchange in the early 20’s. This was taken
over and expanded by the B. C. Telephone Company in
1931. In that year Powell River made its first phone call
to Vancouver and outside points.

three-month period.
forest fires in this area were negligible.

Despite the unusually dry summer,

OTAL enrolment of pupils in the Powell River and dis-
trict schools exceeds 1600 as doors opened for the fall

term last month. The one million dollar school develop-
ment program for the area has been nearly completed and
the over-crowded condition of previous years has been
largely eliminated. Powell River schools are on a par with
the best and most modern in British Columbia.

OWELL RIVER is preparing for an intensive fall and
winter social and athletic year. With the new gymnasium

ready for playing, baskethallers anticipate the best year on
record; the badminton club has drawn up its winter com-
petition; the exclusive Cribbage Club is swamped with
applicants; golf competitions are scheduled up to Christ-
mas; the soccer squads are already in action; and the
musical, operatic and choral groups are preparing their
programs. Fraternal groups have reopened after the sum-
mer recess; and many large dances are in prospect during
the winter. And somebody once asked: “What do you
find to do in a small area like Powell River?” ‘To most
residents it’s a trick to dodge the many social and recrea-
tional activities that crowd their leisure hours.

OWELL RIVER suffered little but minor inconvenience
during the railway strike last month. Newsprint ship-

ments, transported on the Company covered barges, main-
tained business as usual and the plant operated at capacity
during the ‘strike. The chief inconvenience was to mail
and passenger service.

GEORGE RUMLEY, of the plant operating staff, took ashort fishing trip to Toba Inlet, a few miles north of
Powell River, recently. He came back with 10 salmon
averaging nine pounds apiece. All caught with line and rod.

NE of the biggest crowds to ever witness a sporting
event in Powell River attended the first showing of a

Donkey Baseball exhibition in town. Over 3000 turned
out, a figure which represents nearly one-third of the
population of the district. All players were local athletes
or old-time baseballers, and this increased spectator interest.
The affair was sponsored by the Powell River Lions Club
and the proceeds were used to finance the cost of a new
children’s wading pool at Willingdon Beach.

Donkey Baseball

(JN Saturday, September 23, nearly 100 members of
the B. C. Weekly Editors’ Association visited Powell

River. The group held its Annual Convention in Van-
couver, and the Powell River trip was part of the enter-
tainment program.

P to the end of September, Powell River has enjoyed
its finest summer in many years. From the beginning of

June through September, cloudless skies and warm sun-
shine have been in almost daily evidence. ‘Temperatures
have remained steady in the middle seventies and 82
degrees was the highest official figure registered for the
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THE MACKENZIE RIDING
By BATTLEMAN M. MacINTYRE, M.L.A.,
Mackenzie Electoral District.

Aine dt ARBOUR

E Mackenzie Provincial Electoral District is the second
largest in British Columbia. Commencing at Howe

Sound in. the south, it includes all of the mainland and
myriads of islands through to Millbank Sound in the north.
Within these boundaries Mackenzie Riding proudly boasts
the most beautiful, protected salt water channels to be
found anywhere in the world, equalled only in the opinion
of seasoned travellers by the fiords and inlets of Norway.
It is about four hundred miles from north to south along
the coastline of Mackenzie, but if one were to follow the
broken coastline and the shores of the many islands he
may well find that ten thousand miles would not cover
the distance.

The population is estimated at about thirty thousand.
These people are concentrated on the Sechelt Peninsula,
in the extreme south, in the Powell River district, and
Ocean Falls and the Bella Coola Valley in the north. The
area between Lund and Ocean Falls has a scattered popu-
lation deriving a living from the fishing and logging
industries. It may be well to mention at this time that
geographically we are in the heart of the great Douglas
Fir belt, and our forests abound with B. C.’s world famous
softwoods, Red Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock and Larch. And

Battleman M. Macintyre, author of the accompanying
article, is a member of the Legislative Assembly of British
Columbia, representing the widely extended Mackenzie

ao

constituency.
“Bat”, as he is known to everyone, is owner of the

Hotel Rodmay at Powell River, where he has resided for
the past thirty years. He was elected to his present office
last year. In this outline he tells something of the area
he represents and what it means to cover the hundreds of
miles of sparsely settled coastline where his constituents
live and work.

we are most certainly situated in the centre of the world-
renowned fishing industry of Western Canada.

There are fifty-two polling locations within this electoral
district, and as the Provincial representative of these
people it is my duty to visit them once each year, for the
dual purpose of reporting upon the activities of their
government at Victoria, and to hear their views on local
conditions. To carry out this duty the matter of trans-
portation has always been a major problem. Obviously,
with no road connections along the inlet-gashed shoreline,
the only practical means is by private plane or small
vessel. This spring I chose the latter and acquired a 43-
foot bridge deck cruiser, with sleeping accommodation for
six and equipped with the very necessary galley. And in -
this manner my wife and I have covered fifty-one of the
fifty-two polls. In all it has taken us thirty-nine days,
and our log shows three thousand six hundred and twenty
miles. The reader may now ask why did you miss the
fifty-second poll? Acteon Sound, the omitted: poll, has
one voter, the school teacher, and as we passed by there
in July she was away on summer vacation. I hope to see
her at the close of the summer season.

Without making these notes too much like a travelogue
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I would like to say something of the industries and econ-
omies maintained within the bounds of Mackenzie. All
of the newsprint paper manufactured within the province
of B. C. comes from Ocean Falls and Powell River, key
centres of the district. These centres also produce pulp
for export as does the Woodfibre plant of the B. C. Pulp
tf Paper Company on Howe Sound. Logging is literally
carried out over the entire area. Every few miles one will
find operations ranging from the individual beachcomber
to the large “Boss Logger” employing three or. four hun-
dred men. Much of the fish caught in British Columbia
waters are taken from the Mackenzie area, and every
method, trolling, gill netting or purse seining is used.
The catch is mainly salmon, followed in order by herring.
cod and dogfish (a species of small shark valuable for the
medicinal quality of the livers). These fish are sold to the
packers, who in turn prepare them for the world markets.

Texada’ Island, immediately opposite Powell River, is
very highly mineralized, having very large deposits of iron
ore, three lime rock quarries in full operation, one large
plant refining the lime rock into lime for the open markets,
and a cement manufacturing plant. Recently a big over-
seas contract for Texada iron ore was received.

The Howe Sound islands of Bowen, Gambier and Keats
along with the Sechelt Peninsula are rapidly increasing in
popularity with our city neighbors looking for suitable
summer homes for their families. Then, of course, we
have famed Savary Island, boasting the finest white sand
beach on the coast. Thousands of tourists from all parts
of the world have visited the “thousand islands” of the
Gulf of Georgia, where scenic nature has bestowed its
bounty lavishly.

Throughout the area there are small groups of sturdy
pioneers who have grown up in or came into the country
at an early age. They have carved out homes for them-
selves in picturesque corners of this far-flung riding; and
seldom feel the urge of the big city or the lure of the
bright lights. One among many such families are the
Hallidays at Kingcome Inlet. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Halli-
day, who still reside on their cattle ranch at the delta of
the Kingcome River, first settled there in the 1890's, and
for the first few years came out once a year for groceries,
travelling one hundred miles by rowboat to Comox. King-
come Inlet is closely connected with Powell River, and
about thirty years ago the paper company operated a large
railroad logging operation on the Kingcome River at the
head of Kingcome Inlet., Today the transportation fleet
of the Powell River Co. Ltd. bears the name of **Kingcome
Navigation Co. Ltd.” Evidently there is still great value
in the timber grown in these parts. We talked to one man
and his son who had just fallen thirty-four trees, and after
being scaled they were valued at $5000.

The famous B. C. sockeye salmon are taken from the
Rivers Inlet and Smith Inlet, north of Powell River. This
year was known as the “cycle” year among the gill-net
fishermen. When we arrived in Rivers Inlet there were
over three thousand gill-net boats in operation, and each
boat was averaging more than one hundred fish per. day,
with the fish bringing an average of $1.25 each.. Gill-nets
are two hundred fathoms long (1200 feet), and when you
realize that there were some three thousand of these nets
in one inlet you may well imagine the difficulty you have
in steering around them. If you do run foul of them you

(Continued on Page 20)

Fishing boats at Lund, B. C., a few miles north of Powell River.



, @ popular presentation.Band Box Players stage “The Bishop’s Candlesticks”

JT is sometimes urged as an objection to residence insmaller towns, that they are denied the advantages of
the cultural entertainment and programs available to the
metropolitan area dweller.

These objections, one often suspects, are merely excuses
to cover up other reasons for not wishing to sacrifice the
brighter and more garish lights of the big city in favor of
the less hectic atmosphere of the more compact, but
smaller community. It is the same sort of objection that
might be used bya resident of Seattle, of Vancouver, or
of Dallas, Texas—in declaring their lack of opportunity
to enjoy the stage successes of London, the Metropolitan
Opera or the Great White Way of New York.

It is extremely doubtful if, on a per capita basis, cul-
tural activities—music, art, drama, etc.—are as extensive
in the city as in the smaller community. It is more
doubtful, still, if the same enthusiasm, the same energy, and
the same co-operative effort in the initiation and production
of such activities are ever found in the metropolis.

In Powell River, the cultural life of the community has\

marched hand in hand with the growth of the district.
From the start of operations in 1912, earnest groups of
people formed musical societies, staged theatrical produc-
tions, promoted concerts—all founding a sound cultural
background that has been widely expanded and developed
over the years. Today the cultural activities of Powell
River are many and varied—and are an integral feature
of community life.

In recent years many world famous artists have included
this area in their annual tours. Through the energy and
driving force of a local group, avidly supported by the
community, artists on the famous “Hilker Attractions”
shows appear regularly on local stages during the winter
and spring months. In the past few years, Powell River
audiences have heard John Charles Thomas, Igor Gorin,
the Don Cossacks and many other top-notch artists. Mr.
Thomas stated frankly that nowhere in his continental
tours had he found the spontaneous and fresh enthusiasm
that he met in Powell River. At least four of these con-
certs are held in the season—and capacity audiences are
present at every performance.

The Annual Music Festival is another of the most
popular and extensively patronized community efforts in
Powell River. Sponsored by the Powell River Knights
of Pythias, it extends over three days, and the entry list
runs into the hundreds, of all ages and all groups. Fifteen
different trophies are awarded for separate classes—chorus,
instrumentalists, pianofortes, elocution, strings, violin, etc.
Adjudicators come from Vancouver for the occasion—and the Festival in Powell River is now in the realm of
Big Business. It is something to which hundreds: of
children taking piano, violin, singing, dancing classes,
look forward each year. It is something which is almost
a must to every resident.

Drama and stage productions have their regular places
in Powell River’s entertainment world. Locally, the Band
Box Players stage regular productions during the year—
and their offerings have been of a high standard. “Mr. Pym
Passes By”, “Arsenic and Old Lace”, “The Bathroom
Door”, “The Private Secretary”, are among the favored
offerings presented in recent years.

Shakespearian lovers have their own society, which
meets regularly—and which
at least once a year stages
Open air costume perform-
ances. The Twelfth Night”,
‘Romeo and Juliet’’"*, “Merry
Wives of Windsor’, and
‘*As You Like It” have been
popular with the club and
the invited public. Members
for the most part make their
own costumes —and these
outdoor presentations of the
club are among the most
interesting and picturesque
events of the year.

The students of Brooks
High School have their
dramatic club and _ stage
plays during the winter and
spring terms, which attract Onna White
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large audiences and display
a high standard of histrionic
talent.

Ballet dancing is extremely
popular. Under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Norman Shaw,
herself a former dancer,
Powell River pupils have
won widespread renown.
Her pupils are considered
among the best trained in
British Columbia. Two of
them, Norman Thompson
and Miss Onna White, have
performed on world stages.
Norman performed with the
Sadler’s Wells Ballet in Lon-
don, and Miss White, now
in New York, was with
the San Francisco Ballet.

Another pupil of Mrs. Shaw, Miss Joyce Hill, is attending
ballet school in New York. Over the years the local ballet
performers have drawn packed audiences, and hundreds of
Powell River girls and women have attended the classes.

Norman Thompson

Folk Dancing is another well-patronized phase of cultural
life. Among the young folk, Highland and Irish folk
dances are popular—and no performance is complete with-
out one or other of those picturesque reels or jigs on the
program. In the terpsichorean world the lure of the Old
Time Dance has probably attracted more adherents than
any single activity. Under the supervision and direction
of Mrs. W. P. Alexander, hundreds of children are being
taught the graceful dance of their forefathers—the Quad-
rille, the Polka, the Eightsome Reel, the Minuet, and many
others. And in the adult entertainment world the Old
Time Dance leads the winter social program. There are
several clubs in the district, and dances are held every week.
All clubs have waiting lists of residents, young and old,
clamoring for admission.

Elsewhere on these pages, we have mentioned the Powell
River Pipe Band. Many residents may debate linking these
picturesquely clad and bagpipe-blowing Scots with the
word “culture’—but the band is undoubtedly a highly
attractive feature of those organizations that provide
music—albeit Highland music—to the public. In this
field, too, is the band sponsored by Local No. 76, Pulp &
Sulphite Workers, which has been organized for the past
several years——and which turns out for concerts and
celebrations.

In almost every branch of these various cultural activi-
ties, the efforts of local artists have been supplemented
from time to time by professional or “name” groups from
the larger centres on the coast. This year Vancouver's
famous “Theatre Under the Stars” players will give their
second successive performance in Powell River. On
numerous occasions the University of British Columbia
Players Club has included Powell River in its itinerary.

Internationally famous bands, including the Kitsilano
Boys’ Band, which a few years ago toured the United
Kingdom, the Salvation Army Band and the band of the
Royal Canadian Air Force have appeared on local stages.
Radio stars and radio hit groups have had their turn; and
scores of artists of all kinds have come and gone.

Children’s Choir, with their own conductor, at Musical Festival.

The list of cultural activities could be considerably
enlarged—but it is sufhcient to emphasize that life in the
smaller community can be full and complete—and that a
united, co-operative people can have pretty well what they
want if they have the initiative and energy to go after it.

Front Yard Ski Trails
(Continued from Page 9)

nationally known Garibaldi Park, which lies north of
Vancouver on the Pacific Great Eastern Railway, and at
present can only be reached via coastal steamer to Squamish
—and thence by train. Actual approach at present can
only be made over dog trails or by air., The Garibaldi
area is considered as one of British Columbia’s finest
potential alpine park areas. The new government road
from North Vancouver.to Squamish will bring Garibaldi
within easy motoring distance from Vancouver—and pro-
vide a winter and summer playground on a par with the
hest in Canada.

But meantime Vancouver, whose winter temperature
seldom in history has dropped below zero, is yet strategic-
ally located to enjoy, almost within hailing distance, alpine
sports that residents of other parts must travel long hours
or even days to find.
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CHILDREN’S Z00 IN STANLEY PARK

Deaf and blind school children spend a happy afternoon in the Zoo.

O you have any baby elephants you're not using? If you
have, better get in touch with the Children’s Zoo in

Stanley Park, when spring rolls around. That is ‘the
season when they start looking for young animals of all
kinds—even young skunks. They had an enchanting pair
in this year’s collection — named, appropriately enough,
Petunia and Flower. Mr. Alan Best, in charge of the zoo,
sayvacskunks will not misbehave unless they are mistreated,ote

and’at first this pungent pair were left in their natural
state—that is, until one day Mr. Best accidentally stepped
on Petunia’s tail. The result can be better imagined than
described, and Mr. Best prudently obtained permission to
deodorize the pair.

Sponsored by Commissioner J. S. C. Moffitt who received
the idea from Mr. Alan Best, former Assistant Curator of
the London Zoo, the Children’s Zoo was introduced to
Stanley Park in June of this year and continued until
September. The project got off to a flying start with 128
animals, and by actual count is the largest of its kind in
the world. It proved an outstanding success, and in the
first eight days of its existence 5158 children paid their
ten cents admission and passed through to the 80-foot
enclosure to play with the animals. The adults were just
as enthusiastic, and during the same period 3520 grown-ups

paid their 25 cents and were admitted into the animal
Lilliput. No adult is allowed inside the enclosure unless
accompanied by a child.

(Continued on Page 17)

Time for lunch. Note racoons on shoulder of centre girl and coyote
pup held by girl on right.
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PLAN REVISION POPULAR WITH EMPLOYEES

E Powell River Company's re-
vised and greatly broadened Pen-

sion Plan has proved highly popular
with employees—and has been a
definite factor in further consolidat-
ing Employer-Employee relations in
the plant.

The revised plan, on which ofh-
cials have been working for the past year, has now been
largely completed and announced to employees. The
announcement of the plan was made by individual letter

_ to every employee, which set out clearly the difference in
retirement allowance under the new as compared with
the old plan.

Substantial benefits will accrue to every employee, with
special emphasis on the older employee, who will be
retiring shortly, or who has already retired. In many of
these cases, the benefits have increased by over 75 per cent.
Practically all employees who have been with the Company
for 20 years will enjoy increases of at least 50 per cent
over their original amounts.

In 1944, when the Company initiated their first Pension
Plan, there were unavoidably many kinks and uncertainties.
Five years of operation have permitted a study of the
practical workings of the plan and enabled executives to

grasp the many and complex factors, inevitably overlooked
or not fully understood, in the original scheme. The new
plan is better balanced, more flexible and substantially
widened.

In the first five years of operation, the maximum pension
was $100 a month—and contributions were based on sal-
aries up to $4000 a year. Under the new plan contributions
are based on a maximum salary of $15,000, and a new
employee joining at commencement age of 25 will receive an
annual pension of 60 per cent of his average annual wage.

Originally the plan was on an annuity basis, arranged

with the Canadian Government. Employees each con-
tributed 3 per cent of their annual wage up to $4000, and
this amount was matched by the Company.

To meet the increased living costs and the higher living
standard of the modern worker, Powell River Company
combined the annuity scheme with a special trust fund,
administered by a trust cgmpany. Employee contributions
are now 4 per cent, with the Company contributing an
average of 6.5 per cent.

In the original plan, enrolment was compulsory for new
employees, after three years. Under the present revision,
it is optional.

With normal retirement at age 65, the new plan makes
provisions for optional retirement at 60, or earlier age if
the employee suffers permanent disability.

One of the dificult features of a group pension plan is
to convince the young man that saving for old age is
necessary and desirable. Under the old plan retirement
allowances could only ‘be paid at 65. Now, the new
employee who pays into the pension and leaves his employ-
ment may collect all the money he has contributed plus
27 per cent interest. This combines the advantage of a
saving plan with pension privileges and is an attractive
teature.

One example of what the revision means to a typical
employee. Under the old plan, one employee who had
worked for 20 years with the Company received approxti-
mately $65 monthly. The new plan provides for a pension
of $106—an increase of $41.

These are some of the main outlines of the Powell River
Company's revised pension plan—and it has been wel-
comed enthusiastically by employees. With a substantial
pension guaranteed, with a liberal group life assurance
policy and with complete protection for himself and family
against sickness—Powell River Company employees now
enjoy a standard of social security unsurpassed in Canada.

The Children’s £00
(Continued from Page 16)

The primary object of such a zZ00 is to teach young
children the proper handling and care of pets. There is

always a director present to personally supervise the chil-
dren cuddling the animals. A “rest” section is provided
where the pets may retire out of the reach of their enthusi-
astic young admirers.

‘The names of the frisky young pets read like a page out
of a child’s favorite animal story. There are Anthony and
Cleopatra the fawns, Angel and Devil the coyotes (who

must be fed on hamburgers dipped in milk); Salty and
Frisky the Nubian goat kids, Bruna the bear cub and Cisco
the coon. There is everything from a young emu to a hen
and her 10 chicks and the wise old owl. Animals are
loaned to the zoo by outsiders and are returned to their
original owners at the end of the season. In the spring
fresh recruits are called up from barnyard and forest, and
even jungle—and a new world opens up for countless city
youngsters who have never been closer to a young ccon
than a Walt Disney comic strip.

see Inside Back Cover for another picture.
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AND MAINTENANCE

Sawmill modernization, 1950.

in almost every department to complete. There will be
no picking daisies by the wayside for these boys for a
long time ahead.

In the thick of this program of building, repairing and
refitting, is the millwright crew, with a complement of
upwards of 60 men constantly on the move. The mill-
wright’s life in Powell River is divided into two parts.
There is the Sunday operation—the day when the plant
is closed down, when the millwrights, mechanics and
clean-up crews move in to repair wasted parts; to dismantle
and reassemble machines and machinery of all kinds. There
is the rest of the week period, when the crews are building
or repairing parts ready for instant installation when the
machines have stopped running.

Sunday is perhaps the most urgent, though not neces-

shiny, with every part geared to mechanical perfection

sarily the busiest day of the week for the millwright. But
it is on Sunday that the heat is on. The machines, clean,

must be ready when the manufacturing departments walk
in Monday morning. This often necessitates working
through until the small hours of the morning—and on occa-
sions right up to the starting of the machines.

In the normal routine operation of paper mill life there
are scores of jobs which are the responsibility of the mill-
wright. Looking over some of the instructions for normal
Sunday jobs, we find the following, among many others:

‘Change sectors on No. 5 and No. 6 American filter;
overhaul No. 5 vacuum pump; open sulphur pump for
inspection; renew decker gate; tighten grinder cylinder
packing; renew shaft packing felts; plane suction box and
guard box lip; open second press reduction gear for inspec-
tion; lift bird screen cylinder to inspect bearings; renew
studs in gland and take up bearings on eccentric arm;
install wear plates, install closures on rear bearings on
feed rolls.”’

Millwrights repair, clean and renew hydraulic barker machinery.J N the past five years particularly, repair and maintenancework in Powell River has brought new and vastly
extended responsibilities to plant. tradesmen. More and
faster moving machines have been introduced, with the
increased problem of wear and tear and parts replacement.
Older machines have been speeded up; and everywhere
modern, streamlined equipment is being installed.

This new equipment, these fast-moving machines, have
improved working conditions, increased production and
improved quality. But at the same time the need for
constant vigilance, alertness and skill on the part of operat-
ing crews has increased; and maintenance of this equipment
in top-flight condition has kept our machine doctors and
their assistants under steady and sustained pressure.

This pressure is particularly evident in the repair and
maintenance crew—and the pressure is still on. The mod-
ernization process at Powell River is continuing, and
scarcely a week passes but finds these crews finishing one
overhaul job and starting another immediately. In the
next two years there is a new wharf to be built; a new
hydraulic barker to be installed; modernization program
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Dressing and replaning a piece of essential paper machine equipment.

These are only a few among many other jobs that are
the regular business of the millwrights. Inspection of all
equipment is their responsibility—and on many occasions,
a major dismantling operation is necessary before the
section to be inspected is uncovered. When instructions
say “change” this or that piece of equipment, it usually
involves an experienced dismantling job— and equally
experienced reassembling operation— and several days
rebuilding or repairing the removed part for installation
on the following Sunday. At times practically a whole day
may be taken up in the mere business of dismantling an
area for inspection.

The paper mill mechanic is almost always trained on the
job—and learns his business from the ground up. To
handle the wide variety of machine parts in the paper mill
a specialist, in the strict sense of the word, is of little value.
On different occasions we have hired top “A” class mill-
wrights from outside points, only to find out that they
were specialists—that they understood sawmill millwright-ing, were lost when sent on a job in other
departments. The policy in Powell River is to teach the
millwright paper mill technique. He can go anywhere in
the plant—he can fix a head saw, repair a bird screen or
do any of the hundred and one jobs necessary in the pulp
and newsprint business. That is why Powell River trains
its own millwrights and mechanics—and in so doing pro-
vides. attractive opportunities for its own younger men—
and ensures a high standard of mechanical fitness in the
plant. A paper machine problem; a grinder difficulty; a
sulphite breakdown; trouble in the sawmill—it’s all the
same to the Powell River millwright.

In each department of the plant there is a mechanical
inspector who is responsible for checking, inspecting and
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recommending all work. By his earlier training—which
carried him to every nook and corner of the-plant—he is
better able to visualize how his department fits into the
over-all operation and to keep essential and less essential
work in their true proportions.

One of the many major jobs which tax the. ingenuity
and endurance of millwright crews is the sawmill conver-
sion program now nearing completion.

This involves the assembling and installing of a complete
new band mill; and tearing apart half of the existing
building in the process. Every millwright who could be
spared was pressed into service, and for over a month it
was practically an around-the-clock operation. This
installation, directly linked up with production and main-
tenance of maximum operation, was a first priority—and
many other jobs on tap, but of less urgency, were sacrificed
to keep our production moving. By skilful planning, a
first-hand knowledge of the job in hand, by fast and
accurate installation work, all schedules were carried out.
The plant was never shut down, the job was done—and
production maintained at high levels. It 1s correct to say |
that only the long training, paper mill knowledge and
esprit de corps of the millwright and maintenance staffs
made such results possible.

The maintenance men, these skilled, deft-moving crafts-
men, seldom bask in the same sunlight of public acclaim
as do the paper makers, the groundwood and other manu-
facturing departments. But their work is vital to the
smooth operations of the machines and in the steadily
increasing and uninterrupted quantities of tonnage that
are carried on schedule to the widely extended users of
Powell River newsprint.

Repairing a felt roll bearing on a newsprint machine.



Directors of Powell River Company snapped during recent visit to the plant. Left to right—Harold $. Foley, J. Glen Sample,
Anson Brooks, Edward Brooks, A. H. Williamson, Robert H. Scanlon, George W. O’Brien, William S. Brooks, M. J. Foley.

N September, members of the Company Board of
Directors visited Powell River, inspecting plant proper-

ties and other Company operations in the Stillwater area.
It was not a casual or pleasure trip. The Directors

undertook an exhaustive and comprehensive tour of the
entire mill premises and spent a day studying logging
operations at O’Brien Logging Company's Camp B on
Lois Lake.

‘Every department of the plant was covered and every
phase of operation inspected. The Directors were intro-
duced to and chatted with superintendents, foremen and
employees. They saw the new installations which have
recently been completed—and the new construction now
being pushed vigorously. The sawmill conversion program

was in full swing and preliminary work on the modernized
wharf under way. They were interested in the intensive
safety program being carried out—and in the mechanical
safeguards everywhere in evidence.

Another purpose of the visit was to familiarize them-
selves and study at first hand the engineering reports; also
the major projects pertaining to plant improvements and
planned increased newsprint capacity which is now pro-
posed for completion in 1952.

Included in the group were Edward Brooks, J. Glen
Sample, Robert H. Scanlon, Harold S$. Foley, William 5.
Brooks, Anson Brooks, M. J. Foley, George W. O’Brien
and A. H. Williamson.

The Mackenzie Riding
{Continued from Page 7)

to defeat. The introduction, last year, of the “MOST
IMPROVED” in each zone has been popular, and the
three-year clause has been a major force in maintaining
and stimulating interest. One other factor, which will
cause many readers to grind their teeth in envy is the
open season on watering in Powell River. There are no
restrictions on the use of the sprinkler or garden hose.
You can water morning, afternoon or evening, or all night,
if you want it that way.

Hand in hand with the efforts of individuals, the Powell
River Company is continuing an extensive program of
beautifying the residential and mill areas. Boiled down, it
all adds up to the fact that Powell River is a pleasant and
attractive place in which to live and work.

(Continued from Page 13)
soon hear about it! They are valued at over $500 each
and of course the fisherman does not look kindly upon
the careless navigator who tears his net.

For those people in the world who are not fortunate
enough to live in Mackenzie Riding, let me say this, “Our
coastline of protected waters and beautiful inlets is a
paradise for all those interested in yachting. You will be
met everywhere with the outstretched hand of hospitality.
If you are an ardent fisherman, sports fishing for large
spring salmon is afforded to the enthusiast at Phillips Arm
and the Yuclata Rapids.”

One could go on indefinitely about the beauties of our
coast, but come up and see us some time. We welcome
visitors and we have plenty to show them in this land of
the immediate future.
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Famous snapshot taken by Ray Munro of The Vancouver Province has been printed far and wide. The
picture, snapped near the Children’s Zoo, is reproduced by personal permission of Mr. Munro. (See Page 16.)
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By using Powell River Newsprint.

You will get the best in printing results.
Powell River Newsprint is clean and
bright in shade.
It 1s exceptionally strong so that you will
get press runs without a break.
The vapour-barrier packing assures you of
the newsprint arriving in perfect condition.
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“nD A” RETIRES
(VN November 1, Powell River Company announced theretirement of Mr. D. A. Evans, Director and former
Vice-President in charge of Industrial and Personnel
Relations. Mr. Evans has been on sick leave since January,
L948.

The retirement of “D.A.”, as he is known to every
member of the Powell River community and to his wide
circle of friends in the industry, removes from active
participation a figure who has been prominent in the pulp
and paper industry for nearly 40 years— and who, by
example and precept, has discharged with quiet dignity
and sincerity of purpose his responsibilities as a citizen
and an executive.

In carrying out the directors’ policy for the establish-
ment of a sound and permanent management-employee
relation at Powell River, “D.A.” builded steadily and
surely, without flourish or fanfare, establishing as he went
along a strong feeling of confidence and trust in all those
with whom he came in contact. His relationships with
employees, voiced recently by a union executive, sums up
his standing, not only in Powell River, but in the industry:

~ “D.A.’,” he declared, “bargained hard but always
fairly, and once he gave a decision, we knew it would be
carried out to the letter.”’

Possessed of an almost intuitive knowledge of human
actions and reactions, confidence in his judgment and
respect for his discretion were universal among employees
and throughout the area. “D.A.’s” clear mind, backed by

a heritage of Welsh saneness and an engineer's training,
enabled him to analyze impartially the innumerable mill,
personnel, social and human problems always demanding
his attention.

He was always to the forefront in community activities
— opening a baseball game, presenting awards at music
festivals, encouraging youth organizations, presiding at
district councils, supporting service club drives, etc. No
community gathering was complete without “D.A.”’.

His reputation in the pulp and paper industry is nation
wide. For 32 years he has been closely connected with
newsprint and pulp companies in operating and admini-
strative capacities. He is familiar with eastern and western
methods of manufacture, having been associated with
firms in Ontario, Quebec, Newfoundland and British
Columbia. Prior to his entry into the pulp and paper
feld he followed his profession, that of a mechanical
engineer 1n Eastern Canada.

In May, 1948, “D.A.” was accorded signal recognition
by the pulp and paper industry of Canada. He was pre-
sented with an honorary life membership by the technical
section of the industry, a prized mark of distinction.

In Powell River, as elsewhere, there will be general
regret that “D.A.” has laid down the rein of active par-
ticipation in the industry to which he has contributed so
much. This regret is tempered by the announcement that
while no longer “active” he will remain a Director and
consult on policy matters. (sood luck, “D.A.”’.
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FISH DERBY

ATTRACTS WIDE INTERES

I was a miserable, murky day. It was cold, damp, hazy.
On top of it, the weather was windy, the sea choppy—

and intermittent rain squalls fell throughout the day.

But rain, fog, mist or choppy seas did not deter nearly
150 Powell River residents from participation in the popu-
lar Rod and Gun Club Derby last month. The nimrods,
out for the Biggest Fish Trophy, swarmed on every lake
in the district—and every kind of craft that would float
was pressed into service.

The Derby was a fresh water contest — with fishing
confined to the various lakes in the area—Powell, Gordon
Pashas, Haslam, Duck, West, Loon and others.

It was a catch-as-catch-can competition. No holds were
barred. The boys and girls could cast with worm or fly,
drop their line in the water and drag “em up or pay out
the troll line behind outboards, inboards, canoes or row
bhoats—and all methods and all craft were used. When the
shivering, some disconsolate, some pleased and a few ex-
ultant, anglers finally passed the last weighing machine
local merchant Jack Dunning, with a respectable 6-lb.
cutthroat was pronounced Derby winner. Many other
catches topped the 5-lb. mark, with a goodly number in
the runner-up 4-5 lb. class.

Weigherman “Brick” Harper weighs in a “wee” ’un as Bill Jamieson
(left) and Paper Makers Alan Gilchrist (right) and Hugo McRae

hope it won't have to go back in the lake.

The femmes, despite the weather, were out in force. Frances Hughes
has a big smile as she brings in a near champ for weighing.

The popularity of this year’s Derby has been very
encouraging to Rod and Gun Club officials. The idea
caught on like wildfire—and it was felt that had the
weather been anything else but close to impossible, around
300 fishermen would have been out.

Next year the Lake Derby will Le repeated and officials
are considering adding a Salt Water Derby to the club’s
competitions. The Powell River area is one of the best
salmon fishing locations on the coast—and when the
springs and cohoes are running, the waters off the plant
premises are dotted with pleasure fishing boats.

Trophy for the largest fish caught during the year 1s
another much sought after Rod and Gun award. The
record covers both salt and fresh water fishing. To date
the largest lake specimen has been about 11 Ibs. 3 ozs.,
while the salt water catches have just topped 30- lbs.
Several residents venturing as far aheld as Campbell! River
have brought home Tyees over 50 Ibs. Last year Mrs.
D. K. Macken landed a beautiful 60-pounder in this
fisherman's paradise. These,
however, are not eligible for
the Club prize.

Today the Rod and Gun
Club is probably the largest
single organization in Powell
River, with 345 names on its
books. It has done a fine job,
keeping the lakes restocked,
building hatcheries, and edu-
cating the large fishing public
of the district.

Jack Dunning, winner of Fish Derby,
displays his 6 lb. cutthroat to son

Ronald.
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CALENDAR COMMITTEE PRESENTS
1951

you SAID ITS

MGer
WHETHER you understand it or not, Art is a serious

business. It may be a subject for rapt contemplation
in the hush of a great gallery, or starved for in an un-
heated garret. But always, it appeals to the emotions.
Tones and techniques notwithstanding, more often than
not it is a question not so much of understanding Art,
but of knowing what you like.

It is this latter emotion that sways most of the serious
little knot of art critics that gathers each year in the office
of Mr. William Barclay to help him choose the annual
calendar for the Powell River Sales Company.

The lot of an art critic is not always such a happy one.

Page Three

In this case it becomes a question of blonde, brunette or
redhead, clad or unclad, vivacious or smouldering, kitten
or tiger. This annual decision is not confined to the men
alone—the female of the species is equally adept at grading
a well-turned ankle, a soft shoulder, and the ladies of the
staff are always on hand, not merely to satisfy feminine
curlosity but to see that the subject of the yearly calendar
displays to best advantage all that is representative of
their sex. The young female reclining at the top of this
page is an example of what can be accomplished when the
boys and girls in the ofhice reach a meeting of minds on a
suitable subject for welcoming the New Year-——1951.



POWELL RIVER WEEKLY WINS AWARDS

Al Alsgard

FP HE Powell River News has done it again.That well edited, informative and alert
sheet, under the skilful piloting of Publisher
Al Alsgard, has once more brought credit
and renown to the district which it has
served so well and faithfully for the past
twenty years.

At the annual convention of the Can-
adian Weekly Newspapers held in Toronto, the News
more than upheld the reputation it has won in the Can-
adian weekly field. Publisher Alsgard staggered back from
the meeting loaded down with loot in the form of cups and
trophies emblematic of top Canadian journalistic awards.
Here is what this enterprising and vigorous weekly hauled
in for one year’s effort:

1. Top trophy for Community Service. This competi-
tion 1s open to the 600 members of the Association
—including all classes.

2. The Best All Round Canadian Weekly among those
with circulations between 2000-3000. This “bringsto Powell River for the first time the Gertrude A.
Dunning Memorial Trophy.

3. Best Editorial Page, carrying with it the Pearce
Edward Trophy.

4. Third place in the “Best Front Page” competition.
It is interesting to note that in the 2000-3000 class.

weeklies from British Columbia ran off with every award.
Publisher Al Alsgard has set a high standard in the

production of the Powell River News. Scarcely a year
but his paper has gained one or other of the major awards
in its class. Up until three years ago, the News was
entered in Class Il—papers with circulations below 2000
—and in this category the Alsgard publication successively
was listed as best all round paper, “best front page’, best
editorial page, best community service paper, etc.

This year’s victory was a particular source of pride and
pleasure to publisher and staff—for Al.Alsgard was also

THEY VISITED US
MX. GEORGE A. CARO, managing director of GollinCo. (Pty) Ltd., Melbourne, Australia, and director

Mr. George A. Caro
ERE ROS La eT NE LOO NOIR OE NIN FRETS

of the Melbourne Herald, accompanied by Mrs. Caro and
daughter, paid us a visit during the latter
part of October. Friis company acts as corre-
spondents in connection with the distribution
in Australia of Powell River pulp. Mr. Caro
was on an extended trip to Europe visiting
the British Isles and the Continent and return-
ing via the United States and Canada. While
passing through North America he took the
opportunity of studying business conditions
both in Canada and the United States. He
visited our newsprint mills while here and
was impressed with the progress made since

President of the B. C. Weekly Newspapers’ Association
-—an additional tribute to his personal popularity and the
quality of his paper.

The News is now nudging the 3000 circulation mark,
and, in addition to blanket coverage of Powell River and
adjacent areas, is widely distributed in outside coastal
points.

Last year, just prior to the Provincial elections, the
imaginative Alsgard sent one of his staff reporters to
Saskatchewan to study and report on the activities of the
Socialist government. in that province. The results were
embodied in that now famous serial ““The Saskatchewan
Story,” which ran first in the News and was reprinted
for distribution in all sections of Canada.

In Powell River the News has been a leading sponsor
of community enterprise. Its recent campaign for an
air field in the district was caught up by residents—and
today the dream of two years ago is now almost a reality.

It is this type of imaginative, responsible and aggressive
journalism that has kept Al Alsgard and the Powell River
News in the forefront of Canadian weeklies—and the
entire Powell River district is proud of its record.

Trophies, representing top rank in ‘Canadian Weekly Journalism, repose
proudly in the News display room.

his last visit. Mr. Caro sailed for his home in Melbourne
on the Aorangi on November 2. it was nice to see you
again, Mr. Caro.

ANOTHER interesting visitor to Powell River recently
was Mr. Frank Simpson, editorial writer of the Welling-

ton Dominion, Wellington, New Zealand. Mr. Simpson,
a recognized authority on Pacific and Asiatic affairs, spent
several months travelling in Canada and United States.
He delivered a series of lectures in various centres, dealing
with conditions and trends in the Orient and South Pacific.
with particular emphasis on the position of Australia
and New Zealand.
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THE BROKE HUSTLER

I hustled broke,” remarked Paper Mill Super-intendent Walter Snyder, “we used to look after two
machines—-and there was no time between reels to discuss
Saturday night’s hockey matches.”

The important feature of Walter’s statement is not that
things were tougher in the “good old days” (they always
are!) but that he personally was a broke hustler, and so
was every man who has ever reached the lofty atmosphere
inhabited by windermen, back tenders, machine tenders
or paper mill superintendents. They all started life as
broke hustlers, the cradle of the paper maker and the
springboard from which all original paper machine pro-
motions are launched.

But were a bit ahead of ourselves. What is a broke
hustler? To the paper maker the answer is simple. ““He’s
the fellow who ‘hustles broke’ an answer stil] a
bit obscure to the gaping commoner.

In paper mill language the word “broke” signifies all
bits of loose and miscellaneous paper that is torn off the
machines or lying around after a reel has been stripped.
The prime job of the broke hustler is sweep and collect
this paper, direct it down the “broke hole,” a special open-
ing in the concrete floor through which all loose paper is
dropped into repulping machines on the lower level. There
is NO waste paper in the machine rooms at Powell River—
it all goes back into stock mixture. No need to elaborate
on the meaning of hustler, but anyone who has even been
around a paper machine during a “break” will appreciate
its significance.

Basically, then, the job of the broke hustler as he starts
his paper making apprenticeship is a clean-up man around
the machines. Cleanliness, closely linked up with the plant
safety program, is a must with the broke hustler, and
untidiness or careless housekeeping habits constitute an
immediate black mark against future progress.

The paper makers, probably more than any group of
craftsmen in the industrial world, are rather exclusive
animals, proud of their trade and close linked in thought
and action by the necessity of mutual co-operation in their
work. In many respects they resemble an industrial
fraternal society, and an unofficial initiation of the broke
hustler into this ancient and honorable craft is an essential
factor in the breaking-in process.

For example, a favored form of initiation is the “Bucket
of Suction” degree. A machine tender (to the shiny faced,
eager young broke hustler—a superman dwelling in a
rarefied atmosphere far beyond the ken of mere mortals)
will approach his new apprentice, and a dialogue along the
following lines is heard:

Machine Tender: “Young fellow, will you do me a
favor?”

Flattered, slightly flustered B. H.: “Oh, yes, sir, any-
thing.”

M. T.: “Then, would you mind going down to the
beater room and tell the superintendent I would like a
bucket of suction. Bring it back, if you don’t mind.”

And the broke hustler, bursting with pride and import-
ance, rushes down to the beater room, where the super-
intendent, who has presided at numerous initiations over
the years, smiles kindly and says: “Just a minute, young

Sanat, att is States

Broke Hustler carries paper away from No. 8 machine, to be re-pulped.

fellow.” He immediately loads a four-gallon pail.to the
brim with heavy nuts and bolts and hands it back to the
broke hustler.

The youngster takes the pail, staggers a couple of
hundred yards to the machine room, pants proudly back
to his machine to be greeted with loud laughs and guffaws
by other crew members. For a few days he is the butt of
much good-natured ribaldry from his mates, who have now
accepted him as a fully qualified and duly initiated appren-

A. few weeks on the job and the broke hustler finds his
feet and his way around the machines. He helps the fifth
hand wrap rolls, and during the lunch period, if things
are quiet, is allowed to practice wrapping and changing
the rolls himself. No greater camaraderie exists anywhere
than among paper machine crews—and at every conceiv-
able opportunity the ambitious young broke hustler is
afforded an opportunity to practice the next job. He learns
to “take the tail through the winder,” to fix breaks, to
make himself useful in a hundred different ways.

He learns the feel of the paper—when a sheet is running
heavy or light, what to do when a break occurs. He learns
the importance of team work, that a paper machine crew
is an integrated group, and that a failure or a let down by
one man can set back the efhiciency record of his crew. As
a broke hustler he has a unique opportunity to study the
machines and to learn their characteristics. On his training
and application as a broke hustler will largely depend his
skill and worth as a future paper maker.

The broke hustler of today is the paper maker of to-
morrow, and special care is exercised in selecting appli-
cants. Youth, agility, alertness, combined with a sound
educational background, are essential qualities.

When a company hires a man as broke hustler, they are
not hiring an ordinary laborer. They are hiring a man
who in the years ahead will be a vital and direct factor
in the production of its output, and in the maintenance
of high quality manufacture. They are hiring a potential
paper mill superintendent.

Today in the Powell River plant there is not a single
top rank paper maker, from superintendent down, who has
not served his apprenticeship—-who has not carried his
“bucket of suction’’ down the long concrete floor, fever-
ishly swept piles of paper into a “broke hole” or dashed
madly up on the stacks as the red light shouted a “break”
signal to alert dry end crews.

The path to paper machine stardom starts with the
broke hustler.

tice.
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Angus Armour, responsible for programming of Powell River newsprint.

PROGRAMMING—
AN EXACTING |

W HTY don’t they build paper machines with elastic sides?There is little doubt that newsprint machines at
Powell River with widths that could be contracted or
expanded at will would be a heaven-sent gift to Angus
Armour and his staff. However, paper machines are built
of sturdy material, and the rolls to be manufactured are
of definite sizes that must be sorted out to fit the machine
rather than the machine fitting the rolls.

Programming newsprint rolls resembles the children’s
favorite game of blocks—fitting a number of miscellaneous
sized blocks into a given and restricted area. If you put
the right blocks into the right places and complete the
proper picture, then the problem is easy. Getting the rolls
in the right places and at the right times—that’s the $64.00
question.

It is Angus Armour’s problem to get the best possible
fits for the newsprint rolls on paper machines of fixed
widths, and that is one reason why Angus and his staff
are heavy milk drinkers, because ulcers come very easily
to a programming expert.

Most newspaper publishers contract for a definite
amount of tonnage from a producing mill, for varying
periods; some are short terms, others for many years. The
contracted tonnage is not delivered to them in large
amounts, say at quarterly or half yearly periods, but pub-
lishers place their orders for delivery at frequent intervals
during any month. The size of their monthly specifications
will be uniform in quantity according to contract, but each
month’s order may vary considerably as to sizes required,
because their own advance planning probably calls for
editions of varying numbers of pages, which, of course,
determines the sizes they will use. When you consider
there are well over 250 or more orders monthly to be taken
care of, you have some idea of the Armour problem.

On one side of the table are hundreds of rolls of varying
lengths and of several different diameters. On the other
side are the newsprint machines into which the rolls have
to be fitted and run off the machines, in time to meet
requested shipping dates. Angus would select part of
one customer’s order and part of another and perhaps
more, to fill out a particular machine. All the time there

is that annoying question, “Will this combination give the
maximum efhciency of production and yet meet that very
important shipping schedule?” It is small wonder that
gray hairs are common with the programming group.

Even after fitting the pieces into the puzzle and taking
into consideration the factors of maximum production and
delivery dates, Angus may find himself with a ten or
fifteen inch strip of waste trim on the ends of many reels.
That little strip doesn’t help with getting out the pub-
lishers’ sizes. If—he must mutter to himself frequently—
the “Bugle” would cut their size by an inch and the
“Buzzard” would put another half inch on their size, what
a sweet world it would be. More production would be
ready for the publishers, the trim would be cut down, and
delivery dates simplified.

This is, of course, the programming man’s dream. He
doesn't think it will ever become a reality—but there’s no
harm in dreaming. Meantime, he sits at his desk, watching
the orders come in calling for delivery this week or the
next one, fitting in the pieces one by one, and mumblingto don’t these papers order more three-
quarter rolls?” We could certainly use them in filling out
machine trims with better efficiency.

Angus’ problem in these days of heavy demand is in-
tensifed. Fortunate are the newsprint mills, if there are
any, that are able to carry large inventories. Small inven-
tories, which are the rule, prevent tonnage being made
in advance and put away for later shipment, and obtaining
better trim efhiciency, which is possible under planned pro-
duction by combining for immediate and future shipments.

The paper machines at Powell River are of all sizes.
To get maximum production of publishers’ sizes requires
one half-size roll and one three-quarter roll for every two
large rolls. The more orders Angus and his staff can
receive in that proportion, the better they can take care
of the expanding needs for Powell River newsprint.

Meantime, the “Armoured Brigade” is carrying on,
fitting a piece in here, another somewhere else, doing
their utmost to keep production at the highest possible
level and yet meet required shipping dates. What a life!
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Members of Powell River Company’s energetic Canada Savings Bond Committee, who went on to establish a new plant record this year.
Left - right: Harry Willis, Ray Weaver, Gordon Purvis, Doan Tonngon, Resident Manager Russell Cooper, Ted Bertram (chairman), Jack Young.Don Allen, Dick Bull.

POWELL RIVER plant and office employees have again
upheld their Dominion-wide reputation as leading pur-

chasers of Canada Savings Bonds. Last year they topped
all industrial firms in British Columbia with purchases of
$368,850 and 86.5% of employees participating. They
were third in the industrial section for the entire Dominion
of Canada.

This year, purchases jumped to over $400,000, with
88% of employees participating. It is an achievement in
which both management and employees take just pride.

The Powell River organization is recognized as one of
the most efhcient in the province. Campaign manager is
Ted Bertram, of the paper machine staffs, assisted by Doug
Johnson of the Groundwood mill. It is an all-employee
eftort—with canvassers in each department and on every
shift. These are men who have volunteered for the job
each year and who know their departmental personnel
intimately. During the war years, Powell River employees
were in top bond purchase brackets and they have con-
tinued the habit into the post-war years.

To Ted Bertram and all his assistants — hats off for 2
first-class job of real work.

ROWTH of Powell River’s school population is still
on the increase. This year the district registered over

1600 children, with a staff of 52 teachers. This compares
with 1400 students and 43 teachers in 1948.

AFEATURE of the Armistice Week period in Powell
River was the essay contest sponsored by the Canadian

Legion, Powell River branch. Prizes were awarded to the
best essay in each of grades 7 to 13. The subject was
“The Significance of the Flanders Poppy”. Each year, at
Armistice time, the Legion sponsors a similar contest deal-
ing with a subject of national or social significance.

HE revised pension plan recently put out by the Com-
pany, has proved highly popular with employees, and

over 90 per cent of the entire payroll has signed on the
dotted line.

WAT is close to a record size bag for coast deer was
the specimen shot recently by Alec Morris. Weighing

close to 250 lIbs., the big buck was shot in the Blue
Mountain area—about six miles from Powell River. The
average coast deer runs around 150 lbs., and anything over
that is getting into the heavyweight class. Alec’s kill tops
all known local records.

f MERICAN football is rapidly gaining favor with local
sports fans. Hundreds now listen in on the big games

—and knowledge of teams, their players and even plays
is rapidly approaching big league baseball and National
Hockey League standards. This is rather strange because,
for the most part, comparatively few Powell Riverites
have ever seen a game—and fewer still have ever played
it. Favorites in the local books are Army, Notre Dame,
Washington Huskies, Southern Methodist and Texas
A. tr M.
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Powell River Company's staff of 17 watchmen are performing a wide variety of tasks in the plant and community.

THE WATCHMEN—FRIENDS OF THE COMMUNITY
JHE Christmas rush is on. Bustle and activity on thestreets, in the stores, crowds everywhere.

Outside the watchmen’s wicket in front of the Time
Ofhce, a long queue of employees, brown wrapped pack:
ages in hand, moves slowly forward.

The sight intrigued our curiosity. “What,” we asked
Head Watchman Neil MacLean, “is cooking? What are
these fellows doing passing over those suspicious looking
parcels to your watchmen?”

“Normal Christmas routine,” replied Neil, casually.

Head Watchman Neil MacLean points out Dr. Brooks’ Memorial Plaque
a to interested visitor.

“The boys are handing in their beverage purchases for
sate keeping, until they come off shift.”

Further inquiries brought out the information that it
is common procedure for Powell River watchmen to take
in these and other parcels for employees, carefully mark
them-——and have them ready when the man comes off shift
on his way home. At Christmas time, the watchmen’s
ofhce resembles a busy railway checkroom.

Retention of parcels as a service to employees is almost
in the category of Big Business and never a day passes
but a good share of the spare space in the office is occupied
with packages, large and small, left by trusting employees.
This service is particularly helpful to men living in the
suburbs, and who, at noon hour or on their way to work,
pick up family parcels at the post office or purchase the
day’s groceries for “the missus”.

The parcel business is just one of the many unofficial
services that Neil MacLean and his staff of 177 watchmen
perform for employees and the general public.

In recent years, the responsibilities and duties of the
watchmen staff in Powell River have kept pace with plant
improvement and modern streamlining. Neil MacLean,
in defining his conception of the watchmen’s duties, has
this to say:

“We have a double duty to perform. Our first respon-
sibility is the safeguarding and security of the plant and
properties of the Powell River Company. Our second is
to the employees of the Company—and in a measure, to
the community as a whole.” The old conception of the
watchman, a man nearing or past retirement age, is dis-
appearing. So, too, is the idea that his job is just to put
in time by punching a clock at regular intervals and then
hastening back to a tiny hut to await his next round.

Powell River watchmen, as a result of this conception,
are now an integral part of community life. They are the
focal point for information and the ofhce phone is kept
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THEY ALL MEET AT THE STAG
P22 Annual Servicemen’s Smoker in Powell River isprobably one of the most unigue of its kind on this or
any continent. Each year, approximately 400 veterans
turn out for this most spectacular of all service men’s
reunions—and it is doubtful if anywhere in Canada or
United States as wide a variety of regimental or national
crests may be seen at one time or one place.

Service men’s get togethers are no novelty. In every
centre on the continent, battalion and regimental reunions
are being held. Members of the Rainbow Division come
together periodically; this or that regiment meets at regular
intervals to revive old memories.

In Powell River, due to its size and exclusion from large
metropolitan areas, the regimental or divisional reunion is
impracticable; and so, once a year, the gigantic Service
Men's Reunion stag is held——at which every ex-member
of the Allied forces in both wars, or of previous wars—
is eligible.

Such a reunion involves considerable high class general-
ship organization — and a deep and abiding faith in the
tender mercies of providence. Early in the evening, before
the softening or warming effects of fancy and fantastic
potions have been felt, all is well—but later, when navy,
army and air force representatives start getting clanny and
telling exactly who won the war, and when a U.S. Marine.
a British Guardsman, a Canadian Seaforth, an ex-air force
pilot, a member of the Norwegian Underground, an ex-
American gob and a former British tar begin to argue this
delicate point—it’s time to call in the pickets.

There is scarcely a British regiment, or at least, a branch
of the service, not represented. There are Grenadier
Guards, Sherwood Foresters, King’s Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry, the Buffs, the Blues and the Greys. There are
representatives from every Canadian division in the last
and the first world war; Princess Pats, Edmontons, West-
minsters, Calgary Highlanders, Irish Fusiliers, etc. There
are Canadian, British and American navy men, trying
with indifferent success to tolerate each other’s version of
a particular battl—and do these versions differ!

There is not a battlefield that is not represented; scarcely
an Allied nation that hasn't one advocate. The prize mem-
ber is a chap who fought on both sides during World
War I. There was some initial hesitation about accepting
him when he mentioned his afhliation with the Austrian
cavalry. He had been called up by the Italians, captured
and later conscripted by the Austrians. The boys figured,
on that basis, he had earned his spot.

No one would expect, or perhaps ever want, complete
peace and harmony at such a cosmopolitan gathering.
About 10 o'clock, when the navy, army, air force and
subsidiaries (the Marines are not a separate force in
Canada) have really jumped into the swing of things, the
international debate starts.

An ex-infantryman looks across two tables at an ex-
Air Force pilot, “Say, you blankety blank, what happened
to those high class bombing sights you. guys were supposed
to have. They sure pin pointed our battalion position at
Falaise . . You see what we mean.

An ex-U.S. Marine and a Royal Marine Commando
suddenly raise their voices above the rattle of cups and
glasses . . . this is unusually good.

In another corner an ex-Princess Pat is telling a former
artilleryman just exactly what he thinks of their barrage.
“Dropped right on top of our position...” This, too, is
often good for a laugh or two.

Multiply this by ten—imagine the purple faced apo-
plexy of a once proud member of His Majesty’s Cold-
stream Guards being told by a scrawny ex-Black Watch
Highlander that “if you fellows had held your position
we wouldna’ have had to pull oot”. Imagine a former
member of the U.S. 27th Division telling a Rainbow Divi-
sion man that he came out “after the storm was over...”

And in between the clamor is the rather plaintive voice
of the more aged Boer War veteran piping up, “you
modern soldiers don’t know what real soldiering looks
like. Now at Spion Kop and Paardeburg... .”

But members of the Powell River Legion Committee
can cope with this potentially disastrous tactical situation.
They have a sure fire ace up their sleeves in the presence
of Powell River’s famed pipe band which attends every
smoker as a security precaution.

Just about the time the Guardsman and the Jock are
squaring off, and the U.S. Marine and the Commando are
heading for the door, the pipe band strikes up the “Cock
of the North”. In an instant, all feuds stop, the itch to
march hits every foot, and in two minutes the pipe band
starts a march around the hall, with the Marine and Com-
mando men arm in arm, the Guardsman slapping the
“Jock” on the back, and Army, Navy, and Air Force once
more united and in boisterous step behind the pipes.

We still claim it’s quite a spectacle—and probably the
most internationally and most representative Annual Ser-
vice Men’s “Stag” on this or any continent.
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North Vancouver with shipyards in the foreground and portion of the residential area. —Aero Surveys Limited Photo

THE NORTH SHORE
By HELEN SMITH

PERE was a time, not so many years ago, when “overon the North Shore” meant a trip by ferry boat to one
of the many summer camps that dotted the shore line, or
a hiking trip through the wooded trails that skirted the
mountains, or a long haul up Grouse or Hollyburn Ridge
tor week-end’s skiing. Or it meant a picnic for mother
and dad and the kids at Capilano Canyon and a soul-
shaking walk across the suspension bridge, with mother
trying not to look through the slats of the catwalk swaying
210 feet above the deep green water of the Capilano River
roaring in the canyon below.

Today, the wooded trails are still there, the Capilano
bridge still attracts its annual quota of visitors and the
enchantment of a week-end’s skiing is now enhanced by
the chair lift that carries the skiers effortlessly to the runs.

But the North Shore has in recent years become more
than a playland. From the summer camps has grown the
homes of more than 40,000 people who live in the City
of North Vancouver, the District of North Vancouver,

and West Vancouver. It has become home to thousands
of people who found in it the answer to country living
within a few minutes’ travelling distance from the city
and their jobs. There are many ideal residential sections.
among which are Marlborough Heights and Canyon
Heights in North Vancouver and the British Pacific Prop-
erties above West Vancouver. On the sunny slopes high
above the harbour, beautiful homes command an unpar-
alleled view of the City of Vancouver.

The majority of the people residing on the North Shore
earn their living in Vancouver and commute daily by way
of the Lion’s Gate Bridge, longest suspension bridge in the
British Empire, by the Second Narrows Bridge farther up
the harbour, or by ferry service leaving the City of North
Vancouver. However, many of the North Shore's citizens
are supported by local industries. Chief among these are
the lumber mills and sawmills, and shipbuilding. The ship-
building industry has a proud record in North Vancouver.
It was here, during the war years, that scores of ships of
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Park Royal in West Vancouver—complete shopping centre.

Leonard Frank Photos
Capilano Golf Course.

many classes were sent down the ways to carry men and
materials to the war zones of the world.

Encouraged by the progress and growth of population
on the North Shore, more and more businesses are spring-
ing up to service the needs of the many communities.
The building trade is enjoying an unprecedented boom in
the construction of commercial buildings and attractive
new homes. One of the latest and finest additions to serve
the public is the shopping centre, Park Royal, located
immediately west of the Lions Gate Bridge just below the

British Properties. Almost a city in itself, Park Royal is
complete with full size department store, banking service,
drug stores, fine dress shops, fur shops, interior decorator
services, a smart restaurant and coffee shops; in fact,
almost any kind of shop you care to mention is represented.
A huge parking area is provided in front of the shops and
as an additional service, free bus transportation is avail-
able for the housewives travelling from the City and
District of North Vancouver to Park Royal:

Amidst all this progress and bustle of newborn activity,
the North Shore's original citizens, the Indians, still pursue
peaceful lives on the reservations set aside for them. Close
to the sea and the mountains that are part of their blood,
they are symbols of a swiftly vanishing era in the history
of the Province and particularly the North Shore. One of
their most colorful members is Chief Mathias Joe, a chief
of the Capilano tribe, who is one of the few remaining
Indians today practicing the ancient and skilled art of
carving totem poles, the fascinating “talking sticks” of the
Red Man. Proud of the history of his race and his tribe,
Chief Mathias Joe, an ambassador for his people to :the
King of England during the coronation of George ‘VI,
will regale his listeners with the stories of the blood-thirsty
Haidas of the Queen Charlotte Islands, who swept down
in their war canoes and carried off the wives of the Cap-
ilanos and killed many villagers. All this before the settling
of the white man with his logging shows and mining and
fishing and the coming of the iron horse.

The future of the North Shore is bright—industry is
recognizing more and more the possibilities of North Van-
couver for industrial sites with the wide expanse of water-
front, while the residential districts of both North and
West Vancouver are logical places for the City of Van-
couver to ease its growing pains. Each has much to offer
the other. The North Shore, stretching from Dollarton in
the east to Horseshoe Bay on the west, a distance of some
thirty miles, offers an unrivalled setting and great oppor-
tunity for living and working, while its sister city on the
south shore—Vancouver—brings an increasing number of
home-seekers north across the Lion’s Gate Bridge every
year, swelling the population and the prosperity of the
North Shore communities. It is fast becoming to Van,
couver what Oakland is to San Francisco.

The North Shore looking across the harbour from Vancouver. —-L_Leonard Frank Photos
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| The new Saw Mill carriage and head saw, showing air operated “dogs”.

AN you build us a steel sawmill in two weeks? That
sounds like a fair sized order, so perhaps you would

like to know the conditions of construction. Can all the
foundations be poured before the two-week period starts?
Why, certainly, all the foundations are in now. Well.
that makes it easier. Oh! But we neglected to mention
that there is a wooden sawmill on the foundations which
is still operating. The new mill must be built inside the
existing building without interfering with operations on
the opposite side. Sure, it was a tall order, but it was
tackled and surmounted by our service division this summer.
- Qur sawmill consists of two sides, right and left. Because

of older and now outmoded equipment, it was decided to
rebuild the left side of the mill in steel construction and

WHILE

By DON BLAKE,
Project Engineer.

Ared.

Crete oe

Bert Helland, sawmill expert de luxe, supervised millwrights
and welding operations.

to install a new head saw and a fast modern Gunshot
carriage with air dog equipment.

Planning started a year in advance with the Engineering
Department making full and detailed drawings of every
possible part to ensure that all the equipment would be
ready to fit together in the shortest time possible. Operators
prepared months in advance by saving small wood to enable
the small barker, which has its own slasher decks produc-
ing pulp blocks, to operate three shifts. Approximately
six weeks before the changeover, the operating department
began stock piling cut blocks. By the time the job started
1800 skips of wood blocks were hand piled in the mill

Installation proceedings began on August 20th. A three-
day shutdown of the sawmill was arranged for Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday. During this time the central con-
veyor between the right and left decks was to be replaced
in steel. This meant cutting a path through the heart of
the mill, and removing a wooden conveyor with timbers
spiked one on top of the other. It came out in big pieces,
just as big as we could handle. By Sunday night at 8.00
o'clock the first steel was going in as the first footings were
exposed. Steel coming in, passed wood going out, and by
Tuesday morning logs travelled on a new steel log haul
and new kickers shot logs to the right side of the mill.

While steel workers and millwrights had been installing
the steel conveyor, other millwrights, steam fitters, carpen-
ters, electricians and riggers had been busy demolishing
the left hand side. The old ten-foot, six-inch band saw
was dismantled and a new nine-foot Filer and Stowell mil]
was erected on the old concrete foundation. The new mill
towered like a castle on an island, with a small ramp lead-
ing to it as steel replaced wood on all sides. Steel columns
also replaced wood on the side of the building, and the
ends of the main trusses were picked up on steel as advance
shoring took the load. As the shift work continued, new
carriage tracks were installed, new steel log skids, new
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Veteran electrician Ed Aquilin looked after wiring details.

log turning equipment and a new off-bearing roll case were
set in place. Finally, the new saw carriage, which had
previously been carried over the old wooden decks and
temporarily supported in line with the track outside the
mill, was rolled on to its tracks and connected to the
(Sunshot.

The new left side was started on Monday morning,
September 18th, not quite on schedule, due to failure of
steel deliveries—and the decision to install concrete deck-
ing. It was still a highly satisfactory performance and only
made possible by the skill and application of the crew on
their job. I have never seen a finer example of team work.

Now what about the men who did this job, who moved
all the heavy equipment, who fitted machinery, ran piping,
pulled wiring and who connected the steam and controls.
The men did this hazardous job with but one minor acci-
dent. There was George Nassichuk, who handled the rig-
ging for his boss, Alec Knudsen; Bert Helland, whose
middle name should have been Sawmill, supervised the
millwrights and welders; Barney Biles looked after the
carpenters for his superintendent, Al Carrick; Eddie Aqui-
lin took care of retaining what precious electrical circuits
he could and ran the new electrical wirings; Denny Greene
mastered the intricacies of new controls and supervised the
work of the steam fitters.

It is to these men we take off our hats for a difficult job
well done with no unnecessary lost production.

Joe Galloway and Bill Dawson were in the thick of the fray.

Steam Plant Engineer Denny Greene supervised all
steam fitting operations. |

Tom Fleury of the Building Division was a tower of strength
in the installation. Barney Biles supervised the carpenters for his boss, Al Carrick.

Peasy...
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“TOTEM LAND’ TQ PUBLICIZE BRITISH COLUMBIA

Totem Poles recently carved by Chief Mathias.

IN August last, a new society was incorporated under the

The society will carry the name ““Totem Land” and its
original objectives were summed up by Mayor Charles
Thompson of Vancouver in a recent address.

His worship declared: “The objects are to collect in
writing and disseminate the legendary history, customs
and philosophy of our native Indians; also to encourage
and preserve their ancient weaving, painting and sculp-
tural art; to promote the use of a Thunderbird Totem and
the slogan “Totem Land’ as the symbol of the color and
romantic interest of the British Columbia Indian, together
with their singular totemology and unique wood carving
art; to advise, encourage and support the British Columbia
Indians in overcoming obstacles that may stand in the way
of their attainment to the enjoyment of full citizenship . . .
I believe that the story and the artistic and philosophical
attainments of our Indians constitute a most interesting
and valuable approach to publicity in this province.”

The Totem Land conception has interested Boards of
Trade and other business groups, and is arousing wide-
spread interest generally. There is little question that the
Province of British Columbia is rich in picturesque, his-
torical lore— and equally true that no concentrated effort
has ever been introduced to utilize this background to
advertise the attractions of our province, or to preserve

secieties Act of British Columbia.

the vast but scattered stores of Indian treasures that exist
in many and widely extended areas of the province.

Chief Thompson, in his message to Chief Tom Shewish.
vice-president of the Native Brotherhood of British Col-
umbia, emphasized another objective of the society which
will meet with approval from many of our friends in the
United States, confronted with similar problems in con-
nection with their own state.

Mayor Thompson went on to say that: “One of the
problems which I am bringing to the attention of the
society is the nondescript production and sale of spurious
articles purported to be of Indian origin, more particularly
that of totem poles. Perhaps we may be successful in
bringing about a new order of things in this regard.”

The “Totem Land” campaign is already under way,
and its popularity is expanding. Auto licence plates for
19452 will have the figure of the Thunder Bird, the most
common figure used on Indian totem poles, as emblematic
of B. C. Two years hence, it is hoped the words ‘Totem
Land” will be on every British Columbia licence.

Probably B. C. is the last great home of the totems on
the Pacific Coast—and no more fitting symbol could be
selected to represent and typify Canada’s farthest west
province. The Totem Land committee contains the names
of a large number of British Columbians prominent in all
walks of life—and the organizational work has been largely
completed. The research committee, headed by Mrs.
Arthur Henderson, has been correlating information and
arranging for collection and concentration of every possible
sample of Indian art and culture. The Native Brotherhood
and other Indian groups are cooperating enthusiastically.
Totem Land is on the way.

The University of British Columbia has for many years
nurtured the idea of Indian research and study. The em-
blem of the college is the Thunderbird and the original
Varsity cheer leaders’ yell, the famous “Kitsilano Capi-
lano’’", which has urged many a team to victory, carries the
Indian theme throughout. More concretely, the University

Chief Mathias and family—with grandchildren.
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now has a new Totem Park, the first unit of which has
been developed and comprises genuine totem poles restored
by experts from the Khahtsahlano tribe of Indians, near
Vancouver.

The whole idea of Totem Land has aroused a new spirit
of cooperation between the Indians and their white friends
of British Columbia. The Indians feel that at last their
ancient culture and heritage is being fully recognized and
appreciated. They are proud of their contribution to Brit-
ish Columbia and proud of the part they are playing in
the new campaign to make the world B. C. conscious.
British Columbia government officials, historical societies
and business groups, are working closely—and history and
publicity are joining hands for a bigger and more prosper-
ous B. C. through the common medium of “Totem Land””. Totem Poles in Stanley Park.

LABOR-MANAGEMENT INITIATE NEW SAFETY POLI
()N_October last, Management and Labor in the BritishColumbia pulp and paper industry initiated a new chap-
ter in the history of industrial safety in the province. To
this meeting, held in the Hotel Vancouver, came 44 dele-
gates, representative of management and labor in the manu-
facturing and converting plants. They met to discuss the
problem of accident prevention in the industry and how
management and the man on the job could work together
in the closest possible co-operation. Co-chairmen for this
convention were Harry Todd of Powell River Company
and Henry L. Hansen, international representative of the
Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers.

Labor delegates were practically all members of union
safety committees in their respective plants, and many had
prepared papers outlining recommendations for general
industry safety. Management representatives participated
in all discussions, which were on the highest level and re-
moved from any personal or individual plant problems.

The papers read by different delegates were of high
quality and gave evidence of intense preparation and
thought.

Powell River Company safety men were prominent in
discussions and in presentation of papers. Stuart Slade,
safety supervisor, and Rex Needham, his assistant, were
accompanied by Fred Parsons and Henry Morris, members
of union committees and two of the most indefatigable
workers on behalf of safety to be found anywhere.

In his paper Fred Parsons discussed “Safety Enforce-
ment and Discipline’. He emphasized the necessity for
the safety supervisor to spend as much time as possible in
the plant and to familiarize himself with all operations.
If this is done and employees appreciate he is there to
prevent accidents, “the impartial enforcement of safety
rules and regulations and the discipline that goes with it”
should present no problem. “Sincerity on both sides will
go a long way to prevent accidents,” Mr. Parsons declared.

Flenry Morris touched on the place and value of mill
safety committees in the accident prevention program.

I believe,” Mr. Morris said, “that the participation of
management on safety committees governs the enthusiasm
generated for the safety committee.”

“Safety committees,” he went on to say, “help in every
phase of industrial life. They help maintain production

by keeping regular employees on the job, and saving lost
time and unavoidable decrease in efficiency through inex-
perienced substitute workers.

“Safety committees, by constant checking on and report-
ing of faulty equipment, keep production at high levels
and boost eficiency. A good, conscientious safety commit-
tee means fewer breakdowns and operation stoppages.

Safety committees are a potent means of advertising
safety programs and practices. By regular reporting back
to their unions they maintain employee interest. Often.
as a result of these reports, suggestions are received from
individuals that have materially helped to reduce safetyhazards.

“Safety committees assist employer-employee relations.
Through constant inter-association an understanding of
each other’s problems is developed and better co-operation
and mutual appreciation is assured.”

Safety Inspector Stuart Slade outlined various factors
essential if interest is to be created and—equally important
——maintained, in safety. He listed four principal methods
of creating interest.

1. Education
2. Publicity
3. Discipline
4. Awards.

“Education,” Mr. Slade said, “includes education of all
groups—workmen, supervisors and management.

“Publicity stunts are pump priming devices, but effective
and striking when linked up with a steady and consistent
safety program.

“Discipline must be a part of safety and it must be
enforced strictly and impartially.

“Awards have a definite place on a well planned safety
program but in themselves are no answer to accident pre-vention.

“Safety is a business in which everyone must work
steadily, conscientiously and whole-heartedly,” Mr. Slade
declared. “Enthusiasm for safety must be the watchword
of everyone here from top management down. We are
making progress because we have, in recent years, been
more enthusiastic for safety and its importance in modern
industry.”
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THE OFFICE CHRISTMAS PARTY
Ai OST of the staff and invited guests had already arrived

as President Harold stood up to open the big office
Christmas party.

Afdter his usual well selected Yuletide greeting, the
president announced that among the guests were John
McIntyre of Powell River and Messrs. William Barclay

. and Roy Foote of the Powell River Sales Company.
“In this informal gathering, we want everyone to feel

at home, drop their inhibitions, and when called on, each
guest is expected to do a brief turn, a short speech, a
dance, a recital, etc., all in the spirit of St. Nicholas.”’

Slight flutterings of apprehension rippled over the audi-
ence and Clare Cunningham and Vice-President George
O’Brien started quietly for the nearest exit. However, the
sight of a couple of waiters carrying glasses stopped them
amidships.

The President wasted no time. He called on John
McIntyre, whom he said “would say a few appropriate
Christmas words.”

John, nervous, modest and plainly ruffled, rose weakly
from his seat.

“Mr. Chairman — 1... uh... words fail me...
I...” and sat down???

Bill Barclay was next on the list. He angled rather bash-
fully to his feet.

**Ladies and gentlemen, I don’t know any stories because
George O’Brien has a monopoly on the best ones. But
perhaps you might like an exhibition of aesthetic dancing
from me and Helen Smith. We've practised a lot and
(hopefully) you might enjoy it.”

The audience did. Nothing like it had ever been seen
since Washington crossed the Delaware. The audience
was in a state of uncontrollable emotion. Handkerchiefs
were brought out, smelling salts passed around, and Betty
Forbes was carried off in a fit. The dancers, whirling like
mad dervishes, now retreating, now advancing, flashed
backward and forward across the room in a fury of aban-
don. Here was all the exotic, passionate ecstasy of the
African jungle in the full glory of its meridian. The wild

song of the desert nomad was here; here, too, was the
grace and agility of the Spanish caballero. Here, in short,
was a dance.

As the dancers, nerveless and exhausted after their spine
tingling, blood flaming exhibition, sank panting to the
ground, and as the crashing applause of the audience
dropped to a subdued murmur, Joe Foley, visibly affected
by the performance, called feebly to the nearest waiter,
“Help! Help!”

With order at last restored, Roy Foote was the Presi-
dent’s next choice. Roy had prepared a small poem and
would the gathering like to hear it?

They would, and Roy, his oratorical blood afire, and
with an almost fanatical gleam in both eyes, exclaimed:

Who takes the brunt of the newsprint battle,
As the paper breaks and the presses rattle—
Who bows and smiles, who takes the blame?

The Poor Old Sales must settle the claim.
Who's responsible for the damaged rolls,
The sort of thing that tries men’s souls?
When the ink won't dry and our paper’s rough,

The Poor Old Sales must take the guff.
If a dab of paste makes the paper stick,
Somebody will hear of it mighty quick;
.The publisher roars and the pressmen cry,

The Poor Old Sales must answer why.
A weakened splice, a hole in the sheet,
Cuts on the edges, the paper in streaks;
The publisher glares, lets out a yell,

“Get hold of the Sales and give ’em hell!”
So thanks for sharing your Christmas treat,
It’s a tough old game and hard to beat;
Peace on Earth, Good Will to men,

And the Sales start out on the road again.
This was too much for the audience, already whipped

to a state of high emotion by the great Barclay-Smith
performance. Handkerchiefs were again brought out—the
snifing was audible—and in one spontaneous gesture the
entire crowd collected around Roy, and in sympathetic
chorus, linked arms in “Hark, the Herald Angels Sing’.

By this time the true spirit of Christmas had permeated
every breast, and as we left the party the spirit was cir-
culating freely, and peace on earth, good will to men—
and women—was visible on all sides.

(NoTE: The above is fiction but is a preview of what
could happen at the annual Christmas Party.)
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